Our 1982 calendar edition consists of these 13 superb photographs,
reproduced on heavy paper stock with the care and qualrty accorded fine
art prints. These qualities, coupled with the large 11" x 19" format, (ideal
for frami,ng) will provide a g,raphlc and lasting reminder of the beauty and
grace of soaring flight throughout the coming year.

Price £6.75 includ'ing postage and packing.
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Exclusive UK suppliers

AEROSPACE INFORMATION CENTRE
8 THE ORCHARDS. SAWBRIDGEWORTH. HERTS CM21 9BB. ENGLAND.
Telephone 19 a.m. - 1 p.m.l Bishop's StQrtford 723884
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The Choice of Winners at Chateauroux,
Rayskala and Waikerie.
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Your Choice for the Eighties
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The combination of the revolutionary new MKIV
Total Energy Compensated Variometer with the
MKIV Director is perhaps one of the most advanced, yet simple to use, systems ever.

..

It

MKIV Director

Utilizing the 'latest in electronic and packaging
techniques, Cambridge is the only system with
the unique building·bloc'k approach, enabling you
to tailor the system to exactly your requirements.
All system components are compatible and Iratrofittable on the Held.
Full two year warranty and fast service back-up.

MKIV Vario

Cambridge systems alre available through:
Southdown Aero Services, Lasham Airfield,
Nr. Alton, Hants, GU34 5SR
Tel: HERRIARD 359
Service is available through:
Glider Instruments, 5 Glendevon R.d., Woodley,
Reading, Berks.
T el,: 0734 696491

Mini Vario

STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS IN:
Australia. Canada, England, France, Germany, Holland, New
Zealand, Switzerland. Full Service Facilities in Australia, Canada,
England, Switzerland and Germany.

Standard Vario

Cambridge Ae,fo Instruments, I,nc.
300 Sweetwater Ave.
Bedford, MA USA 01730

Integrator
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AudiO Director

Tel.. (617) 275-0889

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

~~.'".1fij.Y1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
Leading manufacturers andsuppliers ofequipment for gliding andlight aviatIon

~

~\~~~

YOU WON'T GET BETTER VALU,E ANYWHERE
- £7,950 (unless it's a Vega at £9,300).
Don't forg.et we carry a large stock of INSTRUMENTS
competitively priced AND we offer a. speedy, high
quality REPAIRS service to get you flying ag·ain in the
minimum time with the' least fuss.
Note: all prices exclude VAT - chargeab:le at 15% a't time of going to press.
For further information write toOl phone Roger Bull

f:llb
SLINGSBY ENGINEERING LIMITED
Kirkbymoorside. York Y066EZ. England TeW75131751 Telex 57911
October/November 1981
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SU.PPlIERS TO THE
AIRCI·AfT JNDUSTRY.

WINNER OF THE
1981 WORLD CHAMPS

Windcones - manufactured in Min. 01
.Oefence IHypalon, Polyurethene .nylon and
Cambrk National & Advertising Flags and
Banner'S.

Flagpoles and Windsock mast•.
Orogue. made Irom easy to clean Pl/C
Nylon.
PIGGon B~OlHE~S & CO LIMITED
$Ionford R,ver~. Ongor. Essex (MS 9P J

Tel 0277 363262

GLIDER RADIOS
MUST HAVE:
Ultra low power consumption
Very sensitive receiver
Ability to handle strong signals
Transmitter power, licensable. with low
power consumption
Abilily to handle dynamic/car,bon
microphone ;lnd headsets

* TOP SEVEN PLACES ALL LS4's

* MANY OTHER 1981 CONTEST WINS

GLIDER ,"AUIOS
WOULD Bt NICE If THEY HAD:
720 channels
Minimal weight
Transmit sidetone
Intercom facility
Low battery indication
All the above is available now in the best
Radio in the World.

THE

WALTER DlTTEt FSG50
The lowest price 720 channel Com in
England.
Send for lull details and compare the
specifications before you buy, you may
find you are getting more spec. for less·
money than other rad ios.

R.E.F. Electronics
Church Road, Penn, Hlgh Wycombe
Bucks HPtO 8LN
Tel: National- 049481-4483
Internationa'l + 44-49481-4483
HomeOtfice and Civil Aviation Authority A,pproved

•

Dittel radios
*

*
*

*
*

Ultra low power
consumption
720 channels
FUlly CM approved
Two year warranty
The cheapest 720ch, corn.

For information on Rolladen-Schneider saHplanes
and Dittel radi'os, contact the sole UK agents -

SPEEDS,OARING

23 ROUNDHEAD DRIVE, THAME, OXON
084421 4132 or 0869242691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

Simultaneous VHF Nav/Com

.360 (50 khz spacing) communications channels on upper tuning
head.
•

Full (200 channel) VOR/LOC nay
band on lower tuning head.

•

separate com and nay reoeivers
allow simultaneous nay and com
..
.hi·
VOR/
t ranSml$SIOn wllF,Oul osmg .
LOC signals.

• Th,s eqUipment compiles With the 0 003%
lolerance requIred by the CAA and IS cerlilied
by our own rad,o workshops

EAGLE AIRCRAFT SERVICES LTD, Leavesden Airport, Watlord. Herts WD2 7BY. Tel: (09273) 79611. Telex: 261502.
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ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER'S

o
Proof Positive of another Cla.ssic
Schleicher Design
With no less than ten of the first twelve places on
the Br,itish Nafional15m Championships being held
by the famous ASW 20 design ,incl'uding First, Second and Third place.

fll

a~~~~~~U

Even if you do not aspire to become
the welll-proven cockpit layout, superb hanoting and confidence bUIlding
glide path control of the easy to fly ASW 20 or ASW 20L.

Or if you seek the $'impler life, free of flaps, 1001< to the range of other
Schlei.cher gliders _. all with a wel:l deserved reputation for quaUty,
performance and well ba,lanced handling for which the Schleicher range is
renowned:

~

ASW 19b FAt Standard Class
ASW 19 Club Essentially a 19b but

ASK 21
ASK 23

or forgetful.
Two-seater GRP train
Specifically designed

,Easy to land
ith fixed wheel for the inexperienced
- the new approach to training.
a first solo folilow on to the ASK 21.

$

And for those who want complexit ,\pedormance and something to really
envy - the ASW 22 says it all.
1

etails write or phone:

John

LONDON SA

'PLANES LTO

Trlng 'Road, Dunstable

(0582) 63419
October/November 7987
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CHILTERN SAILPLANES
TEL. WORKS 0494445854
HOME 0865 890517
BOOKER AIRFIELD,. Nor. MARLOW
BUCKS.SL73DR

LTD

~

0:=
.. .

. -_
'

G 102 CLUB III

GAS & ARGON ARC WELDING FACILITIES,
EXTENSIVE WOODWORK, STEEL TUBE
AND GLASSFI8:RE REPAm FACILITIES
MAIN STOCKISTS FOR:
AMCO RADIOS & TERECON PRODUCTS

ALSO DITTEL .& SECKER FLUGFUNKWERK
RADIOS

BOOK YOUR C OF A WORK
EARLY AND AVOID DfSAPPOINTMENT

AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SPARES AND
MATERIALS AIiE AVAILABLE FOR GROB,
SCHLEICHER, POLISH AND MOST SAILPLANES,
TGST WHEELS, HOOKS AND SPARES, TYRES,
TUBES, INSTRUMENTS AND ALL ITEMS FOR
THE HOME BUILDER AND ENTHUSIAST

THE REPAIR OF GROB & SCHLEIICHER SAILPLANES
SPECIALISTS IN
AND MOTORGLlOERS

John Delafield

D/ckle Feakes

RICARDOAVIONICS

Agents for RICO va,iomelers, AVIONIC DITIEL radios, REPLOGl,E barographs, and
SuppUe,s of Radio and E'lectrical Equipment
720 ChannellRadio - ATR 720

RlCO VARIOMETERS

by AVIONIC DITTEL (a new company
formed by the father and son of "Waiter Oilte'" fame).

well known for their compact Flight
Di'rector syslems also produce a·
nigh quality audio variometer for
club use and local soaring. The Vario/
Audio (VA) model is an example

8 HOUR REPLOGLE
BAROGRAPHS

*
*
*
**
*
*
*

*
Press button IreQuency selection
77 mm x 56 mm x 200 mm deep
Low power consumption from 12V
supply
CM approval applied lor
2 year warranty
MounHnQ cradle and wiring loom
included in price of £488

Please write or phone fOf brochures or
further details

*
*
*
*
*
..
..

Independent UP and DOWN audio
Adjustable aUdio quiet band
Built-in speaker
35 m/a consumptionlrom 12V supply
Inexpensive repeater unit for 2-seaters
Easily upgraded to Flight Director
£245

All prices include VAT where epplicable

*
*
*

Exceptionally easy to use
Pressure sensitive paper producing a
fine trace (can be "blacked" il prelerred)
Small. light and very robust
Over 200 in use world wide

£169

British made OlDHAM gell cell
accumulators 12V () A/H £1§.50
Chargers lor above gell cells £17
PYE CAMBRIDGE and WESTMINSTER
vehicle radios at £95 and £135 respectively
.. Miniature voltmeters £5
Schanz SK80 compass £195

**

*

For further details phone John Oelafield (0949-20306) or Dickie Feakes (024024-4216) or
write to John Oelafield at 19 Newton Gardens, Newton, Nottingham NG13 8HB
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s

VARIOMETE,

ELECTRIC ALTITUDE DERIVATIVE VARIOMETERS FOR SAILPLANES
The Model 700 range offers a wide choice of features. and is of high quallity, with
exceUent performance. Over 1500 of the new range are already ,in service.

Model 700
Three gain,S, 10, 20 knots, total energy
inclusive with 2, 4, 6 sec damping.
Integral 30 sec averager.

Model 701
Basic 10 knot vario. Wet and dry.
Netto. pitot static total energy, 2, 4, 6, sec
damping, averager.

Model 702
Basic 10 knot vario with wet and dry
Cruise control. pitot static total energy
2,4, 6, sec damping.

Model,703
Basic 10 ~not vario, cruise and netto.
Pitot stati:c total energy and 2, 4. 6, second damping.

ALSO AVAILABLE The 400 series for sailplanes, 500 series Power aircraft and
Hang g'liders and the miniature 600 range with models for sailplane hang
gliders or power aircraft.

PIK 20E 11 High Performance" Flapped 15" Motor
Sailplane. Proven Rotax 43 hp retractable engine.
Demonstrator available and several already
flying in the UK.

*
*
*
*

And of courseo:
• FIBREGLASS TRAILERS FOR 15 METRE SAILPLANES
• GOOD RANGE OF INSTRUMENTS
• REPAIRS TO ALL SAILPLANES WHATEVER MATERIAL
• C's of A
• WOODEN TRAILERS BUILTTO YOUR SPECIFICATION
OctoberlNovemt>f;r 1981

Good take off distance
Good rate of climb
Early deliveries
Full series production in France

JOHN HULME
BOTTISHAM, CAMBRIDGE
Telephone
Cambridge 811323
207

COMPETITION ENTERPRISE

RHODA PARTRIDGE

Shobdon, June 27-July 5
ET'S face it, your average airfield
has as much char'm and atmosphere
as a municipal car pa~k. Our guests rolled
lip 01'1 a cold, still, grey afternoon and
there we were, littere(l with light aircraft
and teeming with parachutists. Not a bit
like lovely North Hill. To add to the
gloom, John FieldeD, the brilliant archbishop of Enterprise, the spirited task
setter who had never missed ·an Enterprise, had shingles and was missing this
one. However, Philip Wills (who initiated the Comp as an escape from
routinely racing Regionals) looked down
from the glider pilots' paradise that he
ornaments and here's what happened.
Saturday June 27. Ken Wilkinson
declared LIS open (and spared us a .Iong
speech). Carl Davies (airport manager)
gave a helpful (if threatening) talk on
safety. Mike Garrod (Met) held a small
crystal ball aloft and said "Light northerly, moist, unstable". Tony Maitland
(lynch pin without whom we would have
fallen apart) set a pilot selected O/R. To
be selected when airborne, one point
out, two points return and (by popular
demand) 25 points bonus for landing
back. PallI Kite (Vega) was Glass ship
winner with 235km. Chris Ellis (Olympia
460) did 1:54km and won for Wooden
ships. The day turned out better ,than
expected and people regretted not having flown further.
Sunday, June 28. Same Met as yesterday. Tony set a selec,tion of TPs IQ give

L

poss'ibilities for O/R or triangles (including 3OOkm) or eat's cradles. F'irsl Glas~
was Tony Moulang (ASW-I:5), who did
Ledbury, Abergavenny, Mynd. First
Wood was Norman Smith (Skylark 4)
who said he had spent a pleasant,

Norman Smith, who won for Wood. Photo: Tony
SmallwooJ.

relaxed day wandering 120km around the
countryside takiAg photos.
Monday, June 29. Met similar to· previous days but a .change on the way. Tony
set a 306km triangle. railway junction
NE of Oswestry, Little Rissing,ton, for
Glass and a 175km triangle, Welshpool,
Worcester, for Wood. Paul Kite (Vega)
won Glass again (comment from old
Enterprise hand "His first Comp. Most
alarming"), He also gained his Diamond

Chris Simpson, who thought lIthe "best Entupdse r:vu". Photo: Tony Smollwood.
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goaL Norman Smith won again for
Wooden ships. The day turned out really
difficuH and there was a scatter of outlandings in the Cotwolds.
Tuesday, June 36. Warm fronts had gone
through overnight. Strong NW wind, 8/8
doud, 2000ft c10udbase and wave above.
Tony set a choice between height points
or all OIR or triangle on a line between
Newport (Mon) and Wrexham. Photographs depending on holes ("What
holes?") Or if no holes appear go r1idge
soaring in the Black Mountains and land
at Talgarth.
John BaBy then gave a calming briefing about his Black Mountain site. We
listened, goggle-eyed. At 1200hrs there
was a re-br.iefing and Philip King gave an
excellent talk on the ShoWon wave
relating it to local landmarks. Even old
Shobdon hands learnt a lot from it. A
few gliders lallnched through a small
hole, which then closed, After a three
hour wait I took the Glasflugel 3Q4 up
(hors concours) through a tiny hole that
opened as the tug and I reached c1oudbase and found myself in a sma'JI white
pudding basin. The P'IK 20E slipped
through like a fish. The 460 and the Twin

Anxious pilots
Astir followed. The hole then closed. It
was hilarious. Tiny holes all over the
Welsh borders. had little collections of
gliders perched above tmem. Anxious
pilots trying to identify a smaUtown with
a caravan site, a wiggley river and a disused railway. All border towns look
like that through a small hole.
The radio chat "Can you identify ... ?
I think it's ... No it's not". Roger Harlow, flying the Shobdon TWlin Astir.
replied to a ,query On his position
"Somewhere over the UK but it could
be Welshpool." Actually it was Church
Stretton. It was so beautiflll and it was
funny. In the evening it opened IIp and
starry-eyed pilots came h()rne to Shobdon and Mike Russell who had his first
wave flight (in the little Moswey)
decided not to give up gliding. John
Cadman told us how lovely the Moswey
looked against the wave clouds. We all
had tales to tell .. It was an exceptionally
happy day. Rod Witter (PIK 20E) won
for Glass with a flight to Wrexham and
Hay. Jerry Ramsden (Skylark 4) won for
Wood with 13 Oooft which gave him
Gold height.
Wednesday, July 1. Met same as yesterSAILPLANE & GLIDING

day but with more cloud (colltd there
be?) and less wind. Task, OIR or
triangle, pilot selected. Norman Smith
launched early, dimbed in wave to
9000ft and shot off to Shrewsbury. He
didn't quite get back, but he won for
Wood. John Bally surprised even himself. He launched in the evening and
took his Diamant on a remarkable ridge
ride to turn Crickhowelland he got back.
About eight miles were between 600 and
800ft, bllt the c10udbase went up later
and he got to over 4000ft over Talgarth
to final glide all the way back from
Cwmdu. This was his first Comp and he
won the day for Glass.
Thursday, July 2. Westerly and grotty.
Tony said "Most clubs wont be flying,
so go and photograph as many as you
can to infuriate them. Wooden ships may
also photograph recognisable castles,
not just heaps of stones." Chris Ellis
(460) WOIl for Wood. He said "It was
horrible, round hills from field to field. I
photographed Cosford and the Mynd.
The thermals just didn't work." Reg
Mayo (Diamant) photographed Talgarth
and the Mynd to win for Glass. I had an
extra mug to present at briefing because
Chris Simpson's SOil David did his first
m~d second parachute jumps.
Friday, July 3. (Have you noticed some-

Tony Mait/and. the lynch pin. Photo: Tony Smallwood.

from the east ("so low"). Done three
beats, picked up a thermal at the south
end to 4200ft and arrived home with
enough height (illS'!) to do a competition
fi'nish. Quite a few gliders fell dowll
around ElIesmere and others failed to
clear Shobdon hill on the way home and

At a cheerful end of Enterprise party
trophies were presented and there was
much kissing. John Cad man in his Mosquito was overall winner. Norman Smith
(Skylark 4) won for Wood. The Farnborough K-13 won the two-seater prize
and the special trophy for the most
enterprising flight of the year went to
Tom Docherty. He took-off from Portmoak at 8am, climbed in wave and
descended through 8/8 to land near
Cambridge at Ipm.

Roll on next year

The wave day photographed by Mike Garrod.

thing?) Unstable WSW. Task, O/R to
selected turning points. Tony had
arranged them in pairs so that if the far
one looked impossible you could photograph the near one and come home. A
cunning elastic sort of task. John Cadman (Mosquito) and Reg Mayo tied for
Glass and Mike RusseU did a rea'lly
remarkable flight in the Moswey to win
for Wood, Lovely to hear him describe
it, eyes blazing with excitement. He'd
ridge soared to the Mynd. Dived over
October/November 1981

had to back track and land out.
Saturday, July S. (You've noticed now,
havel1't you, everyday a competition
day .. Eight on the trot.) Met. - gubbins
from the west but Shobdon in wind
shadow from the We'lsh mountains.
Task, Glass a 195km triangle, Ellesmere
canal basin, Madley airfield. Wood, a
I07km ,triangle, Madley airfield. Philip
King flying our club Twin Astir won for
Glass. and Norman Smith (Skylark' 4)
and Chris Ellis (460) tied for Wood.

Our guests flew themselves into a
state of lota1 exhaustion - 14 728l<m
were flowll. They loved it. Specially the
wave day. Tony Maitland did a superb
job (two or three superb jobs). John
Fielden (wllo came to the party stilll'ooking rotten ill) can be proud of his apprentice. Marjorie Hobby womaned the telephone with practised skill. Mike the Met
was very accurate. He worked
extremely hard and was helped by a new
toy. You plug it into the phone and it
draws charts for you. Mike says it saves
petrol. Justin Wills (who has promised to
fly in the whole Comp next year)
appeared at weekends and shot round
tasks at alarming speed. One strugglesome day he shot round twice. His final
glides and compet,itlon finishes callsed us
yokels (wllo had never seen the like) to
cling together hiding our eyes. Two
quotes - Chris Simpson (who won ,last
year) said 'This was the best Enterprise
ever". John Bally, who only soloed a
couple of years ago and who came third,
said at the party ''I'm lookil1g forward to
next year's Enterprise already."
11
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Retrieves I

Italians randy, etc. etc. I once landed at a farm in France, where
after hosing the cow pats out of the tail parachute the farmer's
two children kindly took me to the pond where the three of us
began to fish with crude bamboo rods. In no time I hooked a
sizeable perch which I swung joyously over my head on to the
grass. Knowing the french hunted solely for food and not, as
the Engl1ish, for the pleasure of inflicting terror and pain on
dumb animals, I set about this fish with my rod and bashed its
head in, yelling "Look kids, supper!" in my best French. They
burst into tears. "That's Alphonse", they cried, "we always
throw him back!" I could hav,e thrown myself into the pond in
remorse.
All the same, they recovered their sangfroid and not long
after, A'lphon~e, saute((d in homemade butter, was as good to
them as they formerlY had been to him. Maybe the stereotypes
have something to be said for them after all.

Retrieves III

OU have surely all read the priceless anecdote from the
Y
. World Championships about the American pilot who had a
'sign written in German 1laying '" am glider pilot, please help
a
me" which he 1lhowed to a passing Frau after an outlanding.
That good citizen rummaged ,in her handbag, produced a
Deutschmark, gave it to him and went on her way.
Whether the dear woman knew he wanted a retrieve is
neither here nor there; what the story proves is that the German
public, who are vastly better informed about gliding than our
own (hardly difficult, I admit, since the British public's knowledge of gliding is a minus quantity - tohat is, most of what they
know ain't so) immediately bracket the words "Glider pilot"

Nearly extinct.

with pauper, strolling vagabond, itinerant l:>um - in short, a
beggar, liable to rattle it tin cup at any passing toff with a
whingeing "give a poor feUow the ,price of an aerotow, guv!"
Try that on a British passer-by and you'd get nowhere unless
you;d persuaded her that a glider was a nearly extinct specimen
of bird, the prevention of cruelty to which was your sole vocation in life.

Royal Wedding Day.

If I set aside the humiliation, disgrace, loss of 900 points,
chagrin and fury a,t seeing the cumulus blossoming the moment
my wheel kissed the stubble (a rather bliUtal kiss which b.gg.r.d
the wheel brake, as R. Jones Esq delicately observed) then my
most enjoyable outlanding of recent years was on the Royal
Wedding Day.
The farmer showed the usual abysmal ignorance of gliding:
"Those flat-topped CH can be a bit deceptive early in the day,
can't they? You weren't very well centred; the cores were
obviously shifting upwind, etc. etc." You k.now, the usual sort
of thing.
When I'd finished grinding my (eeth, I accepted a lift into the
village; abollt ten miles from Stonehenge. One pub, one church,
one telephone. A one horse town I guessed. Between the
church and the village green a small group of people were waiting. Along a wooded lane there evenulally came a procession of

Retrieves 11
National characteristics should Ilever be crudely stereotyped. It's mde and wrong to assume that the English are cold,
the Americans loud, the Germans boringly efficient, the

"That's Alphonse."
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Skilled merchant seaman.

children in fancy dress, all looking dreadfuUy self-conscious,
led by a bearded man in a top hat and a white smock with bells
tied under his knees; banging a massive drum. And the one
horse, whose young rider ,promptly feU off. After what seemed to
a thirsty stranger like an age, beer and cider barrels appeared,
cooks with a barbecue a'lmost as hot as that miraculous sun
after the long wet summer, Morris dancers, musicians and
finally, in the middle of it all, my crew and trailer. It's the first
time my son has crewed for me and he now thinks crewing's
terrific.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

I have not yet explained that a real retrieve entails arriving in
a ploughed fie'ld al midnight, in pouring ra,in" ,the pilot or glider
untraceable, all pubs and garages and restaurants closed (especially the type that advertises itself as 24 Hour Service. Some
friends of mine tried one such at 3am: Indignant, sleepy face
appears at window. "What the hell?!" "Aren't you a 24 hour
service?" "Yes we are, but not at this bloody time of night!"

Skun).
No, I'm 110t going to get nostalgic about old-style downwind
ballooning - in which the average achieved still-air speed of
the glider was about half the wind speed - or about the allnight
retrieves that ensued. I can only say that i'n those days crewing
was crell'ing (print that right, 'Mrs, Editor, this is a family
magazine)jusl as being a merchant seaman today is a skilled job
but it dpesn't quite compare with reefing sails On a schooner in
an icy force 8. Ifs just different now. Thank Heavens.

Retrieves IV
Rape could lead to your glider being imprisoned! If you think
that makes the punishment more than fit the crime, I ought to
explain that the rape in question is an increasingly valuable crop
in farmers' fields in July and August. Unlike most other crops it
is not harvested instantly, but is first cut, then allowed to lie for
some days, then gathered in. Meanwhile unsuspecting glider
pilots may imagine it is loose straw that is merely going ,to be
raked up or burnt (the lalter being no prob'lem unless your glider
is in the field at the moment they set fi"e to it). Anyway, the
point is that rape must not be interfered with (!) during this

In quarantine,

period and gliders landing in it are likely to remain in quarantine
for quite a few days until the gathering-in begins. Two case
histories of pilots grounded because of rape are already on
record this season.
No comment.

Down at Stonehenge.

Horses for Courses
Like economists, ask two variometers to ten you what speed
to fly at and you get three opinions. (Where's ,the ex,tra one
come from? The seat of your pants, of ,course, silil}'.) In my
panel the Polish vario is exhorting like a cavalry captain "Vot
you vaiting for? Is racehorse, not carthorse! Come on" 80
knots, 90 knots, lOO!" while the American vario is drawling
"Easy now, fella. Let's just mosey along to that li',1 or cloud,
get there nice 'n' high, 65 knots'lI do nicely, {all hear?" It's
nothing to do with politics that makes the seat of my pants agree
with the US adviser, just cowardice. The Polish vane-vario I
now set permanently not on speed to fly but on rate of climb; its
lag does not show up the horrible holes in my thermals (which
the US electric vario is always belching at) but shows ascents of
reassuring smoothness all the way round.
I am Lo'ld that you probably couldn't even get two identical
varios of certain makes to give yOll the same reading, in the
same panel, piped into the same (>Iumbing, though that's maybe
just a vile rumour, Certainly two d'ifferent makes with different
total energy systems (the 'bane of my life) are just bound to
disagree.
What should one do? My advice, which I wam you ,in
advance is worthless,except as a way of stimulating the cirCUlation of heated air ,in the bar, is that, like two Qr' mOre women in
the same kitchen, variQs should each have quite differ,ent jobs
to do at anyone time. 'If, like ..he Continentals who don't have
blind-flying instruments and fill the available space with extra
varios dials and switches, you ha'Ve a plethol'a of rate-ofclimb indicators, then use one for quick-response centring, one
for general rate-of-c1imb averaging (preferably calibrated in a
properly equipped workshop), one for speed-tD-fly etc. The fact
that some of them are over-reading or under-reading is not
especially important so,long as you have learnt how to live with
them. After all, on speed to fly, I always do the job backwards:

_
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Wingtlps Against the Wall, Buddy!
Today, paranoia (I understand that's a belief that other people
are invisibly padding around after you with murder in their
hearts) is rampant. In the old days you'd scratch your nose in a
crowded room and inadvertently buy a Renil'brandt; nowadays
yoo scratch your backside in an open space and get shot by a
nervous cop. The decision to blasl any flying objec.t (identified
or not) that ventured within umpteen mHes of the Honeymoon
Train on July 29 is the latest manifestation of the current
phobia.
Gliders leaving the Lasham Comp had to fin'ish at Greenham
Common (no great hardship for me since I was magicked down
hours earlier at Stonehenge) and had to pay £S each to make the
otherwise effortless trip home once the Purple Carpet had roiled up in the wake ofthe Happy Couple. Nex.t thing ,u,ere'lI be a
permanent cheese two miles high and fifteen miles wide round
Chequers against berserck balloonists.

Shaddup you fool! Quiet, whaddya think ya doing? NolV he's
gone and done it, etc, elc.
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Properly equIpped workshop.

I decide what speed my nerves will permit, thell wind the ring to
the point where the needle indicates the desired speed. This
craven habit occasionally presupposes it negative rate of climb,
but so what? My rate of climb often is negative.
However, I do begin to wonder why all that money ,is spent
on such gadgets, some ruinously expensive, when I am sure
their proud - not to say rich - owners have never checked
them out. . .
11
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A Feast for Velivoles
BOB RODWELL ey.es the goodies at le Bourget's huge Salon

W

HILE George Lee was making
gliding history at iPaderborn many
soaring pilots were becoming footsore
pilots padding around the now in,timidatingly hu.ge biennial Paris air sbow BIle
Bourget iill June. They marvell'ed at a
wide array of gliding hardware and what
seemed like _squadrons of rag-wing
micro-lights incongruously filling what
littl'e space remained between such
giants as the KC-IIO in-flight supertanker,
Russia's vast Mi-26 helicopter and the
European space launcher, AI"iane.
Among the gliding goodies on display
were a specialist tug from the designers
who gave the world the PIK 20 sailplane;
yet another two-seater in Romania's

PI'K 23 Towmaster

ever-in_creasing range.; a c!'utch of motor
gliders and a gaUimaufry of Gallic sailplanes. AI the same time the superb
Ml/see .de l'Air opened a big new hall
devoted largely ,to the French view of
gMing history,
The French company Centrair,
formed only 11 years ago by former
naval pilot Marc Ranjon, has done much
to bring France to a newly important
position in sailpl'ane rnanufactme - first
through the agency sale of other compallies' designs; Iqtterly by Ilicencemanufacture of the ASW-20 together
with improvements of that design, and
now by the development of its own il1house designs.
Ranjon was showing his latest
ASW-20 development, the wingletled
ASW-20FP, for which a 2.8 improvement
is claimed in glide ratio over the standard
ASW-20F at 57kt. The A'SW-20FP exhibited was one of more than 100 ASW-20s
now built by Cent rail' and carried the
South African registration obtained by it s
export purchaser.
Centrair isculTently completing the
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pr0totype of a ISm Standard Class
design, the Centrair 101, for a maiden
flight in early autumn an<t series production next year. A glide ratio improvement of between 10 and 15 per cent
over that of the ASW-19 is estimated.
The airfoil. of its doub!e-trapesium wing
has been developed from Wortmann's
FX 61-147 ,in computer-aided studies at
,the Frencn aeronautical research instittlle ON ER A - one measure of hefty
French government support. For special
competition versions winglels are being
considered togelher with lightening of
the airframe by substitution of Kevlar for
the normal glass-fibre.
Also on display was the prototype of

Lycoming .engine and a 360-degreevision canopy. Construction is wholly of
a glass-fibre/epoxy/PVC foam sandwicn. Valmet's export manager and test
pilot Mikko Jlirvi said he expected to
make the maiden night in late summer.
Production rate would be "modest" and
aircraft not available before 1983 or
1984. WiJlh: a lavish cockpit fit, designed
for instrum\:nt as well as· basic training,
the aircraft would be relatively expensive, he warned, but it may also be
made available as a semi-finished kit.
Among motor gliders were two altractive two-seat newcomers, with the
RF-IO the latest, all-composite, design
from the stylish pen of Rene Fournier

IS·28M2

the Carman C-38, which made its first
tl'ighl last March. Following on the
designer's successful JP 15.34 and 15.36
designs - more than 50 of the !alter have
been produced - it is a conventional
Standard Class aircraft incorporating
some carbon fibre, for which Cl glide performance of 40: I at 54kl is claimed;
The C-38 is to be prodllced by an
associate company of the Siren group,
which recently purchased the entire PIK
20E project from the original F,innish
maker, Eiri-A vion. The first Frenchbuilt PI K 20E is 110W flying and production should be running at two to three a
month by November, said Ranjon, wno
also represents Siren.
The latest PIK design, lhe PIK 23
Towmaster, was exhibited as a slightly
incomplete and as yet unflown prototype
by Valmet O/Y, the Fimlish nalional
aircraft manufacturer. Developed from
the ene-o~f PIK 19 tug, which has ,flown
some 14000 launches in 2000 hours and
nine' years with the Hels'inki University
GC, the Towmaster is a low-wing,
side-by-side two-seater with a 180hp

and Ihe Hoffman H-36 Dimona from the
designer of Scheibe's HF-34 lightweight
'two-seater, ,the Delphi'1l.
The first RF-IO was lost iu aft-CG
spinning trials but certification of the
second and third prototypes is expected
about now, with production near Tours
starting in October. The Fournier factory has been "onl:oaded" by licensing
all production of the RF-6B tourer to
Slingsby; with the floor thus cleared,
Fournier plans to complete one RF-1O
every week. Powel' comes from the new
80hp US Revmaster flat-four., in either
unblown or turbocharged versions, and a
powered cruise speed of II0kt is
claimed, together wi,th a powered range
of over 600 miles. Gliding performance,
with the ,three-position H·oft'man prop
feathered, is quoted as 30: I at 45kt and
the flyaway cost as 200 000 francs about £ 18 000.
The Dimon3 is considerably cheaper,
with a fixed undercarriage and training,
rather than performance flying and long
range, being the designer's primary aim.
Again an all-composite machine with
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Hoffman H·36 Pimona

side-by-side seating. -the Dimona is powered by an 80hp Limbach engine and
flew for the fil"st time last October. Production of the German design has begun
in Austria for first deliveries in the late
summer at what the makers say is the
lowest price of any two-seat motor
glider - DM63 000 (£'13 125) ex works.
More than 60 orders have been placed.
Hoffman said.
The Romanians mounted their biggest
Paris showing so far, d,isplaying for the
first time the lS-30 two-seat sailplane, a
development of the establTshed lS-28B2.
It has a revised empennage, improved
forward fuselage and greater span. Also
on show was the 43rd production example of the IS-28M2 motor glider.exampies of which are now commonly ferried
across the world on their delivery flights,
often af,ter having been collected at the
Brasov plant by their purchasers. Three
such aircraft have now tlown, in a loose
gaggle and without incident. to
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Australia, another to ,the Philippines
while flights the length and breadth of
Europe are nOw commonp'lace.
British Aerospace is giving marketing
assistance to the Romanians as part of
the RomBac programme under which
the Romanians are now building the

UNBEATABLE!
GEORGE LEE + DOLPHIN
+ JSW CALCULATOR x3
You won't BEAT him but you CAN
join him!

DOLPHIN £25
(two weight version £40)

CALCULATORS £5
(state sailplane, kilometres or knots/miles)
For details write 10:

JSW SOARING, 12 Warren Rise
Frimley, Surrey GU16 5SH
Tel: 0276-63236 most evenings 7-9 pm

One-Eleven airliner under licence.
Charles Chappell, of BAe Weybridge
and the Kestrel GC, is the British company's liaison man and reports that, initiallly. a batch of nine IS-28M2s are being
imported Into Britain. One of the first
deliveries is to Weslake Racing Engines,
who· wiU use the aircraft as a flying test
bed for a proposed new British 75hp light
aircraft powerplant.
Chappell spoke of fabulous soaring in
the Carpathian mountains on
performance-measurement flights with
engineer and demonstrator lmil Uiescu.
Romanian sailplanes are normally fitted
wilth two varios - one a normal instrument ca'librated to IOm/sec and the other
to an extraordinary 60m/sec. Imagine
flying with that one, as Charles has
done, hard against ttle stops!
In closing: two funnies. A very basic
first-generation Rogallo-style hang glider
swung gently from tlie rafters of the
USSR's pavilion, a'longsid'e the massive
Salyu,t!Soyuz spacecraft combination.
Named t'he SI,avotitcli .and with an
unlikely performance of 7: I c1'aimed, it
was credited somewhat improbably to
the A ntonov des,ign bureau, better
known for heavy transport and combat
aircraft.
And dwarfed by almost everything in
the static park was the minute f:aproni
C-22J light twin-jet trainer, which Italy's
big A.gusta (rpl Agusla) group is now taking up. lIs formed fuselage is based upon
that of ,t;he A-21 Calif sailplane and the
genesis showed ,through, unmistakably.
Sluck on to the. c-anopy with a dab of
Sellotape was that aid to precise flying
either loved or loathed by soaring pilots
- a yawstring. It looked very odd upon
what is designed as a 400kt military jet.
(See also Overseas News, p230, for lIews of the
ASW-22.)
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Fancy
JUS11N WILLS gives the background to hi,s 100km triangle UK record and
describes the 51 min flight on Easter Saturday when he achieved a speed
of 120km/h over 102km.

hilosopbY. I have neve,r 'been
particularly elilthusiasticabout trying
10 rush round small Ir,iangles at record
speeds. Somehow the prospect of
awaiting the optimum moment on an
exceUent soaring day and Ihen exercising
flawless techl1i~ue in the form of
innumerable small but .crucial decisions
10 achieve the necessary split second
advantages never excited my imagination. fa" mther I would dream of some
sin,gle grand scheme which. by a combination of heroic human endea,vour,
extraordinary weadler and enormous
luck, would produce a sudden sensational result. The improbability of such a
scheme simply reinforced my belief that
practical'ly anything worthwhi'le is
almost unattaInable. But nol quite:
perhaps if ...

P

Subsequent flights in Ihe area, and in
particul1ar a gloriolls day last October
spent whispering along the ridges
admiring their autumn colours, led me to
speculate on the possibility of reverting
to o'ld fashioned hill soar,ing along these
slopes during a triangle, and thus achieve
a record speed by aVi'liding the inherent
drawback in conventional thermals of
gaining height but going nowhere.
The Armchair Bit. Clearly I could only
hope 10 use Ihis idea on one leg of the
triangle, but calculations showed that b,y

N'ew: Glaser-Dirks DG-101, 202 and 400
D.G. 400 RETRACTABLE
POWER PLANT SAILPLANE

However, this is an account of how
one, admiltedly less grandiose, idea was
applied to a small triangle with surprising
results.
The Idea. John Fielden sowed the first
seeds at Competition Enterprise 1974
when he moved lthe whole contest from a
min soaked Devon to U sk for the day,
and despite the absence of thermals set
an exciting task along the eastern facing
hills that stretch from Newport to Hayon-Wye. Al their southern end the main
slopes face somewhat south of east and
r,ise to al'OlIl1d I400ft asl, but as they run
north they back to face north-east and
readl over 2300ft to form the eastern
escarpment of the macl< Mountains.
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keeping the first and third legs of a
lookm triangle to the minimum permitted distance of 28km each, and assuming
that one could hiB soar the whole of the
44km middle leg, the course might be
covered without cirding at all. Given an
easterly wind of IISkt and a good racing
stan, a fully ballasted 15m glider should
cover a 28km sOUith-westerly leg at 70kt
IAS and arrive at the first tumil1g point
with about 1500ft in hand.
During the second leg operating
altitude snould gradually increase as the
terrain rises towards the next turlling

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ALL GLASS FIBRE TRAILERS NOW AVAILABLE
DM 7000 -INCLUDINGFITTIt4GS
101 andI202IMPROVEMENTS ARE
Single piece canopy
Automatio self-connecting elevator
Sprung undercarriage
Kestrel type spring trimmer
Wlneel brake on air brake lever
New console rlearer to pilot
Brake and flap levers nearer pilot
Water ballast new valves auto connect

AUSTIN AVIATION
Sole Glaser-Dirks UK distributor

122 MAIN STREET, STILLlNGTON, Nr YORK Y06 lJU
Telephone Easingwold 810255

Extremely go-od take olf and climb
performance.
From staM 10 erect powerplant 10'
lull power approximately 12 secs.
(Rotax 500 srs),
Noise level is low and al low
frequency.
low structural weight, particularly
wings which are carbon, fibre.
Retains all the good features of the
20~ - 15 m and 17 m series.
Versions available
DG 400
00-1000 Version 101
00-200 Version 202
00-200/17 Version 202
00-200/17 C
(Carbon fibre Version,2Q2)
For repairs c:;ontaet
R. L. Melean
Tel. 0302 558611
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point, and thereafter, due to the flatness
of the triangle, a bit of back tracking
would add little !l) the overall distance
yet quickly bring one inlo range of the
finish line. lfall went lo!plan calculations
showed the average speed should be
122kmfh, well in excess of the current
UK records.
Planning and Preparation.- The essential thing was to establish the appropriate
middle leg of the triangle. A convenient
reservoir tucked into the southern end of
the hills was the obvious choice for the
first turning point, but identifying a suitable landmark for the second proved
more difticult as they seemed somewhat
scarce in that I1lgged part of the country.
Thus one February day found Gillian
and I, armed with Ordnance Survey
maps, skirting mist shrouded mountains
in a Cessna until we managed to locate a
distinctive road junction in the hamlet of
Craswall, almost exactly 44km north of
the reservoir. Then we simply radiused
two arcs equiva,lent to 29km each (to
allow a small margin) from each turning
point, and hoped that where they
intersected! on the map would prove a
suitable start and finish line.
- ....

........

_--------

Perfectly flat field

.........
--~--------In mid-March
we leapt into the car
and roared off to Investigate. True to
form, as we approached the area the
road narrowed to single track, and the
surrounding fields became both small
and rather verticaL However, abandoning the car we trudged over the brow
of Cl hill and discovered n perfectly flat
field beside the river Trothy at the precise point required. It was so much better than anylhing else we had seen that
we dismissed the fact that it lay at right
angles to the anticipated wind' direction,
that the approach was guarded by trees
and that half of it was under water!
Luckily, Mr nnd Mrs Cowles, who
farmed the area, seemed accustomed to
strangers knocking on their back door
with odd requests. Certa,inly they
showed little surprise as they qu,ietly listened to our plan, and then de'lighted us
by giving their full consent and encouragement. For the firsl lime the who'le
ellterpl'ise became a practical possibility.
and all ,that remained was 10 prepare the
appropriate declarntions and await the
right day.
Practice. GOCld Friday looked a possibility, albeil with a rather low inversiol
and poor visibility, and a 20kt uortheas'lerly wind some 45° from the
optimum. We drove down to the Usk
GC which was only ten miles from our
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chosen start line, and alerted ,t'he' Cowles, who said they had been expecting us
and had even rolled the tield lhat morning. A,t Usk we found Jvor Shattock
who volunteered to accompany me along
the second leg. The subsequen flight
was both exciting and inslinctive, the
main lessons being:
a) The best lift is very close to the
hillsides, and this is particularly
important in marginal situations
when the wind is almost parallel to
the slope.
b) It isn't as fraught as it looks Uust as
wel)), but watch out for power
lines.
c) The Blorenge Mountain is not to be
relied upon.
d) Once you reach the Black Mountains you can rea-lIy go for it.
My speed for this flight was 107km/h
despite numerous circles and tacks, and
convinced me that given slightly better
conditions it could be done substantially
faster. The weather forecast that evening
said "same again", so we crossed our
fingers and hung 011.
The Performance, The next day the
wind looked about the Same, but the
inversion had lifted and the thermals
were much better. Cumulus were
already forming at lOam as we pigged the
LS-4 I was borrowing and filled i1 full of
water from the Usk stream. Gillian set
off to the Cowles' again, while 1 watched
the club fleet disappear upwards, leaving
the field to myself and the tLlg. By
2.15pm c10udbase was over 4000ft, so I
took-off and towed to the start line
where I released fUld dived across ,it.
Ten kilometres along the first I,eg the
Usk K-8 was marking a 6kt thermal, a
pull up in which, together with a couple
more conveHient clouds, enabJ:ed me to
reach the first turning point at nooft,
600ft higher and one minU'le lip on yesterday. This extra height allO\',;ed me to
overfly the south-easterly facing sl,opes
with their dreaded power lines at the

COOK
VARIOMETER
THE WEAK LIFT VARIO
60mm DIAL

WENSLEY COMPASS
GIMBAL MOUNT
REVERSE DIAL WITH MIRROR

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTO
HONEYSUCKLE COTTAGE, WENSLEY
MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
Tel: Darley Dale 062 983 2652

start of the second leg, and cross the gap
to the second range. These hillsides are
tree covered and no1 particularly steep
so, tinding no lift and being down to
I200ft and well below the top, I thankfully
scuttled round a Corner into a more
northerly facing gulley. To my alarm
there was no welcoming surge of lift and
looking out at a COllage going past the
wingtip I noticed its washing hanging
motionless. The wind had stopped!

The only three turns
Horrified, I reviewed the prospect of
an immediate landing, while the glider
cleared another shallow spur by abou t
50ft. Suddenly there was a tremendous
heave and instinctively I pulled up and
began to turn, convinced that, so close to
the ground, the glider would fall out of
the thermal at any moment. Surprisingly
it did not, and after three circles in a
steady 7kt I was back 10 noon and pressed on, ignoring the treacherous
Blorenge, straight for the Black Mountains. These three tUms were the only
ones made during the whole flight, and
enabled me to reach the southern end of
the main escarpment at I300ft. Here I
was confronted by the sight of about 30
hang gliders looking like muh,i-coloured
moths seemingly pinned to the hillside
by their kingp0sts, whilst a similar number clearly marked the several strong
thermals coming up the face. Thus
despite ,the lack of wind 1 was able to
maintain liOkt whilst steadily climbing
and waving to my fellow airmen.
I reacbed the second turning point
seven minutes up on yesterday, and turned for home. Now above 2000ft I
enCOllJltered a different strata of hang
gl:iders, who were marking the strongest
lift under a growing cumu1lus in front of
the hill. A cou,ple more pu'll-ups and I
reached 2500ft, the highest point of the
flight excluding the start. From here two
more 'patches of lift and a steady 85kt got
me back to the finish. The average speed
worked out a'l 120.2km/n.
The Reviews. It is immensely satisfying
to have an idea and then prove it can
work, however obvious it may seem with
hindsight. The flight itself proved very
exciting due both to the close-up views
of the spring counlryside and the ease of
keeping track of one's progress throughOllt. The final glide to a remote small
field held. one's attention to the end. But
none of it would have been possible
withollt the help of a large number of
people, including the Cowles, Usk
members, the agents for the LS-4 and
Gillian. If the record is homologated
they should share it,
El
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YEARS First Time Called
AGO
HE 1931 contest

"lnternational"A.E.sLATER

the Wasserkuppe had been advertised
for the first time as "International" but the many foreign
T
visitors brought no gliders. Yet two British entries had been

which expected a highly skilled demonstration of how to do it,
but then found he had not even got an A Certificate.

announced early in the year: a professor from the London Club
who never got around to organising a crew, let alone a pilot; and
a Scud I ~ntered by a Mr Russel Taytor. Early In 1·930 this
character produced an impressive prospectus for a gliding
schoQI, with some big names as sponsolCs, such as GOI"don England and The Master of Sempill, but all withdrew their names
before the year was out, and as far as I know he never even got
around to finding a site. Somehow he managed to build up a
repu.tation in the north .of England as a gliding expert and
according to Slingsby he would collect a crowd by advertising a
gliding demonstrat.ion, then strap himself into a glider, make his
helpers move it around in various directions, then unstrap himself and get ·out on some 'such excuse as that the wind was
wrong. His last appearance i·n S&G was when he y.isited a club

At the Was'serkuppe the last day of the meeting was the most
spectacular. III a SE wind under a clear sky a 'few experts were
soaring over a suitable slope al the far end of the ridge and
every now and then one of them would throw a circle or two
and return to the slope. At last Kronfeld got away, endlessly
cirC'ling in very weak lift until he vanished from sight far to the
NW. He went 187km and Professor Georgii was most
enthusiastic about the feat because, he said, "there was not a
cloud ,in the sky". But I had taken repeated photographs of a
line of enormous cumulus clouds on the far northern horizon,
each throwing off an "anvil" above freezing level. Kronfeld
and Groenhoff flew to Magdeburg, which is NE, and Hirth,
who landed at Halle, reported having encountered a thunderstorm front.

Oil

*

*

*

-----------------------------------------------.
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YEARS
AGO

A DURATION RECORD IN GUSTS

N September
1921., Friedrich Harth, an architect from
O
Bamberg ill public employ there, soared for 21 minutes
plus a number of seconds various:ly given as figures between .J3
1.3,

and 57. To the uewspapers this was just another cunning use of
"currents" by Ihose clever Germans, and two hi'story books
assert that it was done in slope lift, but it was not. The record
was unique in Il1at height was claimed to have been ma'ntained
by the use of gust energy. The site was Heidelstein, a little
distance from the Wasserkuppe where the annual rally had
ended over a month before, and at which duration recards had
been put up of 13 minutes by Klemperer and 15 minutes by
Martells, both being prolonged descents through weak slope
lift; the previous actual soaring record had been 9:)4 minutes by
Orville Wtight in 19'11.
News of the real nature of Harth's flight reached England hI
19'23 in tlte :book Glidin,g and Soaring Flight by J. Bernard Weiss
who wrote: "The slope of the land below was one of only six
degrees, and it was claimed that the flight was made by taking
advantage of the energy supplied by gusts ... " From later
sources came further details: the only control of the glider< was
by changing the incidence of t,he wings, each hand flaving a
control stick for the wing on that side; the machine climbed
400ft or more and:, according to one authority, performed circles and figures of eight; but finally something broke in one of

SHEPLEY 'LANE, HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE, CHESHIRE.
Telephone: 061·-427 2488

The Qualified Repairers
c. A. A.

"8" Licf:nce approval In all materials

8, G. A. Senior Inspection Approval, "E" & "M" Rating

p, F. A. Approval- all airframes
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the controls at 40Uft and he crashed at a point 40ft lower than
the start. breaking both legs (few authorities mention this).
An extraordinary feature of this flight was the paucity of total
flying experience the pilot could have had before successfully
using an original technique which no instl'Uctor could have
taught him. He began making gliders In 1910, helped by Willi
Messerschmitt, then a boy. He installed rotating wings in 11913
in his third glider. suggesting that the idea of using gljsts for
fl,ying dominated his whole ,aviation career. His first v,isit to
Heidelstein was j,n August 19;16 during leave from 'the war, in
which he could not have been in the German Air Force or we
would certainly have heard about it. Here he made a flight of
3~ minutes without loss of height. In /921 he made a few shorter flights befOFe seuillg up the record.
But his manoeuvres suggest another puzzle. It is generally
assumed that you must face the wind In order to capture energy
from gusts. But C. H. Latimer-Needham, the BGA's first
Technical Committee chairman, showed ,in an artiCle in the
pre-war S&G that you should get just as much dynamic lift from
the onset of a gust whether you flew through it going upwind or
downwind.
What did Harth's glider look like? He was such a secretive
character that photographs are hard 10 come by. But after the
crash Messerschmitt built a similar glider of which a photograph is published in BrOtting's book on Famous Sailplanes. It
shows the pilot sitting in the open with each hand on a control
lever but wi;th no attempt to streamline the pilot's body, so quite
a lot of gust energy must have been used up in pushil\g it
through the air. The tai.l, with apparently fixed sUlfaces, ·is at
the end of an open structure like that of a Zogling !but made of
steel tubes.
What happened to Harth? A. R. Weyl, who came to Dunstable in 1934 after holding a high post in the German Air Ministry, in which he seemed to have acquired an encyclopaedic
knowledge of the personalities and foibles of everyone of note
in German aviation, said that Harth gave up flying after the
crash. He then joined Hitler's group in its earl.y days, as a result
of which he lost his job and was ill a bad way for many years,
and Weyl lost track of him. He was certainly not rehabilitated
when Hitler came to power. Had his nonconformism pushed
Il:I
him over to the other side?
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The

Cautio~~.-

BY MENTOR

J

OE had begun to feel that he was learning about glid'ing the
hard way! There was his crash into the trees in the spring,
lhen lhe cable break Ihat almost caught him Ol!Jt, the escapade
with the electric fences and finally the "c!u,tching hand" that
dumped him out of the sky when he undershot up at that hiliJ
site. The latter had bruised him and his confidence but luckily
not the K-8 so he was flying again the next weekend. A nd at last
the summer came good for him. In one flight that was really
very simple he gol Silver height and distance, leaving onl,y the
rather tedious duration between him and real punditry! Morale
nicely restored, Joe decided to join an autumnal visit tu a wave
site. He hardly dared hope for Gold height, .. but maybe five
hours?

*

*

*

*

Three days into the expedition and Joe hadn't even flown!
There was plenty of lime to listen to the advice offered by the
locals, though. and ;Ioe was an avid listener. Talk of slots closing, wind shears disturbing Ihe eveA flow of wave motion, turbulent aerotows under the rotor system. On Ihe Tuesday the
skies cleared from the west and Joe was offered a check ride in
the club's glass tWo-seater. The wave was fair;ly clearly marked
as they towed oullo the first slot upwind and in no time at all
they were climbing well. Joe had never seen anything like it!
Mile upon mile of genUy undulating clouds receding steadily
below them; bright sun in a flawless blue sky; unbelievably
smooth as the varios seemed to stick at four knots and the
altimeter wound steadily Ihrough 6000ft. The climb topped out
soon after that and Joe was taught how to judge the beat back
and forth, measuring time and noting heading, so as to stay
orientated to the wind, the wave, and the ground far below.
Soon his turn was over. Others were wai,ting so they ~Iet down
through the slot Into what, by comparison, was a very gloomy
scene.

At first he had enjoyed chat ing with some of the others, That
had beeR fun but gradually they had faded and for an hour now
there hadn't been a peep out of the radio. He had called base
but got no response. Oh, well! He ~ould manage. The pioneers
hadn't had radio!

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

With an hour 10 go Joe spotted a Std Cirrus, brakes open,
flying fast and descending into the slot below. Probably forgotten his plastic bag! Then, as he tracked towards the south for
the umpteenth time, Joe saw that "his" slot was slightly eroded
on its upwind edg~. This was cwrious! If anything the slot had
tended to widen as the evening wore on. This was the first time
i,t had shown signs of becoming narrower. Time to turn north
again. He would check it agaiA next time he came south. He
was also aware that the sun was being thinned down by increasing cirrus. And he had dropped below 6000ft for the first time in
over two hours.
Five minutes later, as he completed his next tUrA towards the
south Joe's heart .almost stopped! His slot had gone!! No question of it. No slot. anywhere! No ground' in sight and suddenly
his Heaven became a chilly menacing place to Joe. The doud
cresting the wave upwind of him Ilooked higher than before, the
wave floor close!'. He tried to fly 'Ihe Same' speed and heading as
before so that hopefully he would stay over the same strip of
ground that he had idly studied throughout ,that long autumn
a~ ernoon. At the proper time he turned north again but 'then
realised that he was unconsciously flying faster and had 10Sl
another 500ft. As he descended inexorab,Jy towards the cloud
tops he made a lasl despairing radio call. Silence!

Think, Joe!
The wind? Westerly.
The mountains? To the west.
Back at the airfield loe got his K-8 ready and was briefed. He
To ,the east? low ground.
would find the main difference would be his glider's lack of
Ergo, fly east!
penetration and he would have to be particularly careful. about
Joe new east. Soon he was sinking fast and was swal'lowed up
orientation. He must beware a very real tendency to be moved in the cloud that reached up for him. It was a d,ifferenl eternity
back downwind and thence into the wave sink and probable now, the long wail to emerge into clear air. At one moment, his
descent over unfami\!iar terrain. But if he could keep his eye on concentration lapsing, Joe foufld himself flying west again. Visthe right slot he would be a'll right. Oh, yes! And keep 'an ear ions of granite hills looming Ollt of tile mists, he turned, trying to
open for the radio. If any of the experts saw anything odd guess 180 degrees, confused by the seemingly aimless gyrations
beginning to happen they would let everyone know!
of the compass. Al last the clouds thinned, to reveal gloomy,
drizzling, semi-darkness, and a totally strange countryside
For the next three hours Joe tholJght he must be ,jA Heaven! 2000ft below.
This was where virtuous g.lid'er pilots wOl!Jld spend eternity! The
slols stayed operi and Joe flogged back and forth, timing h,is
By the time he got to a phone it was 8pm and the Rescue
beats to north and to ·south. The sun was warm (although his Services had been alerted.
FJ
feet were cold enough!) and he began to think ,that maybe five
hours was on. He had taken-off al two o'clock and sunset was
at seven fifteen. His briefing had included Cl stern warning to be Please send all contributions to S&G to the Editor, 281 Queen
on the ground by seven thirty at the latest.
Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH. Telephone 0223 24n25.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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'MAKING TH'E BEST U,SE OF OUR GLIDER'RADIO
COLlN DEWS, chairman of the 8GA Radio Committee

Now

that we can use three glider/ground and one ground
only radio channels, we have an opportunity to intelligently
spread the radio traffic by establishing which gliding activity
should have priority on a particular channel.
We all want to use our radios when we fleed to pass messages, but if we fail to impose and practice a meanIngful self
discipline, we shall all surely suffer from the effects of channel
congestion with 95% of the radio traffic taking place on
130.4MHz. This channel, intended for cloud flying and genuine
cross-country flying, will become blocked with a form of
aeronautical CB!
Perhaps the most convenient method of illustrating a solution
is to present the various gliding activities and the available radio
channels in the form of a matrix and detelmine the primary, and
where appropriate, the secondary use for each channel. (Fig I)
Fig I
Activity
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Only

Cloud Flying

V

Cross-country
Flying

v

130.125
I
130.1
Primary Secondary Primary .Secondary .
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Local and
Other Glider
Flying

Ground/Ground
Winch Signals
Retrieve
Recovery

129.9
Only

v'

v'

,

v

v
,

v'

../

../

We can consider the radio channels individually starting with
130.4MHz. This channel should be used only for cloud flying,
and genuine cross-count'!"y nying messages cOllcellling position
reports etc. The new channel 1'3Q.125MHz should be lIsed
primarily by ,the training schools for "lead and follow" operations and also as a back up for crOss,cOlmtl'y flying when
130.4MHz is ,extremely busy.
130.1 MHz should be used primarily for competition stal1 and
finish lines and also for local and all other glider flying activities
not accommodated above. The secondary use of the channels
130.125 and 130.IMHz should be as indicated on the matrix and
every endeavour must be made to use the aHernatives (secondary use) only when the primary channel is very busy.
129.9MHz must only be used for ground to ground operations
such as retrieving or winch signals etc.
To simpl'ify the above for easy reference for those of us who
are not involved in competition flying Of "lead and follow"
training activities, we need only memorise the following 218

Frequency MHz
Activity
Ooud flying/Cross-country only
130.4
130.125
Back up for cross-country flying
130,.1
All other glider flying
129.9
Ground to ground only
Operating Procedure. At this point it may be prudent to
mention a few guide lines concerning radio telephony operating
procedure. First, we must make a real effort to be brief with our
transmissions, think what we are going to say before pressing the
transmit button and economise in the words used to convey the
message. The use of El few standard phrases will prove useful
provided the phrases are self-evid.en!. Unless l'he signals are
extremely weak, eaU si.gns need onl,y be lIsed during the initial
contacti further immediate exchanges call successfuny use
voice identification.
Channel Changing. When changing channel it is suggested
that reference shou'ld be made only to the decimal part of the
frequency - for example' 'Call sign - change to point one two
five" would only be interpreted a~ "change to 130.125MHzetc.
No Response Calls. If there is no response from a station
when you call, do not block the channel with repetiti've callswaiit a few minutes before calling again.
Avoid using the "Do you read?" routine; the chances are that
if the station has not received your call sign. "Do you read?"
will' not be received either.
U se simple messages to convey your progress on a crosscountry flight - do not attempt to gi.ve detailed exact ,pos'ilions
unless YOll are about to Irllld out. Messages such as "Call sign
- 70km on first leg. 4000ft" would convey all that is necessary
to your crew.
Cloud Flying. You are required to give your position and
height amsl before entering cloud, it is also necessary if any
other gliders are around to ensure separation by regularly
transmitt,ing your height amsi whilst in the cloud. To avoid
confusion between glider competition numbers and height the
message should be, for example "Seven thousand si'x" rather
than "Seven six".
Finally. During the summer months on a good weekend day
we cou d be sharing the radio channels with 700 or more other
gliders and their ground stations. When the channels are busy
please keep ,the social chat to the absolute minimum. The
chorus who bellow "'shut up" every time someone speaks out of
turn on their channel only aggravate the situat'ion. We shall only
get it right by patience and example.
11

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS (CM & BGA Licences)
AVIATION PUBLISHERS & CONSULTANTS
BOOK A SLOT NOW
FOR YOUR SAILPLANE OR MOTOR-GLIDER
IN OUH WINTER C of A INSRECTION PROGRAMME
Our service features; quick turn-round. instrumentation
perfected, trailer servicing - all at a fair price, with the option
for your syndicate to spread payment over a to-month period.

*

GORDONAIR LTD.
ENSlONE AIRFiElD, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP
Tel. Enstone ~060872) 208 (24 hour answering)
SAILPLANE & GLlD/NG

General Manager & Secretary
Lasham GUding Centre
A candidate is sought to tak.e Vp, (juring 1982, the post of General
Manager and Secretary at Lasham Gliding Centre which has
some 700 members anQ a turnover of £250,000 pa with a staft of
12-15. He will take overall 'responsibilitv for all aspects of the
Centre operations including the Flying activities and Administration.
The successful candidate will probably be 'between 40 and 55
and may well have a 'Service background. Experience of Gliding
or Flying, accountancy, admin'iSlration and of running a unit is
essential. Ability In dealing with people is very il)'l,Portanl.
Payment is a basic salary in the region of £8,000 pa plus use
of a house near Lasham.
Applicants should send full personal and career details 10:
G. P. Coppen, 5 Hampton Close, London SW20 ORY
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ventilation. A modest 10mph breeze will set in
motion thiS high.V effective, wind-powered extractor
fan.
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Western Reglonals No.

Nymp.fteld, June 13-21,
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Centre of Gravity Position and Performance
FRANK IRVING

I

N pursuit of the maximum performance, pilots wish tQ
minimise the effects of the additional induced drag which
arises as a consequence of the tail lift ~orce.
et Is common knowledge that a tail lift force produces some
extra induced drag, since the lai'l is simply a small wing. It is,
also common to suppose that down-loads are more unfavourable than up-loads, on t,he argument that up-loads relieve the
wing lift whereas down-loads increase it. On this b.asis, pilots
have tended to think in terms, of reducing the down-load on the
tail at high speeds by ballasting the machine to get the C of G to
the aft limit, or perhaps even imprudently further aft.
A good starting point for analysis is the splendid article in
Soaring for October ,1979 by that famous aerodynamicist,
Robert T. Jones.' He explains, inter alia, Munk's analysis of
the totall induced drag of a pair of lift'ing sUIfaces in tandem.
such as a wing and a tail, taking intt> account ,their mutual interference. It turns out that if the tail is producing a lift force then,
for the same total lift, the induced drag ,is always greater than
with zero tail lift, and, moreover, the direction of the wit lift is
of no consequence. Also, the re'lative fore-and-aft location of
the smfaces is of no consequence,: the result for a canard aircraft is the same as for a conventional layolll.
(These results assume that the trailing vortex systems of the
two surfaces are close to the same horizon,tal plane: with a
T-lail. all of the results quoted ,in this article need slight modification).
The consequence of this result is that upward tail lift is just
as lIndesirable as downward tail lift. If we consider a Standard
Class sailplane for the sake of simplicity, whose C of G posjlion
cannol be altered in flight, then there could be a small up-load
on the tail in slow circling flight and an appreciable down-load
in fast straight flight. Both will produce an increment in the
induced drag. Percentage-wise, the increment may wdl be greater at the higher speed but, since the induced drag is then a
smaller p~oportion of the total, (ho'ag, the actual drag increme,nt in
newtons or pounds could well be smaller than at low speed. But
wha·t really interests the pi'lot is the loss of energy due to ,the
induced drag increments: in effect, how much further he has to
climb in the course of a flight to ,make good the energy loss.
It is a straightforward matter to calculate the tail lift force for
a gi,ven. machine under known conditions of flight: one simply
needs to know some geometrical' quanti·ties, the pitching
moment coefficient of ttie machine (minus its tail) about the
aerodynamic centre, ·the location of the latter and of the C of G,.
,the total lift and the equivalent airspeed (Refs 2 and 3).
Having determined the tail lift force, one can use one of the
formulae quoted by R. T. Jones (derived by M. Munk in the
context of biplanes as long ago as 1919) to find the additional
induced drag which it produces. In other words, we can tind the
total induced drag of the wing and tail, taking into account the
mutual interference effects, and then subtract the 'induced drag
which would have occurred had all the lift been generated by
the wing alone, other things being equal. In applying Munk's
expression ,todrcling nigh,t, we implicitly assume that the effect
of the vortex wakJes of the wing amI 'tail becoming helical can be
neglected.
If the additional induced drag due to the tail lift force is
known at a certain speed, multiplying these quantities together
gives the rate of loss of energy. So the loss of energy in, say, an
hour can 'be found. Dividing th,is by the weight of the machine
gives the loss of energy height: in effect, how much further it
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wiU be necessary to climb in an hour 10 make good this energy
loss.
Thecalculatiotls are rendered somewhat more complicated
because both the circling and straight glide conditions have to
be taken into account. This presents no great difficulty if we can
find the proportion of the flight time spent .circling, and this
quantity can be deduced if we assume that the MacCready
theory applies. We need to know the performance ef the sailplane and the mean rate of climb (01' the ,colTesponding gliding
speed between the Ihermals). In fact, if we assume that the
performance curve can be defined by the usual, simple equation
(Ref 4) tl:!en a correspondingly simple expression relates the
proportion ef the time spent circling to the interthermal gliding
speed.
These calculations have been carried out for a typical
Standard CI'ass glider for which it was assumed that, when
circling in thermals, the speed was 47kt (87km/h) and the angle
of bank 35°, giving a load factor of 1.22.
For a gliding speed of 80kl 048km/h) the results are as follows':

Loss of energy height/hr, metres
C of G position
Circ'ling
Gliding
Total
0.25
3.36
51.95
55.3\
0.07
36.49
0.. 30
36.56
0.35
'1.67
23.75
25.42
0.40
8.15
13 .74
21.89
0,45
19.52
6.45
25.97
0.50
35.77
1.88
37.65
The C of G poSItIon is given in multiples of the mean
aerodynamic chord (mac).
It will be seen that when the C of G is well forward, the
energy loss in the straight glide is predominant whilst, when the
C of G is far aft, the energy loss in circling flight is the greater
component.
Similar figures for the total loss of energy height per hour for
various gliding s,peeds are plotted in Fig I. Each curve has a
minimum and, the higher the speed during the glides, the t1urther
aft is the optimum C of G position, as one would expecl. But.
the signiticant feature of the results is that they show that there
is no point whatsoever in getting the C of G aft of 0.4 of the
mac, for speeds up to 80k,t (iI48km/h), corresponding to an
average rate of climb of a little over 4V2kt (2.3m/s) for this
sailp'lane. Altering the C of G position in accordance with forecast thermal strengths seems a somewhat improbable occupation, but if the C of G were fixed at about 0.37 of the mac, the
loss of energy height per hour would be within a few feet of the
minimum for any of the conditions considered here. The quoted
figmes for loss of energy height per hour will only apply if the
flight ta'kes place near sea-level but the conclusions on optimum
C ef G positions are unaffected by the mean altitude.
When ,the sai'lpl'ane has flaps, the calculations become a little
more complicated because of the different flap settings when
circling and gliding. Somecatculatlons for a ISm sailplane with
flap settings deduced from Ref 5 lead to the curves of Fig 2. The
effect of the flaps is to reduce the tail loads during tlle glide, and
hence the overall ,energy loss. Indeed, with the C of G at 0.4 of
Ithe. mac and with a glide speed of 6Ol<t (Ill km/h), tlile minimum
loss of energy is quite Ilegl,igible since, as il happens, the tail
loads in both conditions of flight are very small. For this
machine" the optimum C of G position mOves forward as the
glide speed increases, due to the differing flap deflections at the
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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various gliding speeds. Once again, the most aft optimum C of
G position is about 0.4 of the mac and if it were fixed at 0.37 of
the mac, lhe departure from optimum would be negligible.
The most important conclusion which emerges from these
calculalions is that, if! the case of the Standard Class sailplane,
the optimum C of G position is reasonably we'll aft but by no
means extremely so. Very aft C of G posilions lead to an
excessive 105s of energy due to the up-:load on the tail in circling flight. In the case of the flapped ISm machine, the effect
of the flaps is to a'lter the toil loads in the favourable sense.
The enel'gy loss is generally very small indeed and can be
almost zero. There is no point in .flying with excessivdy aft of
C of G positJiollS.
It is worth saying that. ill pelforming these calculations, no
attempt was made III influence the results so as to sat,isfy those
with fairly conventionaJI views on uesirable handling characteristics. The "typical" sailplane was chosen and the calculations were performed once only.
These considerations also lead one to concltlde that the tail
size of the "typical" machines considered (corresponding to a
tail volume of 0.57) is close 10 the optimum: lhe optimum C of
G position does not depend on the tail area but, with the C of G
at this position, the tai,1 area would appeal' to be enough to
provide adequate static margins.
In the case of the Standard machine, one is tempted to wonder whether it would be profitable to alter,· the C of G position in
flight. for example, If the gliding speed between therma'ls were
70kt (130km/h), the energy losses due to tail loads cou'ld be
reduced to zero by circling with the C of Gat 0.. 3 of the mac and
gliding with it at 0.5 of the mac. The sav,ing in energy height per
hour, relative to the minimum loss with the C of G fixed at 0.35
of the mac, would be 35.7ft (10.9m) and, since the average rate
of climb for this gliding speed is 2.9kl (1.5m/s), the saving in
time would be about 7sec/hr or 0.02%. To produce this C ofG
shift would involve moving Cl mass of 8kg through a distance of
nearly 5m along the fuselage, doubtless by pumping waterballast. Also, with the C ofG at 0.5 of the mac the machine would
be slightly unstable. To restore some stability, a shghtly larger
October INovember 1'981

tailplane would be required,thl!ls illc,reasing the profi'le drag.
Also, the C of G shift would require a greater change of
elevator angle between lhe two conditions of flight, compared
with the fixed C of G condition, again increasing the' profile
drag. Moving tfle C of G in flight appears to be a profitless
occupation.
We conclude thal the optimum centre of gravity position, to
minimise the mean rate of loss of energy -arising from the additional induced drag caused by tail lift forces, is a function of ,the
gliding speed between thermals (or of the corresponding rate of
climb in the thermals). However. if typical StandanJ and ISm
sailplanes (Ire considered it is found that n single C ,of G position
will provide near-opllmum conditions over Cl reasonable range
of gliding speeds. The optimum C of G position. in the cases
considered, was somewhat forward of the likely aft limit which,
for the machines considered, would be ,it about 0.40 or 0.42 of
the mac. Detailed calculations for an Open Class sailplane.have
nor been made but the results are likely to be much the same as
for the ISm.
Some rough calculations for a sai:lplane with aT-tail suggest
that the (ldditional induced drag in circling flight is likely to be
more, and that in straight flight less, respectively, than the values found by the above calculations. The optimum C of G
position is therefore likely to be further forward than suggested
above.
Varying the C ofG position in flight to maintain zero tail-load
at all times does not appear to be worthwhile.
REFERENCF.s
I. Joncs. Roberl T. "'Minimising 1nduced Drag". Soa,ing. OClOber 1979; 2. 'r"ing, F. G. "An
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Ne... Soaring Pitol, App7. John Murray. 1977 and 5. Allhaus. D. "'Sluttgarler Profilklllalog I".
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Skylark 3F

Skylark 4

1

WHICH GLIDER?

}

The last in the series of articles by DEREK PIGGOT featuring some of the
older g'liders on the market and giving details of their nandlingcharacteristi'cs
The Slingsby Skylark 3 and 4

'-===;-~~==I
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F you are out for performance thel'e is
still no substitute for span and most of
our smaller gliders can be greatly
improved by the addition of a few extra
feet. For this reason it was quite an
obvious development to stretch the
Skylark 2 10 18 metres. This inevitably
results in a reduced rale of roll and very
oflen in poor stability untess the fuselage
and lail feathers are suitably enlarged.
Tile Skylark 3 was really a scaled up
version of the 2 with some improvements
thrown in. The cockpit is larger and
I much more comfortable for a tall and
• well-built pilot.
This gl:ider ~s v.ery stable with rather
high stick forces so lhat it is quite hard
work to fly unless the ,elevator trim is
used for each significant change of speed
or angle of bank. The ailerons are also
heavy, with the rate of roll noticeably
224

worse than the ear,ly 15 metre machines
and far worse than any of the modern
designs. This takes a little gelling used to
and means that the low final turns can be
dangerous rather than j,ust exciting. Certainly you should give yourself plenty of
height for the firs't few flights while you
get familiar with the aircraft.
The Skylark 3 has excellent airorakes,
mak'ing it easy to land accurately. Unlike
most modern machines, there is very
I,ittle snatch or tendency for them to suck
open. As with most of the early designs
the airbrakes are speed limiting in a verlical dive - if you like that kind of descent or get into trouble in cloud.
The low stal ing and thermCllling
speeds make it a good scraper in very
weak lift and the ov,erall performance is
perhClps fractionally better than the
K-6cR.
Altogether it is a very simple machine
to fly and one which is suitab'le for any
well trained beginner. However it is a big
mClchine and rather heavy for both
ground handling and rigging. The ground
handling is beller ,than the Skylark 2 but
lifting the cen'tre·section is a backbreaker and spoils the otherwise Simple
rigging.
.

involved moving the wing lower so that
the fuselage and cockpit are much slimmer. The blown bubble canopy was
replaced by a well contoured mou.lded
one and the tailplane position moved to
reduce' the induced drag at speeds.
These changes gave the aircraft a new
look and a small improvement in perforIllanCe over the Skylark 3.
Summing up. A Skylark 3 and 4 is
almost ideal for the inexperienced pilot
with ambitions. The lower wing loading
makes them easy to fly, docile and good
climbers. The large cockpit makes them
particularly suited to large and heavy
pilots .. The only drawback is the sheer
size and weight of the components for
rigging and ground handling. The poor
mte of roll is a disadvantage but one
which is easy ,to I'ive with.
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Minor changes
There were several versions of the
Skylark 3. The Band subse.quent models
featmed a longer nose, fixed main wheel
in place.of the optional droppable dolly
wheels and various minor structural
chClnges. On later models geared tabs
wel,'e fi,II'ed 10 the ailerons to lieduce the
heavy stick forces and fjnalily the aileron
chord was reduced which had the same
result.
.
The Skylark 4 was the nex't step and
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The. Polish Pim't is in my opInion a
greatly unde..-rated machine. With a best
gliding angle of about 32: l, it is superior
to llle Skylarks and K-6cR and only a
lillle 'below the K-61'. and Pilatus 8-4.
Insph:ed, it seems, by the Skylark 2,
the only dubious fealure still incorporaled is the three piece wing with the
inevitable heavycentr·e-section. HowSAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Pilatus 84

ever if h,mgarage is available, the tips
can be removed to reduce the space
required.
The cockpit is very large, the ground
clearance is ample and the double decker
airbrakes powerful without being unforgiving,
I had a share in a Pirat for three years
and flew Nationals, Regionals and
aerobatic displays in it. A few minor and
inexpensive mods were needed to make
it really safe for the average pilot. (Thev
were all BOA approved.)
Without the addition of a bungy between the airbrake operating handle and
the nose, the airbrake snatch I'oads are so
high that I doubt if a young woman pilot
could close them above 50kt. With the
bungy the loads are reduced andl the airbrakes are easily adjusted at any speed,

Unusual moveme,nt
1 also found that the small round
knobs on both the airbrake lever and the
release are rather too smalll 10 grab
quickly and it was an easy ma1ter to
make larger ones out of nylon rod. The
rudder pedals have rather an unusual
movement which some people do not
care for, bwt otherwise the cockpit and
controls get full marks. With a 5f! woman
and a 6ft Sin 200lb man in our syndicate
it says a lot that both were comfortable
and happy on long flights,
The Pirat handles wel'l in every
respect and meets all the requirements
for an early solo and first cross-country
machine. Two members of my syndicate
completed their Silver C and made
300km triangular Diamond tlights,
We fitted a total energy tube on the fin
and a John Willey dolphin device to
give airmass, Togetner these al'e worth
at least an extra five points to the glide
angle and enabled us to dolphin our way
cross-country over long distances.
From the flying point of view I have
only one real criticism. The winch/cartow release is rather too far back. This
gives superb launches but an uncontrollable initial climb when flown by a light
October/November 1981

pilot. After leaving the ground it may
take almost full forward stick 10 prevent
a near vertical climb away.. Do not trim
forward for the take-off on a wire launch.
The tab reduces the effective down
movement and is better left in the neutral
posilion as the stick forces, are still quite
light. The nose hook makes aerotowing
simple..
The Pirat is designed: to be
+6.3g-3.15g with a safety factor of 1.5
and is therefore considerably s,tronger
than most other machines (OSTIV
requirements are + 5 .3g-2.65g).

Any metal worker can tackle minor
damage and all the parts are precisely
made so that rep'lacement parts are easy
to fit,
The 8-4 is beautifulily built and a nice
nlachine to fly in every respect. It has a
retrac~able main wheel and a .. pump up"
tail \-"heel which makes it easy to move
the glider in straight lines without the
need to lift the rather heavy tail end.
The cockpit is roomy and everything
is much as yOLl might expect from a
country which specialises in watch and
clock making.
Perhaps this is a machine best suited
to a syndicate or private owner than to a
club operation, The metal skins are thin
and quite easily bruised or dented by
careless handl'ing im ,the hangar or t1'ailer.
The dents are 'likely to be permanent as
they are difficult to remove. A 'little extra
care is needed assemlbling lhe glider as it
is possible to bend the fairings at the
wing root.

Thorough 01 needed
However in many respects the
wooden structure and light steel fittings
are rather old-fashioned and a thorough
DI is the order of the day, particularly as
these machines get older. Avoid screwing the rigging pins into the fittings as the
rather soft metal can "pick up" and
score easily, Push them straight in after
carefully cleaning and greasing them
each time.
Summing up. The only real snag with
the Pirat is the heavy centre-section for
rigging. Otherwise it is an ideal first
machine and one of the few with a large
enough cockpit.

No reason to worry

Pilatus 8-4
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The Swiss Pilatus is the only all-metal
machine in the early solo class. One
advantage of metal construction is that it
can be left OLlt in almost all weathers
wi,thout serious harm. It is also an
advantage in countries where the repair
of wooden or glass gliders is difficult.

If you have never ,flown a metal glider,
you may be alarmed by the clank,ing
noises which occur in Hight. These are
often amplitied by the structure so that a
flapping undercarriage door, fen example, can sound like a major structurall
failure. However, there is no cause for
alarm.
The 8-4 is a +6.3g-3.15g aircraft and
the later model has additionall strengthening to allow more advanced aerobatics. The performance is very s,imilar to a
K-6E. ie about 33 to 34: I alild tite crisp
handling helps to make it a good climber.
The stall is well det:ined and the B-4 will
spin fairly readily if provoked and be
warned, the noise of buckling metal is
alarming. However the recovery is very
positive.
Summing up. The Pilatus B-4 is an
excellent machine ill all respects and
quite suitable for a well trained pilot of
about Bronze C standard. Perhaps it is
more suited to private ownership than ..
club l!se.
.,
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The Sehleicher K-6e
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Although the K-6E looks ,rather similar
to the eal'lier K-6 it has many improvements. A general deaning up of the
fuselage, nose and wing 1'001 and a far
better aerofoill togelther with an allmoving stabiliser give it a super performance. If you can sit comfortably in the
rather small _cockpit, this is the ideal
glider to own for your firsl few years of
soaring.
.
Converting to the K-6E needs a little
caution because of the all-moving stabiliser. The only feel through the st'ick is
the spring force from the trimming

K-6E
device and this is the same at lookt as ,it
is at the SI;\.)I. The spring trimmer gives it
on y,a very small force and extreme caution is needed at high speeds as it is relative'ly easy to overcontrol and overstress
the aircraft.
The elevator is very light and it is best
to avoid, any sudden movement of the
stic'k during the first few aerotows. 00
ORe of the early flights in smooth conditioRs, it is a good idea to tryout the
elevator gently while gradually increas·ing the speed up to about tookt. It will
feel very light and rather twitchy at

The Carden-Saynes auxiliary Some time during the summel' of 1936,
when I was a "hotlsemaR" at the London Hospital, I was approached jointly
by Sir John Carden. and Mr L E. Baynes
to flight-,test a motorised sailplane thal
the -latter had designed and had had built.
Allhough Baynes was the designer of
the origina'l Scud, there was, to the best
of my memory, little resemblance between that aircraft and the one that he
had designed so that "YOlI cou:ld put a
little engine in H."
It was constructed in a workshop in or
near Famham and it was there that I first
set eyes on it. The engine was a Vmiers'
two-stroke, so noisy 'that when ,the aircraft was tested at Woodley airfield, near
Reading, Mr Miles (oflhe Miles Hawk),
who Hved in a house overlooking the airfield, complained.
One afternoon, accompanied by a fellow houseman, I drove out 10 Woodley
for the test. The engine was moun;ted
behind the wing and, when retracted,
tucked itself ,into the pylon upon which
the wing was mounted. Baynes
explained to me that when I stopped the

engine, the airscrew should be cenlred in
the "six o'dock" position, by means of
a cable arrangemeRt. I was then to tlJlrn a
handle and the whole issue would tuck
itself neatl:y into the py-Ion and Ollt of
sight; soaring flight 'would start.
It was a grass airfield - mosl were in
those days - and 1 was three-q:uarters
across Ihe airfie'ld before the CardenBaynes Aui'dliary was filially airborllle.
Progress over ,the las't two or three furlongs of the airfield had consisted of
leaps of increasing length from tussock
to tussock. As I reached for the sky, I
distinctly remember passing well bel'ow
the top of an oak tree at the edge of the
airfield.
A slow climb then ensued: at 37mph,
she was flying straight and level; at 34,
while still flying straight and leveI, she
was jus't beginRing to stall. Somewhere
between tchese two speeds, height was
gained. However, just before 2000ft the
engine, exhausted of fuel, slopped.
Nevertheless, the airscrew continued '10
ro.tate and, to quote a medical student
song, "there was 110 way of stopping it."

Sailp'lane & Gliding
The mag:azline can be obtained Irom most Gliding Clubs
in Gt. Britain, alternatively send £7.15 postage included
for an annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester. 'Single
copies, including postage £1.1:5.
Red leather-cloth binders to take copies of the magazine are
also available trom the B.G,.A.
Price £3.50 (£3.99, Including 'post Ind picking).
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a memory

speed. The K-6E is not really suitable for
aerobatics because of the risk of overstressing it at high speeds. I n other aircraft Ihe stick forces increase with speed
making it more difficult to exceed the
limitations accidentally.
In all other aspects the K-6E is just
another K-6 so refer to the comments ,in
the previous article (August issue, pI63).
Summing up. The K-6E has everythiRg to offer if you are not too large for
it, Its performance makes it competitive
in any Regionals yelt it is a beginner's
machine. I still envy the K-6E owners.

J. P. DEWSBERY
It finally came to rest in the "three
o 'clock" position and this ,is not a quote
fmm another medica,l song, but what we
used to refer to in my naval days as
"athwartships". So I wound the engine
down in that position until the blades of
tile airscrew were stic-king out sideways
like the fins of a troulL
At this stage in the narrative, it is customary to announce that "surely there is
a lesson in this somewhere."
There iso, I have aIready pointed out
th3lt there were very few concrete runways in t,hose days. If there had been, I
would not have ,exhausted half the fuel in
gelling myself unstuck from the tussocks
of Woodley. Likewise, if 1 had had a
bungey launch, the saRle. "C'estle premier pas qui cOllie," as they say.
A phOIo of it (the Carden-Baynes
Auxiliary) appeared in the Aeroplane
and, standing beside it, a scowling figure
that my son assures me is his father. I
suppose he's right, but I had more hair
on my head in those days.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies, PO Box 4851.
SI. Laurenl, p.a. Canada. H4L 425.
SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich. PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg,
Transvaal.
HOLLAND:
Aeropress(Ary Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, 5652 RB Eindhoven
USA and all other Counlries
Pa,able in either Slerling £7.15 or US $17 but International
Money Orders preferred, direcllo -Ihe Brilish Gliding Association.
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DUAL FOR JOY -

my fight for flight

This being the International Year of Disabled People PETER FOSTER
of the Staffordshire GC writes of his sustained enthusiasm for
gliding even though now handicapped and restricted to a two-seater.
sat by my car, keeping the log on
Easter Saturday. My wife was distributing the lal,est newsletter. We were
parked on our beautiful Peak District
National Park gliding site surrounded by
club members who were thoroughly
enjoying themselves. It was a cold, clear
day with some blue thermals. Everyone
had flown the recently renovated K-13
and it was my turn for Ihe joy of dual
flying.
Two years ago, after twelve years of
gliding, my flying days seemed to be
over. I had been diagnosed as sufferingfrom Multiple Sclerosis - a disease
affecting the central nervous system.
Thallks 10 my understanding CFI, Charles Webb, and my sympathetic doctor,
who had obtained his PPL at the age of
69!, I was al'lowed 10 cont,inue flying "if
accompanied". Since flying dual, my
horizons have ,increased enormously.
Most flights are now voyages of discovery into the vast oceanS of air.

safe height into a full dimb, forcing me
hard into the seat. As we released the
cable a whole new world opened up at ollr
feel. The view In every direction was spectacular - rugged mountains to the north,
Cheshire plains to the west. potteries to
the south and genUy undulating hills to
the east. Now was the time 10 put theory

Exhilarating launch

into practice. Up until now the tlights
had been short and mainly righl hand
circuits. How about exploring wind
shadow thermals off our ridge which was
facing the sun and in the lee of the wind?
A small puff of c.loud was over the ridge,
so we turned left towards it. We held our
breath until we reached it and I let out a
yell as we found lift. Convection was
rough, narrow, hard to cen tre and we
spen't ten minutes like a roller coaster
until we could rdax at about 2000ft in
smooth lift. At th,is height we could see
the inversion level below us with pale
blue sky above. An advantage of dual
flying is that the second pilot can have a
good look out while the first pilot is flying.
Upwind and about IOOOft below we

I

I was helped into the two-seater, full
of anticipation and exci,temenl. One of
my regular co-pilots, Colin Ratcliffe,
climbed into the back seat and we were
soon ready to go. While we were waiting
for the K-8 to be cleared from the takeoff area I noticed a skylark rise quickly
and effortlessly to a height of about 200ft
singing his continuous song which
seemed to mock our inability to get airborne without assiSlance. Having tried
most other methods of launching reverse-pulley, bungy, aewtow, auto tow
- I still find winch launching the most
exhilarating.
After a long bumpy ground run, we were
airborne and the K-13 waseasedbackat a

could see a glider struggling to stay airborne. He must have spotted us at the
same time, as he came over to our thermal. When he got close we recognised
him as Tony Adams in his Cinus No.
454 from Sleap on his way back from
Camphill. His speed and circles were
greater than ours and we looked down at

Peter in the front seat with Colin.

him climbing upto us. Suddenly .he must
have hit the core of the thermal, screwed
his plane round and overtook us, When
he reached 2500ft he darted off at higf}
speed. What fun it is to mark and share a
thermal with other gliders.
By exploring the area to the lIortn-east
of our site we discovered Ihe source of
the li~t - a smooth grassy saucer-shaped
piece of land 011 lhe sun facing side of a
sheltered hill producing a strong and
continuous highway to the sky.
The 40 minute flight-time limit was,
fast approaching so we used up our
height in high speed cross-country
flying, side slipping and long low
approach pallerll. Once again, my fight
for flight had been WOIl in the joy of dual
flying.

a

Jebrinq Joarinq Can re Florida
Your own personal sailplane in the 'Sunshine State'
The finest soaring centre in Florida can offer you,. unique opportunity to continue your l1ying programme during the long winter months.
The soaring conditions are al their very best In Florida oelweell October and June. and this ·combined with Ihe off-peak tourist season
enables us to, offer you a "SUPERB SOARING HOLIDAY" inlhe'most allractive location. al an economical price.
Check with your travel agenJ for cheap scheduled air fares.
We canllrrange motel accommodation. ,ar hire, and exclusive use of a sailplane, if required.
Beginners. earl~ solo, and experienced soaring pilots are equally welcome. Cross country soaring dual and solo is our speciality.
Write. now for a 'brochure to: Sebring Soaring Cent..: Inc, Box 499, Bldg. 70A, Sebrinll Airport, Sebri/lll, Florida 33870
or eaU direct from lhe Il.K. (OtOt) 813 65S 2397
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15 METRE CLASS N'ATIONALS
Dave Watt is the new 15 Metre Class
Nationals Champion after winning three of
the seven contes,t days at Dunstable. He
gained 6362pts, Chris Rollings, in second
place, 6153pts and Brian Spreckley was
third with 6028pts. All thre~ pilots were flying ASW-20s. FuU report in the next issue.
John Glossop, who was burned when his
Vega hit power cables early ilJ. the competition, is recovering well in hospital and
sends his thanks for all -the many messages
and cards.
THE CURATE'S EGG
This season has been good' in parts, as evidenced by the 1S Metre Class Nationals
and ~egionals. A glance at the results in
this issue tells its own story.
The lAter-Services had three days, the
OpeA/Stal"ldard Class Nationals were
almost washed out and then we find some
later competitions hitting peak conditions.
CHAIRMAN' KILLED
It was with deep regret that we heard of the
death of Stan Armstrong, Chai'rman of' the
Derby and Lancs GC, on August 26. He was
flying a Motor 'Falke which was in collision
with a Capstan at 40011 on ,approach.
'Stan and his passenger were killed. T'he
Capstan landed safely.
We send our sympathy to his wife Pat
and family. An obituary will be in the next
issue.

NATIONGLlDE'S SUCCESS
We reported on NationGlide in the June
issue, p124, and since then the group of
Bannerdown GC pilots have gained erwiable publicity on their round England
sponsored flight The aim was to raise
enough money to bUy and ope,rate a twoseater motor gilder for the disabled
throughout England.
The 'Sport Vega, featured on our cover,
waS used for the numerous legs whi'ch
started at their base, RAF Hullavington,
Wilts, and took in major towns and cities
where they promoted their appeal. They
were given tremendous support and
encouragement all the way and, have a long
list of acknowledgements thanking -the
many people and associations who
became involved and helped NationGlide
make its impact.
There were countless incidents, amusing
and impressive - sometimes both. The
Vega was sloHed into a schedule of Harriers, Hunters, Sea Kings and Wasps by air
traffic controllers at RNAS Yeovilton;
aerotowed out from Blackpool's main runway with permission granted for a low level
run along the sea front; welcomed at many
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Of the service stations, RAF, Navall and
USAF; gi,ven a stand at the International Air
TaUoo, Greenham Common, and featured
on regional TV programmes. Several TV
presenters actually too~ part on same of
the legs and so 'assured full regional c·overage.
Bob Brown, a skilled RAFGSA pilot and
himself disabled, flew the last leg of all
from Greenham Common to HUllavington.
Peter White, the organiser, says the ,real
work remains to be done. They have
already flown disabled at Hullavington,
Golerne and Lyneham, Using the ex O'ofsel
GC Eagle which a group of them have
bought and are adapting. They are hoping
an inlernational company wi,1I provide a
motor glider for national use so that the
funds already raised during Nati.on,Glide
will finance its operat'ion.
"In the mean time," Peter adds "if every
.club reading this were to arrange one Hying
session for the disabled it would make a lot
of people very happy: not least, you the
pilots - try it and see."
NATIONAL LADDER
Ope!! ,Ladder
Leading pilot
1. D. S. Wait
2.N. G. Hackell
3. F. J, Sheppard
4. L. K, Forsey
CI'ub Ladder
Leading pilot
1. C. G. Starkey
2. R. Crossley
3. R. Pentecost
4. M. Jefferyes

Club
Airways
Coventry
Airways
London

Pts
7172
4960
4340
4124

Fits
4
4
4
4

Club
Pts
Fits
Imperial College 6430
4
Thames Valley
2805
4
2416
Surrey &, Hants
2
Essex
231lJ
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·BGA MOGAS TRIALS
Arthur Doughty, until recently chairman 01
the BGA Safety panel, has congratulated
Dick 'Stratton, BGA technical officer, on his
excellent article in t'he June issue, ,p126. on
the BGA Mogas trials but picked up some
points about safety. Meanwhile Dick has
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emphasised some safety factors in his
,progress report in his technical notes on
the trials.
Arthur, who said it would be a great pity if
good work by -the BGA and Dick in particular should be negatived by an incident or
accident attributable to careless fuel hand~
ling, makes the following points:
1, The need for absolute cleanliness. If ,fuel
is purchased in relatively small quantities, eg jerry cans, they should be
reserved for th'at purpose and not stored
where they can collect all the dirt and
d\Jst or water that happens to be
around.
2. Fuel shOUld be strained when poured
into fuel tanks, either through fine mesh
gauze strainers or chamois leather.
3. Earthing the aircraft
4. Fuelling to take place in a well ventilated
place or preferably in the open air.
5. Fire risk from unsuitable clothing, I have
a shirt which rubbing against the skin
generates enough electricity to give a
really bright spark accompanied by a
loud crack.
6. The need to observe Home Office regulations relating to the handling and
storage of petroleum spirit. I have not
researched these but olf hand I know
that containers must meet some conditions as to construction and marking.
Dick Stratton reports in his technical
notes that the BGA Airedale has flown
nOhrs on BS 4040 4 star. An A<~-operator
has tested a 260hp lycoming on "referenced" Mogas (a special brew covering the
worst features of BS 4040, eg high aroma·
,tic content/Iow rating) and established a
knock rating only by advancing the ignition
from 25 to 40°. The results are satisfactory.
A large flying school has test-bedded a
Lycoming 160 a'lso on "referenced" Mogas
to a CM schedule with satisfactory results.
Dirty fuel causes engine malfunctions.
Three cases have been reported of fuel
pump malfunction (Gypsy) due to dirty
fuel fouling the filters and the non-return
valves in t'he pumps. In, one case both sand
and water were drained off. It is most
improbable that the fuel left the vendors
pumps in this coMition. Therefore, the
contamination was engineered into the
systems by poor standards of handling by
the operating gl1ding club. Please check
your storage systems and .fit sump d rains to
refuelling devices.

COTSWOLD
Lightweight

LIGHTEST ON THE MARKET
ALL ALUMINIUM BODY for minimum
maintenance
PROVEN BRITISH DESIGN
EXPERTLY DESIGNED AND
WELL MADE FITTINGS
INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL OFFER

from £1500

BUY DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURERS, D.R.E. Ltd.
Mr. WALLlSBRISTOL (0272) 715337/697815
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Fue'l tank sump drallls should also be
installed iA all aircraft (where possible) and
sampled on each daily Inspection. (Applicable especially to Austers and Chipmu nks,
which don't have such drains but can be so
modified,) (See also letter from W. E. Malpas, p244.)
TRAILER VENTILATOR

There is an efleGtive way of ventilating your
Irailer - the Fletlner 2000 which is easily
fitted to the mof and works on a simple
principle. The extractor fan, mounted on a
spindle, is driven by an air scoop which
catches the air stream created by the vehicle's motion. There are eighl vartes below
which expel air centrifugally ana draw stale
air from the trailer.
Because of its excellent performance at
very low wind speeds, it will keep the trailer
fresh even when stationary. The price, with
the shutter unit, is £24.85p.

AN APPRECIATION
PADDY KEARON

Studies at the RAF Staff College and, finally
in 1966, Director General (Organisation)
RAF at tne MoO.
Paddy started gliding, at Salzgitter in
19'45 during his 'German tour and in May
Hl47 he t()ok part in the first ever RAF GJ,iding Championships. It became a matter of
great concern to him tnat the RAF had so
little gliding. presence in the national
scene. Then in 1949, In the back of a London talx.i, Chris PaUl, Roy Goodbody, Jock
F,orbes and Paddy became the instigators
of the RAFGSA. PaddY became deputy
Chairman and a real powerholJse
behind t,he GSA for the first 10 years of its
existence. He frequently went to tMe limit as
an 'equipment oUicer in obtaining equipment and rnaterialson benalf of the
Association. As a member of the SGA
council he fough,llar an understanding of
the RAFGSA's viewpoint maintaining that
as tne Service represented about one thi,rd
of the national glider fleet at the time, its
velce could not be ignered. In addition he
served 011'1 the SGA instr'uctors' panel lor
many years.
Paddy was instrumental In setting up the
RAFGSA Centre at Bicester in 1961 to support the Service's regional clubs with both
equipment and training.
A tenacious "scratcher"

Air Commodore Norman Waiter Kearort,
GMG, CBE, f'lAF (Retired), "Paddy" to 'his
many friends, was tragically killed in a car
aCCident in Saudi Arabia on May 1. I'te was
61. His son-in-law 01 J. M. "Oick" Richards
was also killed instantly in the same accident.
Paddy had an immensely varied, complex and successful life and yet managed
to retain a natural warmth and joy 01 living
which never failed ,to touch all those witl1
whom he came into contact.
Born in Dublin he came from a long line
of Wicklow seafarers. Mter a spell as a
Merchant Navy Cadet in 1933 he went
through the Metropolitan Police College
and served with the force unlil March 1939.
Commissioned in the RAF in 1939 he
served in France, North Africa, Sicily and
Italy, commanding Cl mobile supply unit. He
was Mentioned in Dispatches f,ive times
and received the OBE In 1943. Notable
amongst his RAF appointments were an
advisory posting to the Royal Hellenic Air
ForCe concerned with Ihe development of
logistics and mobility, Senior Director of
October/November 1981

On a personal gliding level, Paddy (radio
call sign "Wacko") Was himself a lormidable competition pilot and cempeled in
many National and RAF contests - he was
the RAF team captain (fl'ying) for many
years. During the 1950s and '60s he
acqu,ired something 01 a repulation nationally as a tenacious "scratcher" ana was
often to be seen steaming back in the
twilight when all other competitors had
landed. He completed a 134 mile flight in
the '59, Nationals never more than 11000ft
above the ground. In the '67 National's he
and Brig,adier laler General Tony Deane
Drumrnond collided at BOOOft in cloud over
Oxfordshire. Altnough both aircraft were
damaged Imey landed safely at Bicester and
South Marston. Paddy held the Gold C and
Diamond goal.

canvas and was unperlurbed by minor
problems. Refusing to take "no" lor an
answer he was adept at circumven,ting
bureaucracy and ledious regulation and
used his Irish cha,rm and persuasiveness to
the full. He worked tirelessly for the
RAFGSA especially to provide those in I'lQn
flying careers with opportunities to share in
the joy 01 gliding.
Throughout alllJe was ably and patiently
supported by P'at, his wife, who set up
home on four separate occasions in the
Middle East. To Pal and to Sally, Jane,
Sheila, Sean and Pat rick we extend our
love, our sympathy and our support.
Max Bacon with 'Anne Ince

OBITUARY
ALEXANDER IVANOFF

"Sacha" Ivanoff, fonnerly of the London
Club, was co-designer with John Sproule
of the "Camel", a glider of small, span, with
a single wing-strul each side, Illustrated in
S&G for Sepl t938, p208, I1 was eventually
destroyed in a co"'ision in 1948 when a
Kirby Kite winglip Iiil one of tne strulS. He
planned an improved version, but never got
around to buildilllg it. Irle came to England
from SE Russia with his mother and
younger brother soOn after the Bolshevik
revolulion, then trained as an engineer and
eventually got a job wilh a Luton firm for
whom he designed pumps.
He joined the London Club about 1931
and immediately put on weigtelt due to
appetite produced by weekend doses of
fresh air. After the war he jGined, the club
committee and edited its Gazette. Eventually he married Mary who ran an infant
school in Luton, and pUI in much work on
the social side 01 ttele club. Then his firm
sent him 10 the USA where they lived in a
flat at Greenwich, Connecticut. But in 19'79
he developed cancer, and in spite of
surgery he suffered a relapse and died last
December.
A. E. SLATER

Irish team captain
The high point of Paddy's gliding career
was undOUbtedly the 1965 World Gliding
Championships when he was captain of the
IJish team. He was 52 at the time and flew
an Olympia 419 inlo 14th place overall.
In 1967 Paddy applied for premature voluntary r.etirement on being offered an
appointment as ReSidei'll Director of the
Saudi Arabian Air Defence Conso,rlium at
Riyadh backed by BAC, AEI (later Marconi)
and Airwork.
In his later years Paddy developed a
greal affinity with the desert, and Its people.
He spoke \iottle Arabic but developed a
remarkable sympathy with Saudi customs
and seized every oppo,rtunily to explore the
countryside. In relurn, l1e was respected by
the Saudis for his courtesy and support of
their projects to which he brought his unique gift for logistics which had been so
clearly demonslrated throughout his whole
career.
Paddy Kea,ron always worked on a broad

OXFORD AIRPORT SHOP
Stockists of all professional and private
pilots' ~equirements, clothing, leading
makes CDI Computers, Scales, Plollers
and Headsets. CompreMensive selection
01 aviation books lor pilots and
engineers. CM Publications.
Oper"l9-5 Monday-Friday. 10-1 Saturday.

Contact Penny Cap/e (Exl. 233), or write
for comprehensi've catalogue and mail
order form.
CSE Aviation Limited, Oxford Airport,
Kidllngton, Oxford QX5 1RA

Tel: (086-75) 4321

Telex: 83204
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TRAVELLING LIGHT

GOLD C DISTANCE
M. E. Lee
J. F. Beringer
A. J, Munro
R. A. Pye
Mary Scarborough
P. J. Kite
K. S. Whiteley
T, A. T, Chapman
P, S, Crossley
G. W. Cunningham

ClUb
Two Rivers
Eagle
London
Eagle
Midland
RAE Farnborough
Cambridge Univ
Sh,opshire
Thames Valley
Four Counties

1981
18.4
1'6,4
22.6
18.4
l6,S
29.6
27.3
27,6
21.6
28.7

GOLI>' C HEIGHT
Name

Club

M. Munday
K. Jones
A. J, Munro
S. W. Brown
S. A. Sheriden
C. w. H. Bovcher
O. P. Paxton
M. J. Bromley

SGU
Hambletoos
London
Deeside
Yorkshire
Hereiordshire
Borders
Borders

1981
16.6
14.6
13.4
7,7
30.6
14.6
7.7
7.7

Name

SILVER C

German geography teacher, GlJnter Rodell, called irl at Portmoak and amazed members
when l1e unpaoked Cl tent, televisiorl and a bicycle from his hired Motor Falke. He was on a
flying holiday around the 'UK, calling irl at gliding olubs. Gunter belongs to the Ulbeok
flying club" has more tllan 500hrs power flying; and is now learning to glide, Packing the
Falke calls for methodioal planning:' he sits on the tent, dismantles the bicycle and places
the television, camping gas stOve, fve gallons of spare petrol, water bucket, electric ra,zor,
tinned food, clothing and spare parts for the engine on the back seat. (Report by Ann
Shaw.)

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

TIMBER AIRFRAME
SPECIALISTS
We have the largest stocks of

G.L.1

PLY

in the UK at the best prices
Also Grade-A Spruce
1000's of AN and AGS NUTS
and BOLTS

Tyres and Tubes
Altimeters
Oxygen bottles
Release rings etc.
Release hook repair service
Phone 0302 57695
Ask June Fox for a Quote

DONCASTER
SAILPLANES
Doncaster Airfield, S. Yorks

AMF

ENTERPRISES

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No,
Name

Club

115
116

M. T. A. Sands
C. G. Starkey

Ulster fin USA)
Surrey & Hants

1981
15.4
27.6

DIAMONO DISTANCE
No.
Name
1/177 M. T. A. Sands
1/178 C. G. Starkey

Club
Ulster (in USA)
Surrey & Hants

1981
15.4
27.6

Club

1981
18.4
18.4
22.6
18.4
29.6
27,3
27,3
21,6
28.2

BIAMOND GOAL
No.
Name
2/1020 M, E, Lee
2/1021 J'. F. Beringer
2/1022 A. J. Munro
2/1023 R. A. Pye
2/1024 P,,J, Kite
2/1025 K. S. Wh iteley
2/1026 T. A T, Chapman
211027 P. S. Crossley
211028 G. W. Cunningham
DIAMOND HEIGHT
Name
'No.
S. W, Brown
3/491
P. J. Straiten
3/492
GOLD C COMPLETE
No.
/<lam"
A. J. Munro
803
K. S. W.hiteley
804
T. A. T. Chapman
805
C. w. H, Boucher
806

Two Rivers
Eagle
London
Eagle
RAE Farnborough
Cambridge Univ
Shropshire
Thames Valley
Four Counties

Ciub
Deeside
Fulmar
Club
London
Cambridge Univ
Shropshire
Herefordshire

Over 90 built to date
Talk to any AMF trailer
owner before you order

1981
22.6
27.3
27.6
14,6

I'YOU'VE GOllO HAVE STYLE' I

Without doubt the most
established, and
experienced glider
trailer manufacturers
in,lI'ie :UK
Most clubs buy AMF

1981
7.7
17.5

No.

Name

Club

5872
5873
5874
5876
5876
5877
5878
5879
5880
5881
5882
5883
5884
5885
5886
5887
5888
5889
5890
5891
5892
5893
5894
5895
5896
5897
5898
5899
5900
5901
5902
5903
5904
5905
5906
5907
5908
5909
5910
5911
5912
5913
5914
5915
5916
5917
5918
5919
5920
5921
5922
5923
5924
5925
5926

Jane Watson
P. G, Marks
K. Pick
Angie Pears
l. S, Norman
D. A. Hatfield
C, Van den Berghe
A. C, HVghes
T. !;l, Sargeant
Z. S. Helier
J, G. Leishman
J, rayl'or
S. L. Reed
W. R. 'Irving
R. Rodger
C. S. Wilson
I. A. F,aser
E. Thompson
A. P. Robins
G. A. Burtenshaw
F. S. Haughton
Ft K. Hutchins
J, Jesty
J. P. Walker
D, Fall
M. P. Wakem
R. I, Gibbs
T, A. Polak
B. J. !;lutler
N. Eyon
T, S. Hills
R. Hiles
R. Cornish
N, Clements
G. A. W, Murray
J. Attaway
M. J. Bromley
Joy Shepha,d
A.. J. Unwln
T. Austin
J. R. Wilson
I. Tmompson
T. J. SCOtl
D. J. McKenzie
R, S. Walker
S. H. Simpson
B. J. Hunter
A. Rapp
R. S. Manley
G. K. Payne
Angela Saunders
J. R. Bennetl
B, Kroemeke
J. Toy
S. V. Price

Surrey & Hants
SGU
Phoenix
Wyvern
RSRE Pershore
Southdown
East Sussex
Strathclyde
Devon & Somerset
Polish AFA
SGU
Yorkshire
South Wales
Newcastle
Dumfries
Humber
Bicester
Bath & Wilts
Ridgewell
Southdown
Midland
Cranwell
COventry
Coventry
Herefordshire
Southdown
Humber
East Sussex
Sebring (USA)
Vale of Neath
RAE Farnborough
Henl Valley
Portsmouth Naval
Midland
Coventry
Chilterns
Borders
Eagle
Southdown
London
Humber
Derby & Lancs
Airways
Derby 8. Lancs
Cranwell
Bicester
Herefordshire
Kent
Surrey & Hants
Thames Valley
Thames Valley
Bristol & Glos
Four Counties
Woodsprlng
Thames Valley

1981
21.6
16.6
14,6
21,6
21.6
21 ,6
21.6
14,6
15.4
4.5
30.6
30.6
22.6
28.6
27.6
24.5
27.6
27.6
3.7
27.6
16.6
4,7
27.6
28.6
10,7
27.6
4,7
29.6
23.4
20.4
18,7
22.6
27,6
18.7
17.7
21.6
10.7
8.7
21.6
18.7
27.7
12.7
18.7
4.7
21,7
21,7
19.7
8.7
30,7
28,7
30,7
1.8
2,8
28,6
30.7

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE GETTING
WITH AN AMF TRAILER
Call in, ring or write "or details
MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAM BOURN, BERKS

The best val'ue for money
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0488 72224
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Avro GC's Leyland Tiger Cub Winch
A report by R E. B:ROCKLEHUR:ST, ground engineer
OLLOWING the demise of our best
Daimler "bus winch" engine (1947
vintage), and a fruitless search for a suitable replacement engine, 1 holidayed in
Malta missing one committee meeting'.
On my return I found 1 had been elected
chairman of a sub-commillee charged
with finding a suitable bus, preferably
single-decked, to convert into a
replacement winch.
In my absence Stuart Lowe, an exground engineer and the guiding light of
many pmjects, found what he considered 10 be the ideal vehicles in a
breaker's yard io Nantwich, and no
sooner had I touched down than I was

F

Bell drive, sliding selectors. gale lock shaft drives.
blue drum and roller frame.

promptly whisked off to look and assess
the vehicles, two identical Leyland Tiger
Cubs with 6.5 litre engines and fluid
drives. Both were started and run, the
younger, a 1965 model, being in the best
mechanical condiliofl. The only problem
was the mid-engine arrangemen't and
how to coupl'e Cl power take-otT ,to drive
the drums, but Stuart had thoughts of a
belt drive 'between the engine and gearbox, which seemed feasibl'e, so the 'bus
was bought for £700 and driven 10 Woodford 00 trade plates the following week
(end of March, 1979).
Al Woodford , Roger Boslock and
Stuart spent several weeks under the
'bus measuring to see how a power
take-off and winch gear would best fit.
Several principles were established,
also:
I. The 'bus should remain selfpropelled.
2. All the winch gear should be above
floor level incorporating two drums.
3. We should deface both the inside and
outside of the 'bus as liltle as possible
to leave open the possibility of transporting the unit under its own power
to other sites by road.
4. The bel,t drive was decided upon as
the only method of power transmisOctober/November 198·1

Winch driver's seat with panoramic window. hand
throllle, drum brake controls, signal light. guillotine
handle and start/slap panel to the left.

sion, and a suitable width, toothed
belt was calculated.
5. It was decided for speed of construction, to use as much equipment from
the U/S winch as possible, which
amounteu to basically just the ro'ller
gear and frames, as the old winch
borelitfle resemblance to what Was
proposed in the new.
6. Necessity dictated that the consll1>lction be predominantl y bolted
togel1her, as welding facilities were
not readily to hand.
Roger Bostock was charged with the
design work, which was completed in the
autullln, an() work commenced to strengthen the chassis and position the winch
gear supporting framework. Drawings of
the mechanical components were ,also
available, and the items farmed out to
several' dub members to have made as
foreigners etc. (At tbis point we must
thank se'veral 'local engineering firms for
their unwitling assistance.) We were also
extremely <gratefu,1 to M I' Frell Taylor,
the father of one of our members, for
manufacturing the two toothed 'belt pul:leys we required' at no cost to the club.
We must also thank Leyland Truck and
'Bus Division for their k'ind assistance
on technical queries we had on the effect
of a belt drive on the pre-select gearbox,
and their interest in the project as a
whole.
Most components were available at
the end of january, 1980, and assembly
started in earnest. There were trial
launches on one drum to ,prove the system atlhe end of March. We I:aunch with
piano wire due to extensive uses of tarmac runways. One or two minor changes
were found necessary and both drums
were tried for the firsl time over the Easter weekend, with the mods working
well.
After proving the mechanics of the
winch, we started on the internal refinements, eg winch driver and spotter seat-

.
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The bus showing rollers and clear vision
panel. Pholos: P. Adshead.

ing, clear vision ,panel. noor guards,
window guards. remole start/stop panel,
hand tbrottle, signed light allld drum brak·
ing. The brakes were purely for tension'ing the cables when towing oul. For simplicity I decided to try using .the 'bus
compressed air supply to operate the
hydraulic whe'el cylinders inside the
drums, and this proved successful aflter
reducing the return spring rate sHghtly.
The winch was completed by the end
of June, 1980, and is working extremelY
well, having over 5000 launches to its
credit with no problems. The tooth belt
shows no significant sign of wear after 12
months and the other moving parts are
also wear-free. As can be seen from the
photographs, the whole arrangement is
extremely neat and simple and provides
ex,tremdy civ,ilised accommodation for
winch driver, spotter and tractor driver.
We ,think we have probably the best
winch in this .country, if not the world, In
any event, it's certainly unique,
I rea'lise that other clubs may not have
the same access to engineering facilities
and the cos! of having the parts made
sub-contract would make this conversion

Red drum showing Ihe '. A" frame type mounting of
the drum.

expensive. The whole project cost us
approximately £ 1200 including the 'bus,
and some work on the road springs to
stand the extra wej'ght of the winch gear.
The major innovation of the tooth-belt
drive does, however, open up the possibility of using the current range of rear
engine 'buses and mid-engined coaches
for future winches. If the exercise was
carried out again, we would go for an 8.5
to 10 litre unit, allhough it must be said
that the 6.5 Iilre Leyland is more than
adequate providing launches of ,I500ft
into a IOkt wind.
If allY club is interested in building
along similar lines, we would be happy to
point out the pitfalls. Anyone wishing to
see the winch should contact our secrelary, Mr J. Niman, clo British Aerospace, Woodford, S~ockpol1. Cheshire.
lel 061-439-5050 ext 6 J (business), who
will arrange a visit to the airfield.
11
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GLIDING ABROAD
BILL SCULL, BGA director of operations
Gliding abroad Is often talked abOlJt but, for the most part, remains
the exclusive province of the private owner. Of the countries offering good and consistent soaring conditions one of the least talked
about is Spain. Recently Iheretlas been an opportunity to visit a site
near Segovia in Central Spain which is the base of the ,Aeroclub of
Fuentemilanos, The site is ten miles from Segovia and 50 miles
north of Madrid; conditions there are, according to reliable
sour,ces, near,ly as good as those in Australia or SOlJth Africa. The
airfield is high at 1001m ams! and the single runway is 1km longnecessary when the temperatures are 30"C or more. The club fleet
comprises two Bfaniks, a Min'i-Nimbus, ASW-15 and a SF-27 as well
as two tugs.
An interesNng arrangement exists between Oerlinghausen; Germany's largest gliding school, and the Aeroclub of Fuentemilanos.
From the beginning of June until mid-September 1090 Renner runs
cross-country cOl,lrses; IngQ's technique is somewhat different
from those used Ihere -he gatl1ers a gaggle and then races them
around the, task. Whatever the method the suitability of the venue is
confirmed by the following statistics:

'I

FLYING
Hours flown
38:19
launches
1571
Cross-country flights:
o-299km
172
300-499km
121
Over 500km
25
Total kilometres
84133
Days with distance over:
30Qkm
33 out of 91
SOOkm
9 out of 97

WEATHER (out or '37 days)
16 with low cklvd
30 with no cloud
16 wave days
36 with cloud base 3"6OQ01l agl
25 with cloud base 6·9000ft agl
7 with cloudbase over 12000ft agl
16 with highest temp under 20°C
1'5 with highest temp abOve 3cre
65 days wit" over 6hrs usable thermals
14 days with over 9hrs usable thermals

The kilomet,res ,per flight average 53.5 but it should be borne in
mind t,hat many of the pilots attending courses will be trying for
their first 300km.
Discussions with the club management at Fuentemilanos .and
with Ingo Renner suggest that a few more gliders could be
accommodated; the provisos are that the group would have to !:le
organised and supervised along the German. lines. Any takers?

Two week stay recommended
Despite. the distance- some 1000 miles from Calais, 830 from Le
Havre - the costs would not be excessive if the ,gliders were taken
Ollt on a cost-sharing basis and left there for at 'least six weeks. The
notes in tile Oerlinghausen IProgramme 'recommend two pilots for
each glider and ce'rtainly not more than tnree;a stay of at least two
weeks are also recommended. Accommodation costsvaryquitea bit.
For rooms booked in ,advance as part o,f the course they range fmm
£8-9 for a single room in a four-star hotel down to £4·5 for a double
room with shower in a one- or two-star hotel. Hotel and camping
facil,ities are planned at the airfield.
The possibility of being able to tly most days is very tempting and
for a better achievement on the coaching cross-country course and
the squad preparation scheme the benefits might well outweigh the
extr.a costs. If the venture were well enough supported (and ,the
fixed oosts shared) then the potential is tremendous.
Any club or individuals who would like 10 participate in an organised expedition should contact the BGA otfice, Bifl Scull or 8rian
Spreckley as soon as possible. If an expedition is to be organised
commitments must be made before the end of November 1981.

AVON SOARING CENTRE
B,idford-on-Avon, Nr. AI'cester, Warks.
let Bidford..on-Avon (0789) 772606
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FLYING AT SEGOVIA
BRIAN SPRECKLEY, who had two "fantas.tic soaring days" at
Segovia when on his wa,y to Mora where Mike Car/ton was flying
in the Spanish Nationals, gives his impression of,the site's polentia/.
Soaring generally begins at around 11.30am when the thermals are
high enougtl to start a cross-country. Usually there are blue thermals cover the site and It few cumulus over the mountains and
although it's blue for abo'ut 50% of the t,ime, they a,re not like the
British blue days. Most days will show cumulus f'or some period and
with careful task setting you can fly with clOUds for most of the day.
Thermals starl to die at around 7.30pm ,/ocal time, particularly over
the plain, but it is possible to soar for another two hours along tAe
mountains, tl10ugh one has to be careful to land back before dark.
The Thermal.. The similarity between soaring In Spain aild SOl:! h
Africa w,as quite striking - one would expect European type thermals and weather, not the hot air thermals of the desert. The best
days are when the temperature is highest, hovering around 30-33°C,
but in a heatwave When it may be up to 42°C (he thermals go 10
14 000ft or more, How about a Gold height in a blue 8kt thermal?
The normal depth 01 convection is be,tween 50001t to 8000ft but
on the days ,I flew, considered average by Ingo Renner, the thermals
went to 12 OOOft asl, which is 9000ft agl, The moslsignificant feature
01 thermals ir:t a hot dry airmass compared with ours in' a cold moisl
air, is the narrowli1ess of the cores, and their strength. The thermals
themselves are quite large and circling gently ORe can climb at 4 to
Skt if you tighten the turn right into the core of lhe thermal; but it is
possible to achieve more tl1an lhis. I was aclilieving ,8kt average In
most thermals with occasional cores Of 10kt.
The countryside also makes a difference to thermal stfengths.
One normally stays where it is brown and d'ry and avoids the green
river valleys.
Tasks. The location, of the site i,s perfect for most triangular distance tasks, the Sierra Guadarrama mountain range providing
excellent soaring conditions for 100km to the NE and 80km to the
SW, Tasks can be fitted into the plain area, startirlg along the mountains ten milesf'rom the site and finishing along the mountains to
extend the soaring day.
The 300km triangle I flew was along the mountains to the NE and
then back past the site to the SW. It was possible to cruise lor long
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periods along the tops of lhe mountains under good oumuJ:us, only
circling when getting nervous, about the height 01 the next peak,
Navigating. I found navigating quite difficult, mainly because the
maps were nol up to our, standards. There were large aleas which
had no resemblance 10 what was on the map, However with tne
correct choice of task and correct brieling thiis sh()uldn', be a major
problem and the si'te is relatively simple to find.
Airspace. The actual rules regarding conlrolled airspace seem to
depend on whom you ask, but basically Qliders have very little difficulW and' can even, fly in clOUd outside controlled airspace, The
Madrid TMA boundary is less than 20 mi,les from the site but Is
marked extremely well by the back of the mQuntain range and: gliders aren't allowed into it at all.
Landing out. The plain of Segovia is mostly' arable land and there
are numerous satisfactory fields. The worst problem is communication and it ,is recommended to land withirl walking. distance of a
village as there are few farmhouses and telephones, The large
areas of scrubland are basically ull!landable though in the normal
task area they are small enough to glide oyer, but there are some
large areas of unlandable countryside in the foothills of the mountains to lhe SW - only the more experienced pilots fly here and
then only with a high cloudbase and good cumulus,
In lhe mountains themselves there is nowhere you could even
have a respectable crash, For that reason you don't fly into t.hem il
low, but if level with a peak you can still glide close to landable
fields, ,though it isn't advisable to wait that long before movitlg to
the ooge to give oneself good landing options.
Wave. I asked logo il they ever had fron,ts which caused bad
weather, He told me that when a front comes you don't normally see
it and it rarely affects the weather in whicli you Soar. Sometimes
though it changes the normally lighl northerly toa strong southwesterl,y or southerly giving wave, The highest wave climb is to
28 OOOft in beautiful warm, sunny weather.
11 is like 1976 every day at Segovia and if you weren't flying in
19'76 you should go to Spain and get lwo weeks of it.
1\1

MAIL ORDER

DID yOU hear the story about the glider pilot who when kissed by a fairy princess turned into
a frog? No, but then I expect you haven;t yet read the new (9th) edition of LAWS AND RULES
FOR GLIDER PILOTS now available from our Sales Oept. for SOp (plUS 15p post). Actually, it"s
not that enthralling but then neither was the frog.
TotaUy new and exciting ... well, more exciting than a frog. are the new BGA KEY RINGS
with navy leather fobs and gold blocked motif for only 45p (plus 12p post) and the CLOTH
"A" and "Bronze" BADGES for sewing on to flying suils or anoraks for 40p each (plUS 12p
post).
Special offer of the month is the BRITISH SOARING YEAR BOOI<. A final reduction on
remaining copies of this storehouse of gliding information to £1.00 each (plus 25p post). Hop
along and order a copy now.
P.S.. How about the glider pilot who asked if his Gold Distance could be flown as a triangle
ora frog leg.
Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us ,to send you our complete sales list
October/November 1981
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Overseas
News

Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater, 7 Hlghworth
Avenue. Cambridge, CB4 280, England.

EUROPEAN YOUTH COURSES
ASW-22 FLIES

Tne 'Federal German government gives
financial support each year to gJlding
courses for youngl people aged 16 to 25
from all European countries. fhey are
organised under the aegis of the German
Aero Club by: Haus Der Luftsportjugend,
Hirzenhain, Marbljrg.
Each course last 2Y2 weeks and is
designed for beginners. Dual instruction is
given on ,K-7 and K-13 ailrcralt (winch
launching only) and st,udents may go solo
and progress to the German C standard. The
price of a course (accommodation, food,
flying and insurance included~ is DM820
(about £175). - Aviasport
WINCH REBORN IN FRANCE

Edgar Kremer ,of Schleicher's ,took the
eagerly awaited 24m ASW-22 on its maiden
flight on July 8 at liegenhain.
Ease of handling and good flying charactelristics convinced other pilots, such as
Hans"Wemer Grosse, Sigi Baumgartl, WaIter Neubert and olhers who ,flew it,
immediately that the expectations as to its
performance shoUld be' rea'lised when the
finishing touches have been applied.
The test flying programme as well as
comparison trials are well: under way - it is
hoped that series production can start
towards the end of the year.

Technical data
Span (m)
Wing area (m')
Aspect ratio
Wing section
Wing loading at 85kg (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
Max cockpit load (kg)
AUW (kg)
Waterballast (kg)
Best glide at 105km/h
Min sink at 85km/h (m/sec)
Stall speed (km/h)
Cruising speed (km/h)
VNE (l<mJh')

KLAUS HOLIGHAUS WINS
USA 1511\ NATIONALS

test days resulted which were all won by
Kees M usters in a Ventus A with 3900pts. 2.
Daan Pare, Ventus B, 3626pts. 3. Jaap van
Steinfoorn, ASW-20L, 3564pts.

With nine contest days out of a possible ten
and tasks varying from 400-700km at best
speeds of between 130-15'3km/h the 65
pilots flying in this event, which was held at
Minden, Nevada from June 30 to July 9,
seem to have had some interesting weather
during this period 10 produce these high
speeds.
Klaus Holighaus, Germany, flying a Ventus took first place with 6767pts, Ray Gimmey and. AI Lefller both i,n ASW-20s were
second and third with 6649 and 6587pts
respectively.
DUTCH NATIONALS
These 1Sm Class Nationals, hel'd during the
middle of June at Terlet, were hampered by
poor weather and a fatal accideAt on the
second contest day - June 21. Four con234

24
22
1.5.50
14.90
37.2
32.5
ASW-20 modified
32.6
50.3
420
115
600
750
100
220
55:1
0.45
70
175
270

TRANS-EUROP.EAN
The 4th Trans-European started from
Angers on June 14 with a record number of
starters - 15 teams with at least 28 pilots.
Several two-seaters had been erHered with.
instructors using the contest to train their
pupils. For the first time ever in France
winches were used to launch the competitors from Angers.
Walfgang Gross, W. Germany, Nimbus 2,
and Jean7Claud Penaud, France, MosqUito,
took first and second place being the only
two pilots to complete the 3000km course
by landing back at Angers. Andreas Kath,
W. Germany, in a DG-;200 finished within
SOkm of Angers and came third. - Aviasport

After years of lavish, governmentsubsidised aerotowing leading to the virtual disalOpearance of the winch in French
clubs, fuel prices are causing the French
gliding movement to look again at this
method of launching. The club at Challesles-Eaux, near Chambery in the Alps, is
now using a Haulolte winch with hydraulic
transmission, and a similar winch ,is shortly
to be delivered 10 the National Gliding
Centre at St Auban.
A Lille engineering firm (Schaffner Industrie SA) is about to put another new winch
on the market. Powered bya V8 petrol
engine, which yields 17Shp at 5000
revs/min, the winch has a Ford automatic
gear-box, Iwin drums and an enGlosed
driver's cabin 'for two people. - Aviasport
SOARING IN CHINA
There are high hopes that a team from the
People's Republic of China will compete at
the next World Championshipsin Argentina.
A deleg.ation of observers was present at
Paderborn (and at Chateauroux in 1978)
gathering exper,ience of international-level
competitiol'l. As might be expected, soaring
in China is.I'argely financed bythestate, but a
spo kesman said that it was purely spo rting in
nature and r'Iotused-asforexampleln East
Germany- as a ,form of mimarylraining for
young peop'le. Several l1igh performan:ce
gliders have been imported from Germany
and orders have been placed for several
more Janus and Nimbus aircraft. One of the
delegation at Paderborn waslhang Vi-rong,
China's most successful ladY pilot, who was
holder of several outright national records.
A German pilot, Dieter Hornschild, succeeded during a visit toChinairl March 1i981,
in flying with the Chinese at their cenlre in
Anyang, now designated as national crosscountry centre. Anyang lies near the narthern boundary oftheprovinceofHunan and is
a tawn with a 3500 year history, now given
over to 'heavy industry, jade and carpet manufacturing. fhe airfield is on the bmad plain
of the Anyang river north of the town. It has
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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two 1000mparallel runways wIth a grass
strip between them, used by g'liders. The
airfield is uncontrolled and has no signals
square and n() wi ndsock. A large number o,f
Antonov 2 biplanes were par,ked on the airfield (used for dropping sport parachutists)
and YAK RK 18Yswereused foraerotowing.
These Yaks have ninecylinder.radial engines
giving 240hp.
The Chinese glider pilots wore jeans, flying jackets and "beanie hats" and gave Herr
Hornschild a very warm welcome. Mr Wei,
thechiel instructer, ·first gave him a familiarisation flight ina Tal1dem-Falke,and a couple
of check flights in the TwinAstir, after which
he was cleared to fly the Nimbus 2c. De.spite
the poor soaring conditions, li-terr Homschild, understandably, considers gliding in
China to be an unforgettable experience.
For early solo training the Chinese use a
locally built single.-seater called th'e "Quian
Jin" ('Forwards'). With ashoulderwjng and a
glide angle of 24, its cockpit resembles that
of the SF·27. - Aerokurier.

through woolly thinking to th'e basics 01
any problem. 'Under his g,uidance sound
Championsh,ip, rUles, scorjng systems,
closed circuit speed tasks. Diamonds, and
the 1000km badges were developed - and,
duration records abolished. His meetings
had an adven,tu,rOlls flavour; ,there were
always results even if sometimes unexpected ones.
But Pirat was not j,ust a paper merchanlt
- he flew for Switzerland In several World
Championships and was a pilot in the
Swiss Air Force reserve.
At the Yugoslav Nationals ~n 1953 on a
formation aerotow retrieve hesel his glider
on fire when a box of matches burst into
flame and fell under the seat. I remember
this well as 1 was in position on hi,s right
wing watching with fascination the antics

1
OBITUARY
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of his Weihe while he tried to put out the
fire with a bag of plumsl There was never a
dull mormen,t in his company.
Following his retirement from the presidency of' CIVV he was soon elected president of FAI for the two years 77/78, and
then president of Honour; still continuing
to devote time and. talents towards his
unswerving belief in the importance of
sporting flying. Professionally, he worked
for Swissair as a director and their top level
troubleshooter.
He died on June 10, the day a large letter
arrived tor him from the '81 World Gliding
Championships signed by every competitor
and organiser at Paderborn.
It is said that no one is indispensable, but
some are irreplaceable.
ANN WELCH

Sal
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PIRAT GEHRIGER

TM62
TM.62 Ground Set
Fitted with 129,.9, 130.1 and 130.4. 5 watts output. Size 2'18 x 5

x 8W'.

Price £195 plus VAT

TM.61 Grider Radio
Output 1,8 watts at 12.5 volts.
Size 2'12)( 2'12 X 7%" long,
up to 6 Channels, norma'Hy
supplied with 130.1 and
130.4, complete wi,th hand·
held mi~e (or Swan-neck
boom mike, optional elttra
at £20.L speaker and wiring

Iharness.
Photo: A"" Welch.

After more than 30 years as the personifieation 01 international glldirlg it is hard to
believe that Pirat is dead; but it is easy to
remember his enthusiasm, forthright way
of speaking - in any 01 five languages, his
helplulness and sense of fun.
Pirat first appeared ~n tne world scene
as a young man with a lawyer's tfaining as
director 01 the International Championships al Samedan, Switzerland, in 1'948,
and ever since his contribution to soaring
has been great. This may not have always
been apparent because most of his woirk
was done behind the scenes as president
of CIVV, a position to which he was "reelected with acclamation" for more than 20
years.
He was a fine ,president, prepared to listen, but with an incisive brain able to cut
October/November 1981

Price £180 Iplus VAT

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays. Repairs to wood, glass-fibre and steel tube
machines. Stock' of most materials for repairs and re-builds. Wide range
of instrument' in stock. Barograph and A.S.!. Calibration.

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable. Bedfordshire Telephone Dunstable 62068
U.K. Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher
Open Monday to Saturday 9.00 am to 5.30 pm
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over site and made duralion and height. Pete
Goodwin also flew Silver distance plus a
IOOkm triangle in tile K-S. Congratulations to
Annelle Immins Oil going solo.
On July 25 Jeff Roberts contacted wave
over the site up to 8000fl and was quickly
joined' by a few others. This is a rare treat at
Saltby.
It is with deep regret that we report the
Copy and photogra,phs tor the December-January Issue of S&G should be' sent totbe Editor, Z81 death of Oave Davenport after some months'
Queen Editb's Way" Cambridge CBI 4NH, tel 247725, to arrive not later than October 13 and for illness. Dave enjoyed his gliding in the Blanik
thl; .February-Mal'£h 198Z issue to arrive ,not later than December I.
with Dib and John and was an enthusiastic
August /2, 19lU
GILLlAN BRYCE·SMITH member. He will be missed by his many
friends. We extend our deepest sympathy to
Pat and the rest of his family.
BORDERS (Milfield)
ford, were the usual success, but marred by
T.C.M.
the tragic death of .Jim Webster in an outlanding accident.
Our Friday and Saturday evening courses
COTSWOLD (A-slon Down)
continue to be popular, providing air experiOur ho'liday courses have been weli subscribed and should help the club financially in
ence flights for many ditl'erenl groups and a
It has been an eventful year. The beginning
these difficult times.
useful income for the club fullds. Our first
saw the auction of our site and the acquisition
week long course for the education authorities
of a large part of it by t,he club. Negotiations
proved to be a success thanks to a 101 of hard
OBITUARY - Jim Webster
still continue for a small part of the remainder
work by the instructors and members.
Jim Webster was tragically killed in. a g,liding
for which we have. joined a conso'ltium of
Silver distances have been flown by Jim
accident near Stratford on Avon during the
interested parties.
Shepherd, Mike Broml'ey and George Brown
WesterrnRegionals on June 15 . .tim had been a
- George's after years of training pupills
member of our club since 1960 and tl'own
rather than flying himself.
more than 1500hrs in 35 glider types. As a
fully rated instructor, he was willing to fly
AJ.B.
with any pUl'lI at almost any time - the only
time Jim would sidestep instructing was when
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
~Nympsfleld Airfield)
he was nying solo, such was his iruense love
affair with gliding. The absence of his ever
Al lasl the Grob G 102 has arrived. It is the
happy personality has made Nympsfield a
firsl glass ship in the club fleel and an eminent
,quieter and sadder place and his effervescent
enthusiasm for life ,is missed by many memreplacement for the Skylark 4. With the K-13
bers both young and old alike.
ill the air again, the club fleet is at full strength
with a B1anik. Bocian. K-I3, two K-8s and the
Robbie Roberlson
Grob. A club expedition is planned in the
autumn to Aboyne, taking a two-seater and a
BUCKMlNSTER (Saltby Airfield)
single-seater to t.ry the wave.
Several' pilots have been taking parI in the
The long awaited Astir for club flying Ilas just
various inter-club weekends which, judging
arrived. This will give a few of our members
from reports, are an outstanding success. Our
their firS't opportunity to fly glass. Our thanks
weekend is at the end of August when a grand
to Ken Ballington for his elTor'ts in bringing it
barbecue is planned.
back from Germany.
Enstone has been the goal for several Silver
distances recently. The Western Regionals,
Tom Mar,chant flew the' club K-.S to
under the direction of our CFl, Ron SandStrubby for Silver distance, and then stayed

Club
News

Tim and Geralyn.

CONVERT TO POWER
TiHREE COUNTIES
AE'RO CLUB LIMITED
Blac:kbush,e Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON AJO TRUNK /lOAD

45 MINS. FIlOM tONDON)

Special ,Courses for GlidetPilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Bronze C an<1Silver C Conversion Courses
Normal Courses lor Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - R/T - Aerobatics
Simulator Training
Flying Instructor Courses
C.,...A. Approved Courses 38 hours
Licensed Bar, Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards and Access accepted

Cfllourie Adlington
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Early in the season Tim Macfadyen married Geralyn, one of his pupils, ami they oelebrated by leaping into the Bergfalke for their
first married flight in fldl nuptial rig. There are
all sorts of first solos!
The spring open day was a great success
with f94 launches before rain stopped play,
thus contributing handsomely to club funds
and recruitment. Our thanks to Dowty GC
and RRE Persnore who helped with their
K-7s.
The contrQI t0wer is taking shape very
nicely as our first clubhouse and social ellents
in it are proving a great success. At a VIP
evening in July we thanked those who helped
during our struggles. Sit Anthony Kershqw
and other dignitaries were joined by the BGA
chairman and Mrs Tom Zealley. Col Lowsley
Williams, our new patron, was presented with
a silver tankard in recognition of the way he
took up his rights to certain parts of the airfield, sold them to the club and thus made it
all possible.
Despite the poor summer, we have been
very active with midweek gliding, air experience flights and our first full time summer
cou,rses. Jonatnan Beard went solo as near as
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

possible to his 16th birthday and followed this
shortly afterwards with his duration. Dave
Robel1s (Nimbus) completed a 500km triangle
on a blue day.
Members hawe competed in the Nationals,
Western, Lasham and Enstone Regionals,
Dave Breeze (SHI<.) doing particularly well in
winning his Class at Lasham.
J.D.H.
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
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By L. GLOVER senior inspector

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
After a dreadful start to the season, the position began to improve in June. Our launch
rate has risen to -match the previous year's
figures by this time in the season. Crosscountry flying has shown a healthy increase,
helped by the club SF-27 which has proved
very popular. Membership is on the increase
and there have been many first solos and
numerous Bronze legs.
James Cooper flew to Dunstable for Silver
distance in Jacob's Ladder, the famous Diy I,
and in July took the same glider a very creditable 222km on " Gold distance attempt.
Jeremy Landrick has this year acquired his
full Cat, Gold distance, Diamond goal and
won the East Midland Regionals. Congratulations.
Our thanks to Claud Woodhouse and his
team for running n very friendly nnd successful Regionnls in July. The ladies set the seal
on the event by putting on a sple.ndid barbecue.
B.R.
DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
The excellent spring and summer weather has
meant lots of good thermal days for us - with
frequent good Wave as well proving more
accessible than usual in summer. Bruce
Cooper took the DG-IOO to 30 000 in July - a
climb which broke off in 3 to 4kt lift because
of oxygen system worries. We'll get those
records back here yet!
There's been a lot more cross-country flying this summer. Our folk are gelling quite
good at navigating "down in the weeds"
below 10OOOft. The clubhollse frame will
arrive soon and we hope will be clad before
winter.
J.R.B.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Mark Crompton (Dart 15) has gained Silver
height; so did Duncan BaIJbington but with
the galling realisation toat his barograph was
not switched on. Chris Dobbs (K-6) flew to
Davidstow for Silver distance. Colin Watt
(K·6) flew 68km to Wincanton, but was defeated by the 1% rule.
Roy Thompson. Roger Pa'lmer .and Colin
Lord have soloed; Colin is polishing up his
old B badge eamed with the ATe. lan
McLeod, Ron Smith, Derek We:bb and Dick
Wolff have their Bronze Cs.
Tim GaJ'lh:ler (DG-loo) and David Minson
(Skylark 4) are both treading the crosscountry trail regularly. SIeve Frank (Skylark
4) has left us temporarily for the north of
Scotland low nying area, where he will be flying peregrine falcons instead.
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Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworlh 57544

Sadly, intlation has hit our flying charges;
after two years without change, winch
launches are now 25% dearer at just over the
£ I, and aerotows and soaring time are also up;
so is the launch rate, for the time being. Our
summer courses are well attended with many
familiar faces returning yet again.
I.D.K.
DUNKESWELL (Dunkeswell Airfield)
Mike Fairclough ventured to the USA to gain
his Diamond distance and Diamond goal.
Chris Heide has completed two Bronze legs
and Harvey Wallace-Williams, Gareth Jones,
Mark Scott and Chris Beard have gone solo.
We are all now taking advantage of the
belated soaring weather to at last enjoy some
lengthy flights and cross-countries_
Among our recent visitors, we were
delighted to welcome Don and Norah John·
son who let us fly their Ogar motor glider.
B.H.F.
EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
A welcome to our new chairman, Stewart
Forster, elected at our AG M in March.
D\JI-,ing recent months we have been receiving more com(>laints aboul aerotowing and
alleged flight palh deviations fJ'Om a vociferous minority of local objectors, culminating in
a series of meetings with planning officers,
council' members and compl'ainants. At the
various meetings we set out lhe steps being
laken by us to minimise the risks of deviations
including, in/er alia, dual £light checks, night
path monitoring and aerial photographs of
landmarks. Altogether, a valuable lesson in
public relations. Special thanks to Bill Scull
and Johnny Morris for their support and
attendance at the meetings.
Electricity has been provided on the field
and we can now see when tucking the gliders
down for the night.
A K-8 has now been added to our club fleet
and has already produced a severe rash of
Bronze legs, something which the Swallow
seemed incapable of.
Despite the inclement weather, our open
day on the Spring Bank Holiday was a moderate success.
Congratulations to Clive Vanden13erghe,
Neil Kelly, Paul Tickner, loe Batchelol" and
Henry Nicholson on their Silver Cs, 10 Peter
Whitmore and Andrew Nopper on their

Bronze Cs and to Tony Kerwin-Nye,
Graham Treharne, Patricia Richardson,
David Hopkins, David Chowen, Pip Nowell,
Nigel Dufty, Joe Sutton and Sue Huckstep on
going solo.
V.N.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)
Congratulations to Peter Smart and Robin
Hallwell on their Bronze Cs (Robin 'has now
left us for Australia where we wish him many
happy hours of soaring) and to Gavin Sasson
on the first Silver distance of the season.
All our thanks to Bert Bearcroft for his hard
work as chief tug pilot for several years.
Richard Harris takes over this demanding
job.
We recently played host for the Ihird round
of the East Anglian League and although ,poor
weather prevented most from completing the
tasks. the winner was Norfolk GC wllo
claimed the most accurate s~ot landings. We
are grateful to Mr Alston who allowed, us to
use Lavenham Airfield (IS our own site is
limited due to planning restrictions. There
was much fun at the ensuing barbecue.
V.H.

HAMBLETONS (RAF Dishforth)
Misfortunes with the fleet continue. our tug
CUBI, having suffered serious damage to its
engine. However, on one almost tug-less day
recently we were able to join with Clevelands
in producing a number of winch launches
which was a record for recent years.
Summer has arrived at last, bringing a
number of Bronze and Silver legs. and a
weekend of wave in June produced three
Gold heights. John Gao, Sandra Cooper,
Nigel Taylor and Shaun Garrity have gone
solo" and there have been several conversions
to the Diy.
Our injured K-6 returned just in time to
take Eric Roberts to fourth place in the
Northerns, his first competition. We are still
awaiting the return of the Astir.
LP.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon)
A '101 of wave this summer. Mid-June Charles
Boucher (Mini Nimbus) went to 15 OOOft for
Gold height. Richard Marsden (Kestrel) also
reached 15000ft, OliveI' Cowley (Vega)
10000ft and the club K-8 went to around
10 OOOft w~th 8ruce Hunter, Lyn Ballard
(who awaits his Club Libelle and will be flying
with us) and Geoff Harris.
We have two new instructors, Ken Mal1in
and OliveI' Cowley. The Rock Polishers
League visited Usk, w:here Graham Mason
was first for beginners, and the Mynd, where
Andy Williams came second for beginners
and Phil King second for pundits. Phil King
also' came second in the .\BM Comp in Belgium.
Bruce Hunter, Andy Williams and Dave
Falls have compleied their Silver Cs. Bruce
amI A ndy .give a lot of credit to Roger Harlow
and Phil King who were Pis in the club's
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Twin Astir for Ehterprise. They booked it
and entered it and Roger and Phil took alternative days. Les Dawson and GeotI Harris
were wilh them and they got some splendid
flying and invaluable eltperience.
Mid-July Richard Marsden (Kestrel) got to
18 800ft for Diamond height during 'a very difficult 5\.1hr flight and on August I Anthony
Mait!and (Mini Nimbus) flewJ.28km.
There ~ave been too many wave to 8000ft
days to mention. We have been spoilt and a
lot of visiting clubs and syndicates loo. The
Avro Club spent two weeks with us, bringing
their Skylark JF, K-7 and instructors. They
did 8Jhrs including three five-hour flights, one
Silver height and one 4hr S5min (beuer luck
next time, Sandy).
R.P.
IMPERIAL COLLEGE (Lasham Airfield)
It has been a successful year. Over Christmas
and the New Year nine members went to
Portmoak resulting in two Gold heights.
Chris Slarkey, who has taken part in team
training thi's year, gained his Dia'mond height
in March.
During spring our newly acquired living
quarters at LaSham, which Ilad been uninhabited for two years, were trans(olTFled into
a very comfortable bunkhouse and workshop.
Over Easter two members gained their
Silver distance. On June 27 our Astir was
flown on O/Rs to Shrewsbury no less than
three times. Four 100km llights and a SOOkm
triangle were completed that day.
There have been four courses since fhe
New Year and (I have gone solo. The year
ended with five members competing in the
Inter.University task week at Cambridge.
A.D and c.L.

KEN.T (ChaUock)
We have had few opportunities during this
poor season for cross-countries, however
Tony Moutang, John Hoye andl Ron Cousins
have done well: in competitions around the
country. Alan Garside, Richard Whittington,
Mike Johnson, Tony Goodman and Simon
Cassidy have their full ratings; Derek Waldron went solo in the K-8 anc;t got two Bronze
legs on the same day; John ,Bailey also has
two Bronze 'legs while Ed Jphnson gained his
Silver height and d'uration on, a tr,ip to Pon·
moak.
The annual: barbecue- was a great success as
was the cheese and wine party: many lhanks
to Jean Austin for the ,catering. We have a
further open weekend on September 19/20 la
raise funds, and encourage new members.
At a dinner-dance in October tQ celebrate
our 25th anniversary we are hoping fOlTFler
members will come and reminisce about the
good old days. Anyone interested should contact Tim Gardiner.
J.H.
LONDON (Dunstable)

Congratulations to lan Hunl who progressed
from ab-initio to Silver Cin just (our weeks.
Meanwhile the plodders managed ·five days
flying during the dub,'s task week which was
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Steve Allsop and Bob Scarborough have
put much effort into air experience flights for
the general public during the summer evenings and raised much interest and money by
so doing..
Many in the gliding movement will be SOITY
to hear of the sudden death of Theo Testar.
He was a val'ued instructor at the Mynd for
many years and his many friends are saddened by his loss.
J.S.

MARCHINGTON (Marchington)

,
PaUick Young waiting to take·off in the London
GC's K-13 to give his mother. Mrs Christine
Young. her first flight at the age of 83. She
thoroughly e,yoyed Jhe 40min flight.

won by John Cardiff in the Pundit Class a-nd
Kestrel "CNX" in the Intermediate Class.
We have also been doing very well again in
the Inter-Club League. At the North Weald
meeting Steve Lyno did very wel'! tQ finish a
Diamond goal flight 00 a slow day. Graham
Smith was less lucky, landing JUSt Sh0I1 in a
rape field on the Sunday to discover tllat the
farmer would not permIt a retrieve until it :had
been harvested on tile Wednesday.
Dave Cornelius has had some interesting
outlandings. On one occasion he landed in a
reasonable-looking field, whereupon about 30
people rushed out of an adjacent barn, saying
"w.elcome to the Welland Gliding Club". His
was the first glider to land there. Another time
he returned without his ASW·15" hav,ing been
found asleep in the cockpit by another crew
collecling a glider in the same field.
The club fleet has been increased by
another ,K-21 and an ASW-19 Club which,
flown by jJ, is one of the ,large contingent that
we are sending 10 the Booker Regionals.
F.K.R.
MIDLAND ~Long Mynd)
AltflOUgh June and July gave few crosscountry days, they provided some excellent
wave conditions instead with Gold climbs
achieved on several occasions.
The advanced soaring course was a great
success Cor the ten club pilots involved. All
completed their Bronze' Cs, ten Silver legs
were claimed and the field landing practice
spurred Jeff Rowson and Neil Clements ·to
complete their Silver distances to Usk soon
afterwards.
It is with pleasure that I report a Diamond
goal flight by Charles Wingfietd. Charles flew
his Gold distance in 1947 and his was one of
the very first completed Gold Cs. Now he has
returned to gliding after many years and flew
his Vega to a Diamond height at the Mynd
last year. He has been heard to complain that
his rate of progress is rather slow! May the
last Diamond soon ,Come your way, Charles.
Congratulations on going solo to Barbara
Reed, Linda Dickin,Michael L1oyd-Masters,
Hugh Henders<>n, A. Dickinson, J. Munro
and R. Andrews ahd to Nick Tylerand David
Bailey on g;tining their assistant instructor ratings.
-

At the AGM Ron Eckford joined the committee and Syd Brixton is now treasurer.
Only four days flying have been lost in the
last two months and the new Super Cub is
proving a ~ood investment being very efficient and reliable. At the first course week on
the new site in July there were some soaring
flights although conditions weren't good
enough for cross-countries. However our
chief pundit Garth Lawley did land at UUoxeter racecourse. Ran Roberls has joined the
instructors.
There has been further site clearance and
we now have an antique grass cutter, which
keeps the edges of tlile runway clear of wingtip
catching weeds.
S.D.B.

NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield)
There have been some excellent flights in the
past few days including a J25km by Mike Lee
(Hornet) and good cross-countries by Dave
Hill (Astir) and Denis Cooper (Mosquito),
Bruce Owen, Terry Coo,per, David Hodgson
and Derek Foster have Silver dis.(ances and
Dave Person gained both Bronze legs.
The Falke has been busy on the courses
and in converting pilots waniing SLMG 'PPLs
as well as for Bronze C ,checks. At the
moment we have a flying week for Bronze C
pilots.
On the social side we had our excellent
annual' car treasure hunt organised by the
CFI/secretary.
MJ.R.L.

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
The weather has picked up after a very wet
spring and June and July have seen much better flying conditions. Andy Townsend got to
Diamond height in wave in July, only to find
that his barograph, although switched on, was
not recording. Elaine Routledge went to
I1 OOOft on the same day in the Swallow for
her Silver height. She j,s now our only female
passenger carrier.
A I Scolt has completed his Bronze C with
the aid of their new air data computer. Ian
Haggart and John Givens have just re-soloed
after gaps of five years and three years
respectively.
A number of members have been down to
Saltby for their summer holiday, Rob Thompson completing his Silver distance and
George Edmundson managing 90km.
Gwenda Greenwood also had her first solo
flight on one of these trips.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The new club Dart is perfonning well and
already some good flights have been accomplished. The summer courses have been well
attended and. with the exeeption Qf ,the CFI's
solo course in July, the weather has been very
good.
We have had another spate of "break ins"
in the clubhouse but hopefully the new burglar alarm will deter all but the most determined .. A recent attempt (unsuccessful) was
made to break in through a wood and concrete
wall.
J.W.

NORTH WALES (Pen-y-Parc, Nr Holywell)
Our thanks to Oerby & Lancs GC for their
hospitality during our enjoyable annual camp
at their club. Congratulations to lhe CFI's
wife, Julie Payne, who is our ,first so'lo pilot of
the year and the first female member to fly
solo. Congratulations also to her husband,
Ken, for achieving the club's firsl crosscountry as well liS 10 Ray Ball and Doug
Kominski on their Bronze C.
Our thanks to .retiring committee members
Alan Ellicott, secretary, and John Mahony,
for their three years' hard work.
We still need instructors and if interested,
please contact Rory McGough of 14 L1ewelIyn Drive, Bryn-y-Baal, Nr Mold, Clwyd. tel
Mold 4028 (home), Chester 317667/8 (business).
R.G.M.

OUSE (RulTorth Airfield)
After years of uncertainty it is finally ours we bought the ailfield. The final price (63
acres of land and runways for £95 0(0) was
higher than anticipated and we have taken on
a large debt, but we are now one of the few
clubs with security. We couldn't have bought
the site without the help of the Sports Council
and the support of "die hard" members who
have been behind the club throughout the
crisis.
Our sincere thanks to our site officers and
chairmen. past and present. who have given
countless hours on our behalf. The present
chairman. Dick Boody, thinks he may even
be able to concentrate on nying again. Since
buying the liite we have aHrac,led many new
members and everything ,is pointing to a
healthy futul'e.
The soaring season has improved dramatically over the last two llIIonths with several
good cross-countries. The Skylark 4 Scyndicate are going to Portmoak badge hunting and
the club ski section are invading Europe again
this winter.
S.R.L.

duration, in blue thermals, is unlikely to be
bettered by a club pilot this year.
The Inter-Clubl..eague competition has
brought new friends and some interesting
flights, promoting a more competitifvespirit in
some of our pilots.
Bl,Irclays Bank has given us a welcome
boost to club funds with 90 of their staff having air experience flights during the summer.

At the AGM in early July the entire board
was re-elected en masse.
S.M.
NB. Tom Docherty (Nimbus 2) flew 617k.m
to the Kent GC on SUllday, August 116, making his, fifth attempt at crossing ,the Channel.
This time lie was, beaten by lack, of daylight
and landed at 6.40pm.

M.C.
RSRE (Pershore)

SHALBOURNE SOARING GROUP (Nr
Hungerford)

In spite of 'rumours, at the t,ime of writing it is
still business, as usual al Pershote, although
our tenancy of the hangar is now.on a weekby-week concession basis. The uncertainty
has at least served 10 clarify the minds of
same, resulting in a crop of Bronze and Silver
legs.
Recent achievements or note were Les
Norman's uphill cross-country to Nympsfield to complete his Silver Co while David
Bland followed up a 16th birthday solo with a
B certificale night on his second launch.
At the AGM the officers were all re-elected
unopposed, but with obvious relief the retiring secretary announced that' Colin Bullock
had finally been persuaded 10 take over the
hot seat.
A.B.

Thanks to instructors G. Nichols, B. Morris,
S. Nash and K. Mackley giving winter evening lectures a lot of young pilots have passed
their Bronze C papers. We are steadily
increasing in strength and some of our earlier
pilots are forming their own syndicates already we have a K-8, Pirat and Blanik.
We at last. have ,permission from the council
to build a clubhouse which we have already
bought In anticipation. This will be a great
boost to the club as at the moment we only
have a small caravan,
We held our own Royal Wedding celebrations on July 29, flying all day with a barbecue
and dance in the evening. Our thanks to the
social committee.
J.D.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Porbnoak)

SHROPSHIRE SOARING GROUP (Sleap Airfield)

Despite a generally poor flying year there
have been several highlights Tom
Docherty's flight to Cambridge (see Competition Enterprise report), the success of our
task weekends which gave five competition
days out of three weekends and the recent
crop of new solo pilots.
Another major success has been our winch
system, inaugurated in March and proving
extreme'ly reliable. We welcome Dennis
Brown and Phil Morley, our two professional
winch .drivers who provide a seven-day
coverage.

We now have 30 members including three tug
pilots who lire nol glider pilots and four who
are. They fly our Chipmunk ,tug and tow our
eight glass shi'psand two wooden ones.
owned in small syndicates. We slarted in 1972
and since then have acquired a good deal of
knowledge of the way thermals, sea breezes
and Welsh waves interact over our area enough to realize that there is more to learn.
In the first week of August we borrow from
the RAF a large grass airfield, Chetwynd,
aboul 16 miles east of Shrewsbury.
Last summer the two weeks were mostly
washed out in common with other sites. Visitors are welcome but we ask for prior knowledge so as to make adequate arrangements.
We have had some good wave and thennal
flights. The maximum height last year was
around 23000 QNH, with the site record at
around 27 OOOft. So far we have only achieved
one 500km triangle but several Diamond
300km flights.
In June a party of four went to Minden.
Nevada via Dilllas and Reno, reming one
LS-3 and one 1:35 (Schweizer). Conditions
were good, but not the best. and more than
82hrs were flown in Ithree weeks with one
Diamond height of 27 000f1.
We welcome visiwrs to Sleap and are open
every weekend, Bank holidays and after 5pm
on summer weekdays.
P.L.U.M.

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDlNG (Crow)and
Airfield)

SOUTHDOWN (Storrington)

On August 2 there was an outstanding flight at
Durairfield. freddie Logins, who has' suffered
a spastic disablement since birth, achieved his
duration. Flying the Capstan in which he has
a share. Fred confounded the pundits by
going soluand then gaining his Bronze C. His

Our Sport Vega has arrived 10 ul'grade Ihe
fleet and on its fircst ll.ying day it took G. Burtenshaw ,to Silver height to complele his
Silver C. O. Hatfield, M. Wllkem alld C.
Foss have also completed their Silver Cs
recently.

OctoberlNovember 1981

lane McCoshin, an /8 year-old student vet, goes
solo 01 the SGU.
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FLOW TECHNOLOGY 2000 L TD

SAILPlANE/GLlDERIAIRCRAFT

Reliable instrumentation ,is essential for winn ing competitions
so fit the hest!
G.S.500 ... "The most popular variometer/air data computer
at Paderborn", the most reliable too.
Bohli Compass ... Still the best compasS for competitions.
TM61 Glider radio ... Now available with the new channel
130·125MHz.

I

Strong Lo-Po Parachute ... The best gliding parachLlte. Fast
opening, Tri-conical' design. Slim. and comfortable to wear.

'

Winter Mini Variometer ... The fastesl responding mechanical variometer for competitions and club flying. 10 knot
range with speed to, fly ring fitted.

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.

Winter Barograph' ... 12K range smoked foil instrument
switch able to 2, 4 or ~2 hOLlr rotation. T'he best for badges
or records - don't be put off with less.

SECURITY HOUSE

160·161 8ROMSGROVE STREET
BIRMINGHAM 85 6NV

•

Kollsman 170 knots ASI ... two full turns rotatiol"l. clearly
marked dial with 1 knot divisions. Range to to 170 knols.
Oxygen Regulators flying.

Diluter Demand ... The best for high

Books ... Winning on the Wind, Moflat, £4.95. So,aring Cross
Country, IHolbrook, '£7.95. Jal"les World Sailp'lanes, Coates,
£6.95. Johnathan Uvingston Seagull, Bach, £3.95. Once
UpOIil a Thermal, Waiters, £4.95. Soaring Symposium Papers, 1980, £2.95. Safety Corner, Coverdale, £1.50. Soarers,
Plans by Falchetlo, £2.95. P,rices include postage.

581 Fishponds Road, Bristol

Tel Bristol (0272) 654800

RATES ARE REDUCED BY
QUALIFICATION
SPECIAL SC'HEME FOR
EXPERIENCED PILOTS

TelephoneI021·692·1245
Telex: 335142

CUT THE COST OF FLYING
INSURE WITH THE GLIDING BROKERS
.

.

-

-

Ring Carol Tay/or at THIRSK (0845) 23018 (24hr. Ansaphone Service)

WE CAN NOW ALSO OFFER OUR EXCLUSIVE GLIDER PILOTS;
HOUSEHOLD INSURANCE SCHEME
'NEW FOR OLD' COVER SUBSTANTIAL D'ISCOUNT FOR MEMBERS
OF BGA CLUBS
or write to:

MOWB:RAY VALE INSURANCE BROKERS
8 CASTLEGATE, THIRSiK
NORTH YORKSHIRE
Y071HL
Telex 587470

All classes of insurance transacted
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Represented at Lloyds
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Six members went solo in July. The K-13
and K·? recently had evening wave flights
with R. Traves and J. Ward taking the K-13 to
Petersfield and back.at 3500ft.
D.C.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Steve Reed has his Silver distance, Ton
"Von" Hooper his five hours and Coni ne
Westacott a Bronze leg. Our July task week
was won by lan Kennedy. We are indebted to
all the instructors and helpers who ran the
courses again this year to help with our financial stmggles.
A Std Jantar has appeared on our site. The
club K-8 conected four faults whilst negotiating a hedge and may have to be put down.
P.A.C.
STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
What a wonderful association we all belong
to! Inter-club activities have filtered down
even to our modest club. We have exchanged
visits with the Blackpool and Fylde GC, calling on them on their task week following an
exchange of newsletters. North Hill was visited in June and further expeditions are due in
August and October. Another joint venture is
arranged for August with the kind invitation
of the Shropshire Soaling Group to their
summer camp at Chetwynd. Our new Astir
syndicate have also been grateful to the
Shropshire SG and the Marchington GC for
the use of their facilities. In October we are
going to Portmoak for the first time with our
K-13 and private fleet.
Pauline Gwinnett, Ken Lane and John
Hind have their Bronze Cs. We are buying
another solo machine and would appreciate
hearing from anyone with a K-18 for sale.
P.F.F.
STRUBB.¥ (Strubby Airfield)
We are delighted to have two new honorary
members. Secretary, Brian Chase, watched
the final glide of the Space Shuttle Columbia
on TV and decided that if the crew were going
to be called glider pilots they should belong to
a gliding club. Somewhat tongue in cheek he
wrote tp NADA to congratulate them and
offer membership of our club. To his surprise
a letter of acceptance and signed photo of the
two crew arrived and we are proud to include
the names John Young and Bob Crippen on
our membership. Good luck to them alild all
the future Shuttle "glider" pilots.
Our airfield continues to shrink and it looks
as though we shall have to settle for a short
winch run with aerotow supplement - efforts
are being made to set up a lug syndicate and
get the winch completed.
P.B.

SURREY & HANTS <Lasham Airfield)
It's been a poor season aparl from one or two
notable exceptions. Saturday, June 27,
brought our first 500km badge flight of 1981;.
Chris Starkey, who also flies under the Imperial College banner, flew our Astir 10 lewes·,
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Sussex, hill soared most of tile way back and
then as the thermals brewed' ,he carried on 'to
Ludlow and return. A 'Iery enterprising trip.
Roy Pentecost was one thermal' short on loe
same flight, landing at Inkpen.
The other exception was our Regionals in
which Chris Day and Tom Bradbury dreamt
up six very good contest days for all three
Classes.
c.L.

SWINDON (South Marston)
We had a very successful open weekend on'
June 20-21 with Club flying between 4am and
9am on the Saturday. Cooked breakfast was
prOVided' by Angie Higgs, Anne Bradley and
Alison Lock and as a result of the weekend
we have several new members.
The H'umbro task week wasn't as successful as last year due 10 the weather but creditable performances were achieved by John Le
Cayte. Eric Winning, Bev Hill and our CFI,
John Baxter.
R.W.L.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirton Lindsey)
We were pleased that our president, Marcus
Kimball, MP, had been awarded a knighthood
in the Queen's Birthday Honours list. Shortly
afterwards we welcomed Sir Marcus to fly
with us at a president's day followed by a
hangar disco.
Our Northern League competition suffered
poor weather on the Sundays but the Saturdays have produced some good tasks, leaving
us several points behind our rivals, Doncaster, who we hope to overtake on the reserve
days!
Mick Ward and Dick Hannigan flew magnificently to win the Northern Regionals' Sport
Class in the Oly 2, while Neil Rogers and
Brian Griffin were runners up in the Skylark
2. A DG-IOO has just an-ived at the site, so
someone must think glass has a future! The
K- I3 is back after a repair.
Vistors should note that there is a new
permanent barbed wire fence across the
north-west corner of our field which has shortened our longest run a little.
J.R.S.

A week of continuous flying is planned
from August 22 to 30· to coincide with the visit
of juslin Wil;ls and' three other pilots bringing
three aircraft from England. To celebrate this
first journey to Bellarena from across the
water by equipped visitors, Brian Willmott is
organising our summer dinner for August 28.
Another eagerly awaited safari is the now
customary joint Dublin/Ulster autumn wave
camp in Co Kerry where Atlantic southwesterlies meet Macgillicuddy's Reeks and,
losing the battle, generally wave wildly. If a
tug transpires t'he safari will be based upon
Farranfore ailfield. If not, it will be a few
miles to the w,est where Pa,rafil ,ropes will
come oul and we will autotow off Fermoyle
and I nch strands, 011 the north and south
coasts respectively of the Dingle peninsula.
One runs E-W, and the other N·S. Out here in
the west, we keep all options open.
R.R.R.

WELLAND (Middleton)
We are flying again, although some work
remains to be done on the airfield. After four
good weekends, including a Silver duration
(congratulations Ray Clarke) our open day
was a bit damp. There was some flying and
everyone enjoyed the pa/1y.
Sunday was completely washed out, but a
very instructive day resulted from the talks in
the hangar - thanks Bruce Tapson and
Horace Bryant.
R.S.

WOLDS (Pocklington)
Four of our gliders were entered in the
N0I1hern Regionals and Pete Norrison came
third in the Sport Class.
Back at Pocklington Bill Young flew
318km, missing his Diamond goal by landing
down the road. Bernie Svenson held a successful flying week in July, attended by a
group from a local school, while Colin
Milner's task week in early August hit poor
weather. However what flying there was
proved quite entertaining with the M-lOO and
K-? winning the team games with a flight of
about 5km!
Congratulations to Clive Porter on going
solo.
H.N.

ULSTER (Bellarena)
After a run of filthy weather July 26 was a
pleasant respite with day-long wave in which
five pilots made Gold C-style climbs. While
two don't need the endorsement Ruth Hall,
Billy Bowden and Billy Craig are all filing
claims. Ruth and Billy B made it past 12 OOOft
in their respective K-6cRS while Billy C
climbed to 1I 600ft in his ASW-20.
The privately owned fleet ,is growing constantly. The newest aircraft 01] the site is Bob
Rodwell's Phoebus l7e, which arrived on
July 12, while the K-6cR purchased and being
refinisheu by Jerome Connolly and Charles
Hill is expected imminently. Also growing
rapidly with the sterling labours of Jim Wallace and new member A'lan McKillen is our
long-awaited toilet b'fock which, we hope, will
soon be in full flush.

WOODSPRING (Weslon-Super-Mare)
A club expedition to North Hill during July
was such a success that an even larger one is
planned for their task week during August.
Congratulations to Jon Toy on completing
his Silver C and to Carol Reeves and Phi I
Ebbs for going solo.
Our annual barbeque at the hangar was on
July 25 with 10n Toy and his group providing
the music wit'h Harry Chatterly filling the
"guest" spot.
The recent bad weather curtailed flying to
such an extenl that even the CH was
observed riding the tractor. So far club historians have failed to establish when this
phenomenon last occurred!
AJ.H.
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FLY ASW 20. FLY A WINNER

\ WESTLEY AIRCRAFT}

World Champ. resulits speak for themselves.
ASW 20F: 15m Racer 42:1 glide
New hing,ing ,instrument panel with canopy
New wheel and brake assembly
New water ballast coupling

PERSONAL. QUICK. HIGH QUALITY REPAIRS, MAJOR OR
MINOR TO GLASS AND CARBON FIBRE. STEEL TUBE, WOOD.
METAl, C.A.A., ARGON ARC WELOING. INSTRUMENTATION.
RE·SPRAY. RE· FABRIC. SUPPLY OF REPAIR MATERIALS AND
GLIDER SPARES, C of A's to all lypes.

SIMON WESTLEY
65 Brooklands Drive, leighton Buzzard
Beds. LU7 8PE
Tel. 0525-379567

* ASWFP in 2nd plaoe In World Championships

ANYTIME INCLUDING EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

at Paderborn

A$W 20fP: 15m Racer 45:1 glide
Fantastic performance, with new Carbon fibre Winglets
and Kevlar construction for reduced weight
ASW 20fl: 16·6m 46:1 glide
Converts rapid,ly born 15m to 16·6m with detachable
Wingtips
A$W 20FlP: 46:1 gJlde
The ultimate in 15m and 16·6m
QUICK DELIVERY: Contact

13 ROOKERY COURT, MAR LOW, BUCKS
Telephone: 06284 4035 or 02406 2491

'Agents for
KOM ET TRAILERS

CONGRATULATIONS
to

GEORGE LEE
on winning the World Gliding
Championships for the third time,
and as always, relying on the
Cambridge Variometer system.
Obtainable from:

AMCO LTD

AVIATION ELECTRONICS
Also available the
following car sets
supplied on 13004
and 130.1:

•
Pye Ql,ymplc
£330

SOUTHDOWN AERO
SERVICES LTO.
LASHAM AIRFIELD
ALTON,HANTS
Telephone Herriard (025683) 359

Pye 'Motaphone

£140
Pye Westminste,r
'£175
AMCO GS GLIDER RADIO
•

6 channel capability

•

130.4 and 130,1 fitted as standard

GEe RC666
£175

• 2 watts output
• Optional front or rear microphQne socket
• Low powe-r consum~tion
• Size - 2V." x 2V.- )( 7"
• Supplied with hand 'held microphone
Boom microphone available if required
• Meets latest CAA specification

PRICE £190,00 Inc. VAT

•
All C.A.A.
apprQ,ved
and include
VAT

AMCO (Burton-on-Trent) ltd
Pool St, Church Gresley. Burton-on-Trent DE11 8EE
fel: Burton,.on-Trent (0283) 212920' (evening.)
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SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC
WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN SLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SA'llPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
'HOLMFIELO RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

YORKSIDRE (Sutton Bank)
The club finished as leaders in the Northern
League, thanks mainly to a fine flight by Mike
Wood (jantar) to Durham Cathedral in poor
conditions but a sea breeze front saved the
day. The same front was used by John Taylor
for Silver distance.
Congratulations to Jrim Grainger who celebrated his 25th year in gliding by achieving
Gold height.
Our plot toi>eal the weather succeeded this
year giving us nine competition days in the
Northems. Congratulations to Steve Hunt
and the Ward/Hannagan team for winning the
Open and Standard Class respectively, and
thanks to' John Mawson, our competition
director, for the exceptionally smooth organisation.
We are hoping to see our normal contingent
of visitors for the winter.
W.R.B and J .R.

Steve Brownlow, lan Fraser and Stu Simpson
have completed their Silver Cs, Stu being a
member of Ihe Centre staff.
The number of female instructors flying
here regularly has doubled with the addition
of Jackie Hymers and Angie Watt. The fleet
updating continues with a new K-21 and a
N'imbus 3 expected to replace the ASW-17.
The T-2l and Gl"Unau, have been refurbished
so we also have the joys of wood and open
gliders.
J.W.

and Marcie Thompson have Silver legs, Marcie completing her Silver C.
The LS-3 arrived in July and is very popular, especially in the 17m version. It has also
been on a two-week expedition to France.
The Swallow has returned 10 the UK to be
sold and the K-8 is going inlhe winter.
Our thanks to Dave Campbell, ,posted to
the UK, for his work as bar member and we
welcome two instructors, Tony Evans and
Ray Washer.
J.F.B.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-on-Solent)

With the. improvement in the weather we have
had quite a few badge claims, including live
durations with Bill Barker and Ray Hutch,ings
completing their Silver Cs. Doug Rall1say has
his Bronze C and Dave Cooper, Barry 'Mills
and Mark W,j)son have gone solo.
Dave lowood and Ray Walker have their
assistant illswuctor ratings and Geoff Bolton
his full category rating. Ken Hartky (Nimbus) climbed in wave
over the site to 11 OOOfl.
We recently had a weekend detachment to
RAF Swinderby and were bl.essed with good
weather and soaring. Our thanks to the CO
for his hospitality.
Several pilots are training for their SLMG
PPL and Simon Hall has already gone solo.
GAB.

For a change we had a couple of fantastic
weekends ins,tead of our normal 15min blue
hole. On Ju,ne 20 Roger Cornish and John
Hale achieved durations and the following
Saturday Dave Wadham got his five hours,
Roger Cornish his Silver distance and Mike
Draper Silver height. We also had a good dis,play on June 27 with the one and only Swordfish flying around.
Membership, although down on last year, is
steadily improving with many Naval personnel joining. Unfortunately we are losing our
CFI, Phit Moore, who surprisingly has to go
and join a ship.
Regrettably since our last report our secretary, Peter Sharp, died suddenly. The new
secretary is Paul Mapletofl.
J.M.D.
WREKIN (RAF Cosford)

EAGLE (Detmold)

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
The soaring season finally arrived with occasional weaK wave and some reasonable thermals. August 2 was the best day with eight
attempting Gold, distance/Diamond goal and
four - Alfie Bass, Nobby Clark, John Duncan and Ken Stephenson - completing the
task. At least three other visitors have completed equally as long tasKs with numerous
shorter cross-countries flown.
At least six have gained Silver legs and

This year once again the weather plagued the
BFG Com,ps with only four marcginal days.
Eagle results were: Open Class, 2 Ray Py.e
and Jeremy 'Beringer (Astir); 6 Dave Campbel and Robbie Knight (K-6); Club Class, 3
Dave Lancaster (Swallow), 4 John Mitchell
(K-I3). The admin side was the best ever
thanks to Makolm Hook.
Our second course for ten pilots resulted in
everyone going solo with four soloing on the
following course. Geoff McVey, Steve
Cozens, Lance Buckland. Simon Wallwork

Our thanks to Barry ElIiolt for all his hard
work as deputy CFI before his recent posting.
Lorraine Arkless and Sharron Veitch went
solo before their posting and we also say
goodbye to John Smith, leaving us for Cottesmore.
We welcome Harry and Val Chapple from
Odililam. Harry is taking over as aircraft
member from John Lambert and his MO-13
helps to boost our growing vintage fleet. Dave
Wake lie Id and Bam-Bam have their Silver
heights.
J.L.R.

FOURNIER AVIATION presents the superb RF10 MOTORGLIOER

Sole Agents: SOAR'ING EQUIPMENT LTO, Ashby Rd, Daventry
For fuU details contact BOB NEILL on 021-449-1121
October/November 1981
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SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR
Dear Editor,
'I am sure that every reader wil'l wish to
extend congratulations to George Lee and
the British Team on their outstanding performances in the World Championships.
'Perhaps we, earl altracl the attenlion of the
media if, every time arl opportunity arises,
we s'ubmit a vote for George Lee as
Sportsman of the Year or the equivalent in
the various polls run by the national newspapers and television in 1981.
Public relations are becoming increasingly important to the gliding movement,
and we cannot afford to miss opportunities
for favourable publicity. George Lee has
given us one again, Let's use it!
A. C. BOYCE, Brighton.
BGA MOGAS TRIALS
Dear Editor,
Congratulations to Dick Stratton and his
eff'orts ,to reduce the cost of aerotowing by
using Mogas instead of Avgas, (see Jlune
issue, pl26). Furthermore, when tlhe next
petroleum shortage occurs, his work may
enable us to keep go,ing in a situation
where Avgas becomes difficult to find,
One word of warning to those who store
their tow-plane fuel in drums. Avgas is
heavily inh.i!bited and normally con tains
less gum-forming material than Mogas and
will remain stable for a long lime, Mogas is
stabre for approximately eight months in
tarclks but only for about three months in
hall-full drums stored in the open. After
such a period - more or less - according
to var,iations in temperature, Mogas is
liable to form gummy substances Which
deposit in fuel systems as a kir:ld o,f varnish,
Later, Ihese deposits may flake oU 10 plug
filters and carburettors, Fortunately, a
good nose willl detect the onset of this
nazard as the gasoline wilt have a characteristic bad odour, which is probably familiar to all experienced mechanics and pilots.
Wlll.lAM MAL PAS, Upper Montc1air, NJ,
USA.
COST AND PLEASURE IN GLIDING
Dear Editor,
Gliding liberates people but everywhere I
see pilots in chains. They buy gl,iders they
can't possibiy aHord and aUhough they
may feel very free when airborne they must
groan from the burden of repaying their
loans the Irest of the time, rhe,re were or~es
of pr,otest when the cost of a Kestrel went
above £2500, and gliders are now nudging
the £25000 mark, Perhaps when they cost
£2V2 milllion people wiill w.ake up and think
abotlt doir.lg somettlrng about it.
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There is undoubtedly a lot 01 fun in winning the World ChampS but as so few enjoy
this pleasure it's not very effective. likewise in the old days there was a wide range
of tasks and to do well YQl,l had to arm
yourself with a wide range at sKills in order
to succeed. Nowadays il is fairly agreed
Ihat if you enter cloud YOl:! nearly always
lose out, so the range, of tasks has become
rather restricted and boring.
This seems wrong since these are selfinflicted injuries. One remembers the
linstance when no task was flown but one
Justin Wil,ls turrled up and !Iew SOOkm, I1
can't say I have an easy answer. If 11 can lay
my hands on the money I am going to bUy
the best tools going. and flV In eve'ry contest
in sight.
It can't be a very healthy sport if a young
pilot in his early twel'lties and then presumably at the height of his prowess has no
hope of getting a £25000 shiJ') in which to
compete. The medical branch at Farnborough have already adapted electronic
games of the Space Invaders variety in
order to test and train pilots; RAF" fighter
pilots now do 90% of their flying in this
manner so that if there is ever another Battle of Britain we will be streets ahead of the
Russians.
Most gliding dubs have their resident
electronic wizards so why can't they' get
down to the business of re-programming
the Space Invaders in the bar so that ordinary club members can have the advantage
of the latest RAF Iraining?
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common,
Bucks.
KRONFELD'S VA'RIOMETER
Dear Editor,
While I am unable to refer to the article
by Peter Riedel in the October issue, p228,
and in no way wish to discredit Kronfeldfor
his original work on the variometer, having
read Dr Slater's article in the February
issue, p13, I may perhaps be able '10 add to
Ihe history of this piece of eCjlJ'ipmei'll.
While I was with the B'ritish Aerial Transport drawing office (1918-20) I was entrusted to take a bubble statoscope. by safe
hand to someone in the Air Board (then in
the Hotel Cecll). This ha no doubt been
flight tes,ted and mv job was to ensure its
safe return.
The in.strument cOrlsisled of a thermos
flask with a liquid filled curved lube on the
face and, of course, the tell-tale bubble.
This incident is impressed on my memory because I travelh~d by lube to the city
and the undulations of the tube from station to station allowed the instrument to
display its remarkable sensilivity to minute
altitude variation to great advantage,

If I remember rightly the affair bore evidence of being a converted thermos flask,
rather than a production job; inl other
words, very much as the Kronfeld job
described in the article,
My experience pre-dates Kron,feld by
some ten years, and as I cannol imagine the
instrument being fitted to a power aircraft
of that period, I wonder if it could be a legacy from the days of free ballooning.
J, D. CAMPBELL, Queensland, Australia.
COMMENT ON VMC
Dear Editor,
Semie Morris writing in the June SaG
(p138) seems to be missing the point a bit
on VMC. It is essential that glider pilots
know what rules O'U r powered friends are
mostly following, and this will become
more imporlant as Ultra lights get more
numerous. Collision avoidance is on a see
and be seen basis and, it helps if you know
which way the danger is most likely to be.
C. J. CHAPMAN, Birmingham.
GRASSHOPPER MISLAID
Dear Editor,
An inquiry of the BGA about an alleged
glider ca'lled' Grass.nopper has been passed
to me bUI I hav.e never heard of any such
glider type, at any time during the last 60
years: could it be an inaccurately remembered pronunciation o. "ground'hopper" as
primary training gliders were called?
Two machines in early' aeroplane history
had the name applied to them by spectators, not their invent<Hs, because of the
way they behaved when trying to take-off,
One was the Demoiselle of Sanlos-Dumont
which flew in 1909; and the other,
described by Peter Lewis in his book British Aircraft 1809 to 1914, which included
gliders, was the Everett Edgcumbe tractor
monoplane which made repeated hops at
Colindale in 1910 but never got properly
airborne.
Has anyone heard of a Grasshopper
glider?
A. E. SLATER, Cambridge.

DO YOUR GRP WINGS SCREAM?
Dear Editor,
Ooncerning the fatigue life of GRP gliders (Apnil issl:Je, p77), there is a perfectly
good and! proven method of examiAing
GRP structures to determine if they are
sOund - acO'ustic emission. It is quite
simple in principle and used 'by thechemical industry,
Basically the method relies on the fact
that when some materials are placed under
strain they emit noise. Tin "sings" i,f it is
benl, some of the strain energy being dissipated as noise, In GRP structures the
noise originates from the fracture of the
glass-fj,bres and 'the 'rUptures of the
resin/glass bands giving rise to bursts Of
noise. T,he !raclure site can be determined
by using' instruments and triangulation
techniques.
If a GRP structure is tested this way and
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

stressed 10 the maximum recommend'ed by
the manufacturer and no noise Is heard,
the structure is sound. However if noise is
heard the structure is damaged and further
stressing to thal level accelerates the tate
at which the damage is occurring.
Unless the damage is gross, it may be
virtually invisible to the eye. Repairs in
industlial structures are usually of the "belt
and braces" type and greatly' in excess of
the minimum ·requi·rements. Many repairers
prefer to scrap the damaged item because
there is always some uncertainty as to the
effectiveness of the repair'bonding.
I consider AE lesting of GRP gliders is an
entirely feasible preposition. The equipment is expensive but one could imag'ine
"MOT" stations 10r GRP gliders where they
could be given an annual check 10r C of A
renewal or al'lexamination after an accident etc. The lesting would be. a fairly qu'iek
process.
Take heart all you GRP sailplane owners
and remember that no noise will be good
news, but just consider that the' next lime
your wings are bending in that graceful arc
so beloved 01 contes"t-1ine crosser.s they
may literally be screaming oUlloud!
D. F. BARLEY, West Croydon, Surrey.
Dick Stratton, BOA chlelteehntcat officer,

replies: The application, of acoustic emission non-destructive testing techniques lor
aerospace applications will no d,oubl be
developed for GRP helicopter blades, tne
AV88 Harrier etc. Certainly ,in sopl'listicated
cases they will be seen to be viable. However, already in GRP gliders the inilial
latigue life 01 3000hrs has somewhat ar.bitrarily been dGubled in some cases! (It can
therefore be assumed that the Initial ligure
was no more th'an a semi-inspired guess.)
"In the ·field" delectiom of internal damage
to GRP sailplanes is very necessary if we
are to avoid flying gliders which have suffered such damage in groundloop-type
accidents. It transpires that such structures
can be very damage tolerant and so far few
(if any) catastrophes have occurred.
Experienced repairers have developed
simple techniques such as directing
sources of light and "wheet-tapping technology". Hopefully we will resort to high
cost technology as a last resort!
DAVE REPLIES
Dear Editor,
I didn't think my letter concerning, the
National Ladder (April issue, p90) was all
that rude and besides, who wants to read
nice letters? However the suggestion in the
last issue, p196, that I write articles on
accident prevention shows that the sensitive Mr Wulff has a fine sense of humour.
DAVE WATT, Maidenhead, Berks.

CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS, ete

'MI'fY' weak links. Aero towropes, ",inch chutes. Astleys
Ltd. ·Gosford Street. CQventry 0203-20771.
OLYMPIA 4&3. E.cellent ~ond~ion. ,lull instruments,
radio. audio, oxygen, chute. barograph. trailer. Two man
rig. £41000no. 0532506992 (evenings) Tom Hollings.
KIESTRE·L 111. Glass-fibra trailer. Large rudder. lull
instruments, radio ancl o.ygen. Unique mods to
accommodal;l the tallest pilots in comfort. £9750000.
Phone Francis Ru,...II 046264915 (home) or 04626 2124
(work).
ASTIR CS 117.. Low ·hours. Full panel including TM6
radio·. 2 year old Irailer. £75OOono. Phone T. Bramlilt or G.
Richards on Challock 274.
GRUNAU BABy 3. Built 1955. Lovingly re-fabricated and
re-spr~yed by sanio. C of A inspeclor. Blue and white,
immaculate Steel trailer. instruments,aarolow hook. air
brakes. Only 10 launches since refurbishment. New C 01 A
ondelive,.,. £1050. Call John Eaton at Fowey (0726833594).

AdvertIsements, with ,remittance, should be
sent to Chelron Press ltd, 7 Amersham tilM,
High Wycombe" ~ucklt. Ter 0494 442423. Rate
25p a word. Minimum £5.00. 8011 numbers £2.00
elltra. Re.plies to bOll numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing date
for cllllSlfled advertise menU for the
December..Jlnullry 'Inu4t Is November '5, a.m.

FOR SALE
TWIN ASTIR with instruments ,ond metal trailer lor sale
£9000 + VATono. Full details from Wycom'be Gliding
School. Tel High Wycombe 29263.
SF-27M Cy 'MOTOR. GLIDER. 250 mile range at 70 knots.
Standard Cirrus performance as glider, trailer. 'chute,
numerous extras £60000no. D. 8. James. Cherry Orchard.
Marlow Common, Bucks. Mallow 3509.

CANOPIES
Suit all ,types
Super last fitting service available if needed

BOB REECE
Rematlc, School House, Norton
Hr. WQrcester
TeJ: Woreesler (0905) 821334

StD JAN'fAR 1. Fully-equipped!! P1rice includes full panel
and radio. parachute. glass-Iibre trailer. Ready to fly excellent competition or fun to ,lly Stand~rd Class ship.
£8OOOono. Contact Pete Marshall, Oenham 833176.
KITE 2A. Good condition. aluminium trailer, parachute.
~Iear doped wing fabric. excellent Irving airbrakes. First
sensible offer secures. J. Rees 0~1-227"4161 (office).
Wigan 491567 (home).
SCOUT MICROLlGKT AIRCRAFT - A real laildragge.
with fixed seat and conventional joystick control. Rigs
Irom car roof in 12mins. 173cc engine - cruise 36kts.
Only £1995 + Vat- (eady to fly. Send SAE for details to
SKYCRAFT (ilK) l TO. 79/81 Preslwick Road. AYR KA8
8lH. Tel 0292 82685.
TRAILERS MANUFACTURED, any size. any shape.
Timber or aluminium. Very competitive prices. Mar!)'n
Wells, Whichlord, Shipston, Warwickshire. Long
Compton 217.

SALE
Ttcle RAFGSA's ASW 17, the one with
two World Championship wins. fully
instrllmented, radio, batleries, U/C
warning system, rigging aids, "easyload" trailer, wing recently resmoothed by John Delafield, BGA C of
A for 12 months. Immediate delivery£14,500 (no VAT) or reasonable olfers.

CANOPY DOCTOR
April Cottage. lower Hopton

CONTACT
Andy Gough, Bicester 08692-43030

Nessclifte, Salop, SY4 1nL
Tel 074 381 231

OR
John Delafield 0949-20306

October/November 1981

K-8CR. V. ohare Lasham based. Super condilion. Full
inolr.uments including PZL plus Dolphin, Cook audio,
iTM61 radio, Ibarogreph. parachute. ,Igging aids, Irailer.
£1100. Phone Godfrey 0425 611124.
LtBELlE, well equipped. metal tralla•. LOW hours. new C
of A. one .yndicate from new. Any· reasonable offer. CoIlins (wor1<) Sheffield (0742) 662189. (home) 0742 351416.
IPIK 200 - carbon fibre - probably best example hardly used TM6 Horizon T&S Ball PZL Bohli accelerometer etc. Facto~ trailer, barograph. E:81'2. Complete outfit
al £11000 Booker. Hunter. 01-83&-677~ (work)
01-402-7821 (home).
YEGA 15m.• Quarter share in fully equipped syndicate
based Bicester. £275Oono. Ring Tim Harrington, Princes
Risborough 3211 (wor1<) 5440 (evenings).
,lNOTliER ,1'(·11. £6000 plus VAT. Excellent 11010 to
Diamond C Club aeroplane. Contact J. Jellrlee, London
Gliding Club, Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds. Tel (0582)
63419.
ASW·-17. Winner Euroglide 1975/76/Tl and Nationals
1978/79. 550hrs. 200 launches. Extra water bailast capacity. 360 channel radio. Rigging aids. Spares. Trailer.
(12ooOono. Instruments if required. Contact Bernard
Fitchett 0494 882316 or 05305 2004.
'SKYLARK 3, very good condition. Lasham based. Full
panel', parachute. barograph. enclosed trailer. £30000no.
J. D. H.nry, Olflce 0ge2 .... 33 Enenolon 8S4l8. Home 0982
14829.
SKYLARK 4. Good condition. basic instruments; ready to
flyaway. Ollers? Tel Swindon 762945.
ASW-19. Ex J.Iil. competition giider. Full instruments.
Watelballast. Parachute. Rigging aids and good trailer.
Tel Hemel Hempstead (STD 0442) 833305.
1<-8. Good condition. basic instruments, open trailer.
Offers? Tel Swindon 825350.
SWAlLQW - basic instruments, year's C of A. Offers
invited. Phone Doug Gardner. East Sussex Gliding Club,
Brighton 400232 evenings.
BEST SOARABILlTY FOR MONEY. lale Nimbus 2B. Aprii
78. Works No 167. fixed, tailplane and all latest mods. Iow
hou·rs and launches. Meticulously maintained. Complete
with wooden trailer and comprehensive fittings. Besed
Lasham. £14 700. Contact Ted lysakowski, 54 Tor Bryan,
Ingateslone. Essex. Tel 01-834-3041 work. 02Tl5 2418
home.
MOTOR-FALKE motor gilder. C of A until 1983. £3750 or
offers. Ring Washington 0632 473958 or Bishop A~c.kland
4691.
BLANIK 1874. One private owner. Two full panels Including AlHs. Ball vario. Brunswick. Dittel ,adiO. Professionally buil1trailer with all aids. Beautiful condition.
£750Oono. Tel 0482 862590 evenings (Abbott).
NIMBUS ~C (carbon) 1979 No. 188 in excellent condition
for sale with trailer, without instruments. Offers to: Peter
Ryder. Joseph·Ressel-Str.7. D·2800 Bremen. West Germany. Tei 01049-421·274953 (evenings).
KESTREL 20. Finished by Oelafield with many mods lor
improved performance and handling. Probably best per'
10rming Kestrel. Available immediately. C of A until
March. Competitive price'. Phone 0243-782903.
OLYMPIA NOR!) 2000. 1947. Stored careful", four years
since last French C of A. £450. Aldershot (0252)
26182/517983 Hampshire.
MOSQUITO 8 1/3 share. full instruments. Bohli, radio,
easy rig/towing aids. grp trailer, good syndicate, based
Lasham. £3750. Tel 01-977-0384.
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PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES

73 HIGH STREET, MAXEY, MARKET IDEEPING
TEL. MARKET DEEPING (0778) 347506 OR PETERBOROUGH (0733) 264585
(EVENINGS)
C of A's -- REPAIRS TO ALL TYPES AND MATERllAlS -- CANOPIES
SUPPLIES

RESPRAYS

FOR SALE
T21B HJll REFUB
1218 NEW C of A
PIRAT RESPRAYED
PREFECT C of A
K-4
GEIER I 1:32 GLIDE

All prices are inclus;ve

ADHESIVES AND DOPES
SPRUCE 4p cu in
PLY 1500 x 1500 sheets
1mm 3 ply £10.80
1.5m m 3 ply £10.80
2mm 5 ply £15.27
1 US gall Dope £11.40
Ceconite 101-66 £2.74 yd
Aerolene 58" £2.60 mt

SALVAGE
GRUNAU
PIAAT
T21
IS 2882

B.G.A. SENIOR INSP

£1950
£1750
£3100
£1260
£750
£1450

ASTIR CS77 immaculate condition. complete with
instruments. trailer and new C of A. 0494·445854.

TRAILERS
Joe & Terry I-inee

AXLES - New 4ft 2-wheel axles. Rubery Owen. Complete
with 3 wheels. £175 each. No VAT. Tel 0525 210921
evenings.

Competitive Prices send for QuotatiOns.
Higher Bockhampton, iDorChester. Dorset.

SCALES - Avery low-level platform scales recently over·
hauled. 2801b. 'Suitable for weighing tail end of gliders?
[95. No vAT. Tel 0525 210921 evenings.
K·] with trailer <lnd basic inslruments. Price L37500no.
Can be viewed al I(ESTAEL GC, RAF OOIHAM by
arrangemeot, Contact for viewing AMover 82111 Ex\.
2438 (office), Headley Bown 114393 (home). Contact for
negotiations Biceste.r 3311 Elt. 2695 (offiCe) .or Bicester
3231 (home).
.

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR MECAPLEX

I:

I

PIK 20D' - 1977 - Fully equipped. Instruments include
Cambridge vario with averager and speed director. Dittel
720 radio available. C of A to April 1982. Special low-line
Irailer. £11 500. Tel Sands 0238-532407 or Bryson
0846-682580.
46:1 lor onl; £9000! Trailer. instruments. Ready to fly.
Why pay more? Garrod. Wokingham (0734) 785577.

BLANIK low time 32Ohrs. Good condition. good instrument layout. 11 months C of A. £6oo00no. Tel Bristol
616394 after 6pm.

BUILDING A TRAILER? B & B. Hcwl torsion bar axle.
Br<lkes. Hydraulic Dampers. Thre<l wheels. Lights. Mudguards. Unvsed. The 1'01 £111G. 001-458-4083.

SUPER CUB 150,.01 CITABRIA (or would consider lease).
'bOth with tow hooks and low engine hours. Well equipped
including 360 channel radio. Box No SG572.

K-7. Late model. Swiss canopy. with trailer. New C of A.
Offers. Phone 000 7452235 or 028 375220.

K··6CR, VGC. Large K·8B canopy. Ye."s C 9f A. Basic
instruments. £3300. Open and closed metal trailers. parachute, rad'io, etc available. 045452966.

1(-8CR and trailer in very good condition. Basic
instruments. Rigging aids, Flown Gold distance, Diamond
goal and full Silver this year. [39000no. Tel Nottingham
606157, 54591 or 3~0083,

PLYWOOD tfl.4,ILER, Excellent condition - suit 15m£5OOono. Also available some fittings for Nimbus or Ventus. lDavis 0225 '833459,
KESTREL 19 Competition instruments, barograph. parachute. trailer, large rudder £8600, Andy Miller 00437 4571,
ex\. 235 day 512 evening.
DART 17R, Good Condition. 2 Varios, Bantam. Recent
respray. excellent trailer, £5500, Tel Langley Mill 5049,

2 TRAILERS, one brand new to fit K.6E etc. '£995: other
refurbished, suit mQdern 15m types. £795. GORDONAIR.
Enstone (060872) 208 anytime. Oxfordshire.
K-6CR. [2500. K-8. £2000. For further details phone
Simon MaCkintosh. 041 204 1871 Ext 2932. Or write the
Secretary. cia SGU. Portmoak Airfield. Scotlandwell. Kin-

ross.

T-45 SWALLOW. June 1961. Wings recovered and aircraft
're-painted 1979. PZL vario. Cosim Vario. accelerometer.
compass. 1'0 month C of A. With closed trailer. [1000.
Wrile or phone. Rattlesd'en Gliding Club. Castle Lodge.
Felsham. Bury SI EdmuMs. Suffolk. Tel 04493 687 or Hill
House. Great Yeldham, Essex. Tel 07877 237241.

SKYLARK 3B with basic instruments and radio, barograph, mounted camera, parachute, audio "ario. Covered
WOoden Irai1e,. 1282 launches. Price £3000, offers considered. I K Pilling (087254) 346. Sited at Perranporth,
Cornwall,

Brunei Road. Salisbury, Wilts.
Te'. 0722-6938 Telex 47395

SCHLEICHER K-21i. Good performance Iraining and soar'ing machine. Modded canopy. Fulll instruments, ciosed
trailer. £2500. Phone Clacton on Sea 860598 evenings,

OLY 2B, Good Condition. one of the last buil\.
Instruments, recent C of A. Closed aluminium traHer.
Rigging aid. [180Q. Dinnington 563060 or Sheffield
690212

super aircraft to fly. Never badly broken. £1800. View at
Kirton L'indsey Airfield or ring (0522) 682414.

C. I. ELECTRONICS L TO
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P,F.A. APPROVED

Phone: Dorcester 2307

01.V 211. Winner of Northern Teg ionals Spor·t Class 1981.

Quotation contact

inc

PAIR T-alB mafnplan••. Just recovered in aerolene.
Ready to fly. [650. Tel 060 650 530.

COBRA 15. Hull and Irailer£5ooo. Comprehensive
instruments and eqUipment available at negotiabl'e prices.
01 500 5923.

REPLACEMENT "ME.CAPlEX"
GLIDER CANOPIES

Rico VACS Verlo 'Director syslem
Complete £200
Cambridge base radiQ. superb condition. With Pye
mains power supply. crystalled. 3V, channels.
£1800vno
Kraft hand-held Iransceiver. 130'.4 and 130.1. Tiny
walkie·talkie type radio with rechargeable batteries
and charger. As new £180
Telephone: 0869242691

£200

DAVE ALMEY
K-6CR wi1h elevato' trim laD, Beautiful condition. only
[42·50 including parachute instruments and closed Irailer.
C of A valid 10 March 1982. Telephone (0273) 607616<H
(0403) 58167 evenings.

B

PRICES FROM

£100
£750,
£300
£400

OI.YMPtA 'I!~. Delightful ship complete with parachute.
radio,. excellent instruments includitlg electric audio vario
and PZL. Superb trailer. easy to load and IOw. Offers
please to Brian Forrest on 0908 317559 or Fane 0908
76961.

For

SUPERIOR PAINlWORK
BY MEL OUR SPAAYER
ACRYLIC
SYNTHETIC
POLYURETHANE
CELLULOSE

PIK·20E for sale or syndication. On'ly 14 engine hours,
Currently based Halfpenny Green rigged in selt-contained
hangar. Would demounl lor relocation ,in a day. Fully
equipP<ld, tow hOOK, trailer, one man rigging. Wilson
(work)' 021 64'34'269, (home) 0562 700845.
RUGGED new wooden trailer suit any 15m glider. specially reinforced floor with one ton axle and hitch.
0494-445854.

LIBELLE 201. COmp No. 294. E.c\!lIent condition with
basic panel, Never bent. Good wooden trailer. Offers.
Norman Parry, Tel 079 379260. (SWindon).
OXYGEN BARGAIN. The finest Systems, economical
demand systems, 3 regulators. 2 masks, reducers 3 boltles, piping. connectors. Everything, you need plus many
extras. 3 ·systems in all. Tailored lor gliding. [4ooono.
Windsor 59497.
PIRAT 'h share based Kirton Lindsey. A fine example with
PZL and electric auaio vario.,radio. parachute. barograph
and covered 'railer, C of A 10 1982. £2300. Donovan
Epsom 26140 Ext 2399 (oflice).
1/13 .here Twin "'stir kept rigged al Lasham. £1000. For
details phone lDavid Plumb Herriard 439.
K-4, why pay thousands when a few hundred acqUires
your dream machine. Will aerotow. but a superb winch
launcher. Good condition. complete with open trailer.
Based Thruxlon. Tel Highclere 253297.
KRANICH 3, two-seater. 30:1 glider. built 1957. best twoseater of its period. radiO. completely equipped. excellent
condition. only privately used. tr<liler. £3800. Write or
phone H Sommer. Friesenstr 2c. D-638 Bad Homburg. Tel
(010-49-6151) 163763 (daytime) or (010-49-6172) 43502 (at
night).
REBUILT or refurbished sailplanes for training to high
performance. contact us with your requirements.
0494-445854.
for .ele a two-seater sailplane E 78 SILENE. 120hrs.
AVglISt 1979. complete equipment - electric variometer
BALL, audio CAMBRIDGE. variometer MK IV. speed direc·
tor. VHF radio set BEeKER 720 channels with covered
trailer. Write to M. Duhamel Michel, 74 Boulevard
Jeanne·D·Arc, 02200 Soissons. France.

SAILPLANE 8: GLIDING

COBRA 15 complele wilh instruments, radio, low iine
Irailer. Extra beily hook filted, (only one in counlry) gives
."".lIenl wire launches. Superb condition. Complele outlit or shares based at Long Marston. Tel Leamington Spa

38381 evenings.

'KESTREL 20. Large rudder. Glasslibre !railer.
Instruments, parachute_ ·£10500. Tel M Pope 01 9954188
(work) 01 603 8769 (home).
33:1 Easy-ta-fly OLYMPIA. 17m Full panel. Carefully maintained by syndicate_ £1900 oc offer. Excellent aluminium
trailer. parachute. and barograph availab'le if required.
Please ,phone 061 483 3241 (day), Poynton 873747
(evenings)_
OLYMPIA. 41 •. Superb performance in standard British

AN INTRODUCTION TO

HANG GLIDING
by BOB MACKAY

£2

(Published lOci 1981)
Next time you bend your K-7 il may not be
any more expensive to have il repaired and
converted to a K-13, BGA approved design
and C of A.

FOR SALE: K-13 (converted) £4200
K-13 (genuine) £5300
Tel: Worcester (0905) 821334
ASTIR Cs. Good order, mods completed. Offers invited
Ior pr.terably hull only. Deferred payment over 6 months
acceptable. TeI (0258) 53262.
STD CIRRUS. Superb condition, fUil panel, radio, oxygen,
parachute, fibreglass Irailer. No prangs. £8100ono. Phone
JoI1n Taylor, Winchester '62890.
LS-3L N!lW 1980, very low hours. Huil, tail doily, rigging
aids lone man rig) trailer and fittings. £11 500.
Instrumenls, radio, oxygen, paraChute, barograph if
required. wm negotiate. Tel 0642 8t5927 evenings, 0642
553601 Ext 3883 daytime.
C06RA 15. Excellent. Trailer, radio, oxygen. C of A July
82. Climbs well. BGA Handicap 96 same as dry Libelle,
Diamond giider fo, £5300. Bennelt 0543-432231,
OLY·2, parachule. barograph, basic instruments and T&S.
To sell whole or wiill separate, ciosed Irailer, £1850. Dave
Poiler 021-744-5488 (evenings).
Of'EN, CIRRUS, 1975. Iow hours, fuil inslrumenls, TM6,
Bohli, pa,achule, barograph. Metal trailer, superb condilion. £8500000. Tel 03677-727.
KESTREL 19. Same syndicate since new. Fuil
inslruments. oxygen, radio, large rudder, excellenl
wooden trailer, ,rigging and towing aids. Offers around

£9000. CMs Simpson (0533) 674173 (home). (0533)
548070 (work).
K-13 with instruments. radio and nearly new melal trailer.
Privalely owned fmm new. Exceilent condition. Offers.
Rugby 813690 or 8t6026.
LASHAM baaed TWIN ASTIR share: £1200 plus low
monthly maintenance contribution_ Large syndicate but
aircraft nol over utilised. Box No SG 573.
SCHEIBE SPERLING. Low cost giider tug. 5 gals per hour
mogaa when towing. PFA permit to fly. £4000. BOCIAN.
Racently overhauled. C of A. £35000no. SWALLOW. C of
A. £15OO0no. Trailer if required. F Thompson (0302)
783121.
STANDARD CIRRUS. Pristine condition, wilh relurbisl1ed cockpit. Complete with barograph, paraChute,
radjo, metal Irailer. £8500 or syndicate at Shobdon or
Long Mynd. Tel 061 980 7580.
PIK 20£. Demonstrator for sale or syndicate. With chute,
barograph. 720 channel radio. Very well inslrumented. J
Hulme, Botlisham, Cambridge 811323.
PIPER SUPER CVB. 180 Lycoming with 650hrs to run. 3
years C of A. Alan Sands 0238 532407.
1973 BLANIK. Basic instruments.. C of A. Low hours. Mint
condi~on. £5000 inc VAT. Part exchange considered.
03265 62294.
OLY·2B with closed trailer (reCent) and' C of A_ Offers to
Newcastle 87455 (day), Ourham 69491 (evenings) Gearge
Edmundson Ebchester 561286 (weekends).
KESTREL 19_ Jl/II mods. Single man rig plus tow bar and
tip dolly for pne person towing_ Fu 11 panel includes
Cambridge MklV Director and mini variometers still
under guaranlee. TM6 radio, oxygen, paraChute, baro·
graph and new metal trailer_ 12 months C of A. Can be
seen at Portmoak. £10000. Contact David Fraser (0698)
813476

Here is a concise, well.illustratedo, 1OQ-page
book full of up-to-date information for the
beginner, for the interested spectator and
for the 'expert' who wishes to refresh his or
her memory on some of the finer points.
The book is right up-to.date in its text and
its many pholographs (by Mark Junak.) and
diagrams: it includes a chapter on powered
flight and contains useful names and
addresses. It emphasises 1hal this SPQrt is
not on'ly for MEN, and concan,trates Or1J Success with Safety.

T·218 with canopies. FUlly refrabricaled, resprayed with
new C of A from date of sale. £t 950. Tel 0778 347506 or
07332ti4585 (even ings).
BLANIIl with Irailer. 2 lull panels including I&S. Crossfell
eleclric vario. Less than 8500 launches. Goodl condition.
£4750. Currently Ilying al Kirton Lindsey Airtield. Trial
invited. WJ Hill, 'Granville', Heapham, Nr Gainsborough,
lines. Tel Corringham 741.

October/November 1981

HOBBIES

Copies are available \0 the puolic from
Booksellers or direct from the Publishers
(add 19p for' postage).

THORNHILl PRESS
24 Moorend Road
Cheltenham, Glos GL53 OEU
SHK ,tinal production example. fully refinished 1981, basic
panel', enclosed wooden trailer, full 'figging aids, Proven

500km machine. 1 year C of ,.. £6oooono. Ring Farnham
722'279 or Bedford 711514.
PIK-20B. £7000 wilh instruments including Cambridge
variometer, 360 channel radio. parachu1e, various,spares.
Trailer availabie. Ron Sandford. Shrewton (0980) 620454
(evenings) or at Nympsfield (weekenos).
L SPATZ·55. VGC. LID 1.29. C of A Ju'ly 1982. Instruments.
Parachute. Open trailer with covers. ,£2600000. Rev
Bourne Exeler 74345.

Introducing AEROMART - the ideal way to dispose
of that spare instrument, Chute, barograph, etc.
Someone, somewhere is looking for these items.
Cheap and easy to find your customer. SAE for
details.
MOBIL€ SHOP -back in business again by re~uest. SIoe.ing Ball"ries, Chargers, Dillel Radios, Slrong Iparachutes.
Maps. Scaies. Protraclors. Books. elc. lIems being added
alllhe lime al your request. YOU WANT'~ - WE GET IT.
Price list on requesl
REN, ACREW - Ge.t yoursei! organised wilh a professional
crew tor next season. Very compelilive terms - delllils on
application.
C.R.S.M. - NOW is Ihe time 10 get organised for nexl
season. Use the C.R.S.M. 10 dispose of. or purchase your
Glider.
(vinlage to 'Iatesl ~iass, i.e. LS 3).
ARGENTINA - World Championship visit 1983. More people rushing 10 lioin us. Are you one of them? Don't miss
thiS opportunity 01 a lifetime.
CROSS COWNTlW SOARING - Helmul Reichmann's
classic. few copieslel!. n6.00 plus £1.50p&p (UK only).
SEGELRUG BILDKALENOER - available from H08BIES order your copy now to ensure delivery in time for Christmas. Make some glider llilol happy' £6.75 lioc. p&p.
SSA CONVENTION t 982 - Anyone inlerested in avisit to the
Soaring Society of America's Annual Convention al HOUSTON. TEXAS {March 3rd-7th 1982)? If SO I am prepared to
organise a party booking.
For details on any 01 Ihe above please conracr

HOBBIES

MICI\OUTE AIRCRAFT
INcmpORATING ACE

AVIATION Co

COLli

256 Crowmere Road, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire SY25LF. Tel: (0743) 4131

d
WAN,TED
GliDE .. WRECKAGE, Good prices paid. Needed
particularly any K-13 remains. Tel (0905) 821334.

FLV YOUR OWN POWERED
3 AXIS AIIRCRAFT
for aroulild £3 per hour
Contact the micro'light experts for

* Introductory Seminars
* 2 day flying courses
* Weekly flying courses
* Sales and, immedia1e service
Ace Mic'rolite Aircraft Co Limited
Long Marslon Airf,ield
Stratford upon Avon
Tel: 0769294454 or
0905 423929 (24h r service)
1970 RAL'LY,E ,MINER.".... 240 STOL 8 galls/hr. 80/87
octane. Twirl navs/coms. ADF, ILS Markers. Linked auto.
Or Vaughan, 43 Kings Fload, Emsworth. Hants 024345638_
KESTREL 19. Fully eqUipped. HUSbands Bosworth. 1/4
shares £1950. Hook Norton 737309 or Knowle 77484.
STANDARD CIRRUS·. £2600 bUyS 1/3 share. Fully equipped oullit based Husbands Bosworth. This glider won
Midland Regionals_ Possible 1/4 share lor £2000. Near
oilers considered. Tel 090425991.

win~

SUNGSSY SAILPLANE TRANSFERS. £3 per pair including p&p. 0 Almey, 79 Lutton Grove. Westwood, Peter·
borough.

conditions. With trailer, Dne careful owner for last three

years. Haggling Si arts al £4-250. Please telephone 02302
4943 for details anytime (Bedfordshire).

K-? lar.g6 canopy £3500ono.
FAUVETTE - £3000ono. OLYMPIA 28
- £1500. KITE 2A and SKYLARK 4 Offers. T218 - £1500ono. KESTREL
19 - Glasshbre Trailer - offers,
Repairs end C of A inspections on
wooden, metal and glass-fibre sailplanes.
Factory train~d and approved repair
agent for GLASER-DIRKS Sailplanes.
BOB McLEAN
241 Bawtry Road, Bessacar
Doncaster DN4 7AL
lel·0302·55861 or 0302-64931 (home)

TRAILERS wanted urgentlY for Dorset GC. Suitable for
K-8 and 1-21. Phone Neal. Wimborne 883378 or Warwick,
Blandford' 51 139.
'SLINGSBY T.53B front and centre canopies. Conlact
Rocerl Elrittain, 512 Oswego Streel, Liverpool, New York.
Phone 315-457·2561.
ANY GLIDER WRECKAGE, Timber, metal or glassfibre.
Complete or part aircraft purchased. Tel 0778 34 7506 or
0733 264585 (evenings).

PERSONAL
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS GROUP, Personal ,ntroductions/dances, parties~ talks. social events. Meet interesting, attractive people. All areas. Tel 05t-931·2844. (.4 hrs).

SERVICES
SPECIALIST CLlDING TRANSUiI'IONS. Handbooks,
technical documentation etc. Quality work~ swift se.rvice.
competitive rates. Peak lranslations. Ketlleshulme.
Whaley Bridge, Stock.port. Tel Whaley eridge 2074.
BUYING GLIDERS/MOTOR CLIDERSFROM,GERMANY?
RAF Pilol, Germany based, German ficences, German
speaker will provide conditionlairtest report as reqUired.
Telephone 010 49637115903.

CLUBS
OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING C·LUB, the new facility al
Enstone. Tandem-Falke & Grab 109lraining motor-gliders
for MGPPL's cross-country soaring and navigalion tuition. elc. Aerolows available to private sailplanes. Solo
sell-launching sailplane due soon. Contact Manager,
Enslone (060872) 208.

NEA'R TO GLIDING SITES

ACCOMMODATION
ABOYNE ~ ABE~DEENSHIRE
BALNACOll HOTEL
AccommoCla'tion from £7.50 (Bed & Break)
per person, per night
ExceJlent fOOd and drink
Tel: Aboyne (0339) 2252 lor reservations
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COURSES
WELSH HANG GLIDING CENTRE
Flying Club
Residential Courses
Accessories
Colour Brochure from Department S,
New Road, Crickhowell, South Wales. Tel

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS
'OUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HO"IrON, OEVON

lel; Honlton, 2940

0873-81 0019

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
'FHEO,RY OF GLIDING
A repeal of this very successful weekend course of
lectures and discussions on November 28/291981.
Fee: £20 including 'lunches and refreshments
Full derails Irom:
D. S. Wllde, 32 Tvndells Park Road
Bristol, BSS t HR
Tal 0272-24181, ext. 695

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBR~, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAVS GlIOERSAN!)
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS
B.G.A., C.A.A.; P.F.A. APPROVAI,.S

FOR TRADE

PUBLlCATiIONS

ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: Dirlnet (033-985) 339

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open 10 everyone with a good
degree! We jest, at course. Everybody is welcome. We winch and aerotow from Duxford all year, mostly at
weekends, and aerotow only from
Cambridge where we run weekly holiday courses tram May until the end
of August.

AIRFIELD
MARKING STRIP
FOR PERMANENT OR TEMPORARV
MARKING QF 'GRASs AIRFIELDS
(OR TARMACADAM)
Quickly and easily positioned for:

* Marking <,irstrips and sale landing amas
* Marking out the Signals square
* Marking competition line-ups
* Marking out temporary car parks
* Airlield identification, etc.
Available in white, or colours as required

PILC PRODUCTIONS (S&G), Weaverham
Northwlch, Cheshire, CW8 3PR
Tel (0606) 852701

Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Cl:ub
Welcome private owners,
beginners and holiday members at their
unique site in the Cotswolds
Open 7 days 8 week
April to October - Normally weekends only
in winter. but weekday f1yirtg is possible by
prior permission of the Manager,
Tet 0453-86().,342
Courses run trom April to October

For general
information write to

For Course
details write to

For: details write to:

The Secretary
55 Moorfield Road
Duxford. Cambs

R. Haddon,
54 Brampton Road
Cambrid'ge

:Brlstol & GloU(:estershire Gliding Club

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING Monthly, pUblication of the Glid~ng Federation of Australia. A c:omplete. coverage of
Australian soaring and exclusive features of international
Interest. Subscription: $12.00 Aust or $13,50 US. 10 Box
1650.. GPO, Adelaide. South Australia 5001, Money orders
p,eferred.
NEW ZEALAND' "Gliding K,wi" off;cial Gliding MagaZine
of Ihe NZ Gliding ASSOCiation. Printed October and alternate months. Write 'NZ Gliding Kiwi, Private Bag,
Tauranga. New Zealand, £4.00 Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage),

Septembe,r-October 1981
Limited Numbers Accepted

OEESIDE GUIDING CLUB

'GQRDONAIR' 'LTO, has vacancy for BGA Inspector with
motor-glider approval and qualified in FRP repairs. MG
instructo' rating] would be advantage, Write Enslone Airfield, Oxfordshire OX7 4NP.

"SOARING" - official monthly journal 0f Ihe Soaring
Society of America. Edited 'by Douglas Lamon!. ,a,ddress:
Box 66071. Los Angeles, California 90066 USA. Subscriptions; $25.00 outside USA; apply to your post office for"
form.
SLOPE SOARING with e radio control model seaplane is
e fascinating pastime and a fypica, phase of aeromodelling. Head aooul this and other aeromodelling SUbjects in
Aeromodeller and Radio Control Models and Electronics,
the world's leading magazines publislied monthly. Model
& Allied Pvbli~ation3 \,IQ., 13-~' 'I;lri(lw Str~t" Hemel
Hempstead. Herts.

BOOK EARLY FOR
WAVE SEASON

A. J. MIDDLETON

EMPLOYMENT

A vacancy' exists for a Course instructor for
the 1982 season at the
LONDOflOLIQI~G CLUB, DUNSTABLE.
Exiended employment pr€lspects if required
for applicanl proving his or her worth.
Write with details of experience qualifications, e'tc to: The Manager, l.ondon
Gilding ClUb. Dunstable Downs, Beds..
Tel: Dunstable (0582) 63419

ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Enquire to:

MASERATI GHIBLU RH drlva - UK Reg. Will be traded
fpr sailplane. Make 'offer. IHamilton Aviation, T'Keyenhof.
Poelweg 16, BTE 6, Overijse 1900. Belgium. Phone Bruxelles 32.2.653.2400.
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The Manager
Nymps'leld,Stonehouse
Glos., GL 10 3TX

SHOBDON
Your easily accessible wave siie in
superb lunspoilt country on the
Welsh borders.

11 you're an ex,perienced glider pilot and
looking lor a good base to fly from on your
holiday, Coventry Gliding Club is the place
for you.
Situated just outside Husbands ,Bosworth
within easy reach of many other Clubs.
Aero-tow launching ensores maximum
soaring opportunity lor both ~ong distance
and local gliding.
Club facilities include Licensed Bar, first
class accommodatiOIl. good company and
easy access Irom motorways.
We also extend a very warm welcome to
the not so experienced and the beginner,
our holiday CQurses are amongst the very Dest.
For details ring:
Market Harborough 880429 or 880521
For holiday courses ring
Market ,Harborough 880484
or write to; COVENTRY GLlOING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield.
Husbands Bosworth, Leics.

Falke, Blaf'lik, Twin Astir, aerotowing
seven days a week. Easy
to-geHlwBy cross country
possibilities. Good wave set up by
the Welsh mountains. Private
owners and club ex'peditions
welcome. but be sure to book.
Courses tailored to your requirements. Power and parachuting
available. An excellent area for small
hotels,. amiab'le landladies, selfcatering, historic towns, stately
homes, beautiful walks and choice
pubs.

Please write to the Secretary.

Herefordshire Gliding Club,
Shobdon Airfield, leomlnster,
Herefordshire
Telephdne: Klngsland (056881) 369

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club'
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Toe!. Perranporth 2.124

JOIN US AT
THE MYND
IN 1981

Gliding courses in modern Heet
from May - B.G.A. ,fully-rated
instructors - fine soarinQi lovely coastal airfield - ideal
for a different family holiday.

THE HILL SITE
FOR WAVE

Details with pleasl,Jfe from:

The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston
COrnwall

Send for full
details now

Tel: Helston 62294

Midland Gliding Club Ltd

LASHAM

I

I

Super soaring at Britain's largest
gliding centre.
Bring your own glider and compete
with pundits, or join as a temporary
member for specialised training and
local soaring. Beginners courses, task
weeks and club flying, expeditions
from other clubs welcome.
Cross country facilities include a
comprehensive briefing room with
Facsimile machine for the latest
weatner charts. Lecture programme
for bad weather days.
No airspace problems, excellent
airtQw and car launching 'faci'lities.
Comprehensive clubhouse facilities
and accommodation.
lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hants
Tel Hernard (025683) 322 or 270

~T.'
~,.=-

-

lURBON GLIDING CWB

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 058263419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
l1ills, ana within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, relia'ble launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
Thi,s famous site has plentiful
thermals in sum mar and hill soaring
with favourable wi nds throughout
I the
year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weeken'ds only
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course 'brochulles or
, club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 058263419

4 Of 5-day gliding holidays
Ridge Site with winch and eerolow
launches.
From £105-£190.
(All inclusive 0/ pro/essional instruction,
accommodation, meals and VAT.)
Visiting gliders welcome

,,~e.£lF
Kenl GilDinG ClUB
Please ring Challock 1023374) 274 or 307
Or write to The Secretary, Kent Gliding Club
Challock, Nr. Ashford, Kent.

Course Secretary
45 Snowshill Close
Churchill North, Reddi,tch, Wores .•
Phone 0$27 66859

The Best Club Fleet in the Country
The Best Instruction in the Country

WHERE?
WYCOMBE GLIDING
SCHOOL, BOOKER
Advanced Courses for early solo pilots and
Bronze 'C' Pilots. Task weeks for Cross
Country Pilots. Two-day and Five-day AbInitio Courses. Early conversion to glass
fibre.
If any of this appeals to you then call and
see us, or write to The Secrelary,
Wycombe Gliding SChool, Wycombe Air
Park, Booker, High Wycombe, Bucks. or
Phone High Wycombe 29263.

SOAR YORKSHIRE
• SOAR RIDGE

Twelve miles in suitable conditions

• SOAR THERMALS

Glub record is 524km. in 15 metre Standard Class glider

• SOAR WAVE

Club absolute record is 30,200 feet on 16.9.79.
Club record gain is 29,50:0 feet on 16.6.76
V.isit us and stay in our fully licensed r,esidentlal clubhQuse. This is ideally
situated on the South West corner of the North Yorkshire National Park in
superb surroundings with views of up to 50 miles. Full catering available in
season. Self cateriAg at other times.
Courses~Ap'ril to October
Visitors always welcome
We shall be delighted to see you

YO,RKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

SCHEMPP

HIRTH

GMBH
A TRADITION OF WORLD BEATING HIGH CLASS SAILPLANES
B-18metre,C-20metreandCM-Motorversion
IS CONTINUED WITH THE JANUS
VENTUS

Flapped 15 metre, German, Italian, DutcH and
American Nationals winner
NIMBUS 31st, 2nd and 3rd in 1981 World Championships

Thin carbon fibre
wings with a new wing
section produce the new generation

for details contact -

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS

(R. JONES)

TEL (0488) 71774

WHO PROVIDE THE AFTER SALE and REPAIR SERVICE SO IMPORTANT
WITH A NEW TECHNOLOGY PRODUC!.
ALSO FOR SALE - BAROGRAPHS and INSTRUMENTS - Winter, Bohli,
Cambridge, Ball, etc.
IN ORDER TO RATIONALISE OUR STOCK WE ARE DISPOSING OF A LARGE
QUANTITY OF GLIDING EQUIPMENT and 'OLDER GLIDER' SPARES,
INCLUDING - 1 winch, 1 tractor, 2 trailers, 1 Libelle and Dart, Ka6e, Olympia
and Swallow spares, radios, Standard Cirrus fairing mod. kits, etc. Send SAE
for details.

